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Abstract
The widespread adoption of coal-fueled advanced electric power gen­
eration systems depends upon the ability to remove H2S from the gasifier 
product. While H2S can be removed by traditional wet scrubbing methods, 
sensible heat is lost, thereby reducing the overall system efficiency. 
High temperature desulfurization is now possible using newly developed 
metal oxide sorbents which are capable of reducing the H2S concentration 
to less than 10 ppmv from a laboratory scale fixed-bed reactor using a 
simulated coal gas.
In this study, reactor simulation models capable of describing the 
high temperature sulfidation and regeneration reactions of metal oxide 
sorbents in a fixed-bed reactor have been developed. The models consider 
the heterogeneous nature of the gas-solid reactions, the inherent un­
steady state nature of the process, the fluid mechanics of flowing gas 
in the reactor, heat and mass transfer between gas and solid, heat lost 
to the surroundings, and the kinetics of the single pellets which comprise 
the bed. Only material balances are considered in the isothermal 
sulfidation model. Because the sorbent regeneration reaction is highly 
exothermic, both material and energy balances are included in the regen­
eration model. The unreacted core model is used to describe the noncat- 
alytic gas-solid reactions in the individual pellets.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Experimental results are compared with those predicted by the models. 
During sulfidation, the H2S breakthrough curves as well as the axial 
sulfur loadings in the reactor following breakthrough predicted by the 
model agree with the experimental results if the pellet effective 
diffusivity is treated as a "best-fit" parameter. Gas temperature pro­
files in the reactor during regeneration agree with model predictions in 
terms of maximum temperature and time for .the maximum temperature to be 
attained; however, the experimental temperature distribution is consid­
erably broader than predicted. In another application, the model provides 
very close agreement with experimental gas temperature profiles in a 
catalyst regeneration test.
xi
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As the largest resource of fossil energy, coal is used in many con­
ventional power plants to generate electricity. The major challenges for 
utility companies are how to modify the existing power plants to improve 
the overall efficiencies and also meet the environmental requirements. 
In recent years, Integrated Gasification-Combined-Cycle (IGCC) power 
plants (Fig 1.1) and Molten Carbonate Fuel Cell (MCFC) systems (Fig 1.2) 
have been developed to accomplish those goals. While conventional power 
systems can only reach 35% overall efficiency (Angrist, 1982), IGCC sys­
tems can reach 47% overall efficiency (Shepard, 1986) and MCFC can convert 
about 50% of the fuel energy to electricity (Angrist, 1982).
The fuel source for both IGCC and MCFC systems is the low-Btu gas 
produced from coal gasification. It is necessary to remove several con­
taminants such as particulates, alkalis, residual hydrocarbons, nitrogen 
compounds, and sulfur compounds from the coal gas coming from the gasifier 
before passing it to the turbine or fuel cell in order to protect the 
downstream equipment and achieve environmental compliance. Hydrogen 
sulfide, the primary sulfur contaminant must be reduced to less than 10 
ppmv for the IGCC systems and to 1 ppmv for the MCFC systems (Moore, 
1986).
1
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Figure 1.2 MCFC System (U. S. DOF., METC, 1986)
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4Current commercial H2S removal processes usually involve quenching 
with water followed by liquid scrubbing at about 400 K. This approach 
has the considerable drawbacks of thermal inefficiency and costly 
wastewater treatment. The overall efficiency of the electrical power 
system can be improved significantly if coal gas can be desulfurized at 
or near gasifi.er outlet temperature (525 - 650 C) (Angrist, 19ft?.; Peace, 
1986; Moore, 1986) before entering into the heat turbine or fuel cell.
High temperature sulfur removal techniques are. based on the reaction 
of H2S with metal oxide sorbents to form a solid sulfur compound. Pre­
vious research performed at Morgantown Energy Technology Center (METC) 
has shown that the mixed oxide, zinc ferrite (ZiiFe.204), is a promising 
sorbent capable of removing sulfur species from the coal gas to 10 ppmv 
or less. The sorbent can be regenerated for reuse. Favorable results 
have been obtained from both single pellet studies (Focht, et al., 1986) 
and laboratory-scale fixed-bed tests (Grindley. 1985). KRW Energy Sys­
tems has constructed a large-scale process demonstration unit which in­
cludes a fixed-bed desulfurization reactor having a diameter of 4.5 feet 
and a bed height up to 16 feet (Smith, 1987). The results of this scale-up 
experiment are expected to lead the way to commercial application of a 
high temperature desulfurization process using zinc ferrite.
Flytzani-Stephanopoulous et al. (1985,1986) have been working on 
novel high temperature desulfurization sorbents on a laboratory scale. 
Based on their results, FTI (Gangwal et al., 1.988) has recently reported 
favorable bench scale experimental tests using zinc titanate (a mixture
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
5of zinc oxide and titanium oxide) which can effectively reduce H2S con­
centration to approximately 1 ppmv. Zinc titanate may become another 
prime candidate sorbent for high temperature desulfurization.
The purpose of this research is to develop a mathematical model which 
can describe both the sulfidation and regeneration cycles for the high 
temperature desulfurization reactions in a fixed-bed reactor. The output 
of the model should be capable of matching experimental results from 
laboratory tests. Once calibrated or verified, the model may be used to 
aid the interpretation of new experimental results, to choose exper­
imental test conditions which will provide maximum process information, 
and eventually for scale-up and design purposes.
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
Chapter 2
Description of Siilfidalion/Rogcncratirm Reactions
2.1 Status of Sorbent Development
2.1.1 General Description
Materials investigated for use as high temperature sorbents to remove 
hydrogen sulfide include alkaline earth metals and transition metals, 
generally in oxide form. The general reaction may be represented by the 
equation
MeO(s) + H2S(g) =MeS(s) + H20(g) (2.1.1)
Westmoreland, et al. (1976,1977) undertook a systematic investigation 
and identified eleven metal oxides having favorable desulfurization 
properties. Many recent studies have examined the use of iron oxide or 
zinc oxide (Grindley, 1981; Schrodt, 1980). However, neither is totally 
satisfactory for use in the IGCC and MCFC processes. Thermodynamic limits 
prevent iron oxide from achieving the low concentration required in the 
product gas. Zinc oxide tends to be reduced to volatile zinc metal at 
high temperature and regenerability is questionable.
6
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72.1.2 Zinc Ferrite Development
The development of zinc ferrite (ZnFe204) as a high temperature
desulfurization sorbent was initiated by MF.TC (Grindley, 1981-1987).
Laboratory and bench scale studies have been conducted using both syn­
thetic gas mixtures and a sidestream from METC's gasifier. Several in­
dependent studies have been reported on zinc ferrite's durability,
physical and chemical properties, and single pelle.t reaction kinetics 
(Jha et al., 1986; Focht et al., 1986). Those results have shown that 
zinc ferrite reacts rapidly with H2S and has a high sulfur capacity. The 
sulfided zinc ferrite was successfully regenerated and resulfided for 
multicycle operation without major reactivity loss. Laboratory tests 
using zinc ferrite have produced H2S effluent concentrations of approxi­
mately 5 ppmv prior to breakthrough from a 2 inch diameter fixed-bed re­
actor. Sulfur capacities as high as 220 g S per kg sorbent at 
breakthrough have been measured.
2.1.3 Hovel Sorbent Development
The zinc ferrite sorbent is limited to use with gasfiers with maximum 
exit gas temperature of 650 C, since during the sulfur loading cycle, zinc 
evaporation and sintering may occur at higher temperature. Extensive 
novel sorbent research has been carried out by Flytzani-Stephanopoulos 
et al. (1985,1986) at MIT. A number of sorbents consisting of iron, zinc,
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
copper, aluminum, vanadium, molybdenum, and titanium in different combi­
nations have been studied. The current focus is 011 copper oxide-aluminum 
oxide ("copper aluminate") and zinc oxide-titanium oxide ("zinc 
titanate") formulations in different proportions of the individual 
oxides. These sorbents have shown promising results for H2S removal ef­
ficiency and temperature stability.
At the present time RTI is testing zinc titanate sorbents using a 
bench scale reactor at conditions typical of gasifi.er exit conditions. 
The reaction of titanium oxide with zinc oxide results in the formation 
of complex oxides such as Zn2Ti04, ZnTi03 , and Zn2Ti30g. These complex 
oxides are believed to inhibit zinc metal evaporation in reducing gases 
at temperatures above 650 C and be helpful in extending the operating 
temperature range for zinc containing sorbents. RTI has reported favor­
able bench scale experimental results from a 3 inch diameter laboratory 
fixed-bed reactor using zinc titanate (Gangwal, 1988).
2.2 Chemistry of Sulfidation/Regeneration Reactions
The sulfur in the coal is converted primarily to H2S in the 
gasification step. The remainder of the coal gas consists of N2 , H2 , 
H2O, CO, CO2 , and small quantities of hydrocarbons plus trace impurities. 
The exact composition will depend upon the gasification process used and
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
the composition of the coal. The typical concentration of II2S in the coal 
gas is equal to or less than 0.01 mole fraction, and the typical operating 
conditions for a desulfurization process are 500 - 700 C and approximately 
20 atmospheres. Those values will be determined by the temperature and 
pressure of the gasifier coupled with the combined cycle or fuel cell 
power plant.
2.2.1 Reactions of Zinc Ferrite
In fixed-bed reactor configurations, H2S will be removed initially 
near the entrance of the bed leaving the majority of the sorbent exposed 
to a H2S-free reducing gas. Reduction of hematite (Fe203) to magnetite 
(Fe304) may occur according to the reaction
ZnFe204 +-i-H2 (or CO) = (ZnO + Fe304) + ±  H20 (or C02) (2.2.1)
Because the concentrations of CO and H2 are large compared to H2S, these 
reduction reactions are completed rapidly. Further reduction of zinc 
oxide to elemental zinc vapor, and Fe304 to FeO or Fe, which are favored 
by high temperature and high concentrations of H2 and CO, should be 
avoided to avoid an adverse effect on sulfidation reactivity (Focht et 
al., 1986).
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
in
It is known that the zinc ferrite sorbent also acts as a catalyst 
for the water-gas shift reaction :
C0(g) + H20(g) = C02(g) + H2(g) (2.2.2)
This water-gas shift reaction may complicate the sulfidation process by 
changing the reducing power of the gas as it passes through the reactor.
The subsequent sulfidation reaction may be represented as
(ZnO + -|-Fe304) + 3H2S + -|-H2 = (ZnS + 2FeS) + -j-H20 (2.2.3)
The overall desulfurization reaction is slightly exothermic (18 Kcal/mol 
of zinc ferrite at room temperature) and because of the low inlet H2S 
concentration, a fixed-bed reactor will operate essentially isothermally.
Regeneration of the sulfided sorbent is carried out in a nitrogen- 
oxygen-steam atmosphere. The primary reaction is direct oxidation
(ZnS + 2FeS) + 502 = ZnFe204 + 3S02 (2.2.4)
This regeneration reaction is highly exothermic (400 kcal/mol of sulfided 
zinc ferrite at room temperature) and nonisothermal operation must be 
expected in fixed-bed reactors.
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II
Steam in the regeneration gas also reacts slowly with the sulfided 
sorbent according to
(ZnS + 2FeS) + H20 = (ZnO + -|-Fe304) + 3H2S + Il2 (2.2.5)
However, the Fe304 will be further oxidized to Fe.203 to form ZnFe204 under 
normal regeneration conditions.
Two reactions are responsible for the possible, formation of zinc 
sulfate in the regeneration process
ZnO + S02 + -j- 02 = ZnS04 (2.2.6)
ZnS + 202 = ZnS04 (2.2.7)
These undesirable side reactions are favored at low temperature (< 650
C), high pressure, and high concentrations of O2 and S02- Tron oxide is
believed to have a catalytic effect on zinc sulfate formation.
2.2.2 Reactions of Zinc Titanate
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Compared to the standard ZnFe204 system, less is known about both 
the chemistry of the gas-solid reactions and of possible solid-solid 
chemical transformations of the novel sorbents. Zinc oxide-titanium 
oxide mixtures may form compounds such as ZnTi03 , Zn2Ti04, and occa­
sionally Zn2Ti30g, in different amounts depending on the Zn/Ti ratio and 
calcination temperature (Flytzani-Stephanopoulos et al., 1985). Ti02 is 
an inert in the sulfidation/regeneration reactions of zinc titanate; 
however, zinc titanium compounds are believed to stabilize the zinc 
against reduction and subsequent vaporization. Tf zinc titanate ’s re­
presented as (xZn0)Ti02, where x stands for the proportion of ZnO in the 
sorbent, the overall sulfidation reaction can be written as
(xZn0)Ti02 + xH2S = (xZnS + Ti02) + xH20 (2.2.8)
The regeneration of ZnS follows the direct reaction pathway, i.e.,
(xZnS + Ti02) + - ^ 0 2 " (xZn0)Ti02 + xS02 (2.2.9)
ZnS04 formation may occur by sulfation of the freshly formed ZnO or by 
oxidation of ZnS as shown in eq (2.2.6) and eq (2.2.7). However, it is 
thought to be less of a problem since there is no iron oxide present to 
catalyze the reactions, and zinc titanate sorbents would normally be used 
at higher temperatures.
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Chapter 3
The High Temperature Dcsuifuri/.ation I'ixoil-llod Reactor
The high temperature desulfurization/regeneration reactions are 
heterogeneous because the solid sorbent is necessary for the reactions 
to occur. The fact that phase boundaries are inherent in heterogeneous 
systems introduces the need to deal with physical processes (mass and heat 
transfer) between the bulk fluid and the solid sorbent.
A typical fixed-bed reactor system for the high temperature
desulfurization process is shown schematically in Fig 3.1. At least two 
reactors are necessary for continuous operation and gas flow is usually 
in the opposite direction for the sulfidation and regeneration phases. 
In the diagram, desulfurization is occuring in the reactor on the left 
while the reactor on the right is in the regeneration phase.
Solids are initially charged into a fixed-bed reactor and the
reactant gas flows continually through the reactor. As a result, a re­
action front is formed, which gradually moves through the reactor. Both 
gas and solid concentrations and temperatures (for non.i.sotliermal reac­
tors) change with time and position in the bed.
The progress of the reaction in a fixed-bed is shown in Fig 3.2. 
The reacting gas concentration in region I is equal to the inlet gas
concentration since the sorbent in that region has been exhausted. The
13
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Regenerator Off-Gas 
(S02)
Coal Gas
Regeneration Gas 
(H20, 02)
Desulfurized 
Product Gas 
(H2S Free)
Figure 3.1 Fixed-Bed Desulfurization Rear.tor Schematic
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reacting gas concentration is reduced from the inlet value to zero (or 
to equilibrium) in the reaction zone, region IT. In region III, solid 
reactant has not yet been exposed to reactant gas.
Fig 3.3 presents the reacting gas concentration versus bed position 
at various times. This figure illustrates the movement of the reaction 
wave through the bed. To a good approximation, once the reaction zone 
is fully established, it moves at a constant vlocity through the bed 
(known as constant-pattern behavior) until the end of the reaction zone 
just corresponds to the bed exit. This is the condition known as break­
through. In Fig 3.3, tCp represents the beginning of the constant pattern 
and tb represents breakthrough.
Fig 3.4 shows the effluent concentration of the reacting gas as a 
function of time. Before breakthrough time, tb, the exit gas concen­
tration is zero (or equilibrium) because all the reactant gas has been 
removed by the sorbent. The effluent gas concentration increases after 
breakthrough until ts , at which time the sorbent in the fixed-bed reactor 
is completely saturated. Inlet and outlet gas concentrations are then 
equa1.
Solid sorbent fractional conversion distribution at various reaction 
times is shown in Fig 3.5. At the reactor inlet, the sorbent conversion 
increases with time until the sorbent is completely converted. This is 
the time at which the reaction zone is fully established and constant 
pattern behavior follows. After the constant-pattern behavior has been
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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Figure 3.4 Breakthrough Curve
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Figure 3*5 Movement of Solid Conversion Profile
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established, the solid fractional conversion profile is identical to the 
dimensionless reacting gas concentration profile. A mathematical proof 
of this result will be demonstrated in the mathematical analysis section. 
This solid fractional conversion profile can be easily transformed into 
a sulfur loading profile expressed, for example, as grams of S per kg 
sorbent.
In the regeneration phase, the exothermic reaction also produces a 
temperature wave along the reactor as shown in Fig 3.6. The temperature 
profiles of both reacting gas and sorbent are functions of time and bed 
position. The temperature wave passes through the reactor in a manner 
roughly corresponding to the active reaction zone. For nonisothermal 
regeneration with heat loss to the surroundings, the magnitude of the 
maximum temperature is the highest soon after the reaction begins. After 
the gas carries the reaction heat from the upstream reaction position to 
the unreacted downstream, the maximum temperature of the front decreases 
and the temperature distribution broadens. Therefore, the peak temper­
ature decreases with time and increasing axial position and the temper­
ature distribution broadens as the front moves along the reactor.
A high temperature desulfurization fixed-bed reactor model should 
be capable of simulating all the phenomena described by Fig 3.2 to Fig 
3.6, i.e., reacting gas concentration profile, breakthrough curve and
breakthrough time, solid fractional conversion (or sulfur loading) pro­
file, and gas and solid temperature profiles.
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Figure 3.6 Gas and Solid Temperatures Profiles
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Chapter 4
Single Particle Gas-Solid Reaction Model
4.1 Vnreacted Core Model
One requirement of all integral reactor models .is the selection of 
a single particle kinetic model which is capable of providing a good match 
with experimental results and which is sufficiently simple to permit the 
integral reactor model to be solved using reasonable computer resources. 
The unreacted core model meets both requirements and has been selected.
The unreacted core model was first developed by Yagi and Kunii 
(1955). The model assumes that the reaction takes place at a sharp 
interface between the reactant solid and product. This situation occurs 
in nonporous reactant solids and may occur in porous solids when the 
chemical reaction resistance is insignificant compared to the internal 
diffusion resistance and/or the external mass transfer resistance. As 
the reaction progresses, the reaction interface moves from the outside 
of the particle to the interior leaving a porous layer of solid product 
behind. This situation is shown in Fig 4.1.1.
Focht et al. (1986) have recently completed a detailed study of 
single pellet sulfidation and regeneration kinetics using a particular 
ZnFe204 sorbent (United Catalyst, Inc., designation I.-1442). The valid- 
20
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Figure 4.1.1 Unreacto.d Core Model Schematic
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Figure 4.1.2 Photomicrograph of Partially Rn If Hod Zinc Ferrite
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ity of the reaction surface approximation in this porous sorbent is il­
lustrated in Fig 4.1.2, which is an optical photomicrograph of the 
cross-section of a partially sulfided ZnFe204 pellet. The exterior con­
sists of (ZnS+2FeS) while the interior is (ZnO+2/3Fe304). Such reaction 
fronts were clearly visible for sulfidation reactions in the temperature 
range of 500 - 700 C. The sharp reaction front dissipates at lower tem­
perature and below approximately 400 C the reaction appeared to occur 
homogeneously throughout the cross-section.
Focht et al. (1986) also concluded that the nnreacted core model 
could be used to describe the regeneration reaction at temperatures near 
650 C. At lower temperatures, the regeneration reaction is complicated 
by excessive sulfate formation, while at temperatures equal to or greater 
than 750 C, severe structual property changes caused by sintering prevent 
the unreacted core model from being directly applicable.
Novel sorbents being studied by Flytzani-Stephanopolos (1986) might 
not follow the unreacted core model because the large pore volumes (>1.0 
cmVg) of these sorbents would reduce the product layer diffusion re­
sistance to such an extent that reaction may occur in a zone rather than 
at a surface. However, as long as sorbents have comparable mercury pore 
volumes to the L-1442 pellets which Focht et al. (1986) studied (0.36 
cm3/g), the unreacted core model should provide a valid description of 
their sulfidation/regeneration reactions, subject to the restrictions to 
be developed.
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For a sufficiently long cylindrical pellet undergoing a single re­
action of the form A(g) + bS(s) = products, the fractional conversion-time 
relationship of the unreacted core model is well known (Levenspiel, 1972).
t = af (X) + PX + yg(X)
where f(X) = X + (1 - X) ln(l - X)
g(X) - l - C l - X ) 1'
4bcADe
: CS0R
2bCAkg
bk'CA
De is the effective diffusivity through the product layer, kg is the mass 
transfer coefficient, and k' is the intrinsic rate constant. These three 
parameters represent the three resistances - exterior mass transfer, in­
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terior diffusion, and intrinsic surface chemical reaction. The time re­
quired to achieve a specified fractional conversion is the sum of the 
times associated with these three individual steps.
Focht et al. (1986), in their study of the kinetics of the sulfidation 
of single cylinders of zinc ferrite, assumed the. reaction resistance to 
be negligible compared to the two other resistances. This is equivalent 
to k 1 = ■». Fig 4.1.3 shows the close agreement between Focht*s exper­
imental results and the curves representing the special case of the, 
unreacted core model. The data are for sulfidation of 1,-1.442 zinc ferrite 
over a temperature range of 500 - 700 C with H2S concentration ranging 
from 1 to 3 % mole percent. The values of a and (1 shown on Fig 4.1.3 
represent best fits to the experimental data.
4.2 Global Rate Equations For A Cylindrical Pellet
Suppose that the gas-solid reaction
A(g) + bS(s) = products
obeys the shrinking core model. The solid reactant S is a cylinder of 
length 1 and radius R. The solid is in contact with gas containing
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EXPERIMENTAL MODELING
CONDITIONS PARAMETERS
CURVE TEMP. C % H2S GAS a.min. /3,min.
1 500 I A 223 24.1
2 600 2 B 53 14.2
3 7 0 0  3 A 36 7.9
20 40 60 80 100 120
TIME, min
Figure 4.1.3 Agreement of the llnreaclcil ("ore Model With Single Pellet Sulfidation Results
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Figure 4.2.1 Gas Concentration Profile in An Infinitly Long 
Cylindrical Pellet
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reactant A whose bulk concentration is C/\. The concentration profile of 
reactant gas A is described in Fig 4.2.1.
The following assumptions are made:
(1) pesudo-steady state
(2) equimolar counter diffusion
(3) the pellet is long enough to neglect reaction through the ends 
of the cylinder
(4) the intrinsic reaction rate is first-order in the concentration 
of A at the reaction surface and proportional to the initial solid 
concentration
(5) unchanging particle size
The length to radius ratio (1/R) of typical cylindrical pellets studied 
for desulfurization has been approximately five, dimensions which are 
satisfactory for the assumption (3).
The material balance equation for reactant gas A in the solid product 
layer is :
-5i-(rDe- ^ S - )  = 0 at rc < r < R (4.2.1)
At the surface of the pellet, the molar flux of gas A is equal to the 
exterior mass transfer rate
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De ^ - = k g(CA - CAs) at r = R  (4.2.2)
At the surface of the core, the molar flux of A is equal to the Intrinsic 
reaction rate
SCAs
k'CSoCAs
The concentration profile of reacting gas in the product layer can be 
obtained by solving eq (4.2.1) subject to boundary conditions (4.2.2) and
(4.2.3)
C4 S .
The rate per particle can be represented as
P = _ dNA = - , 9CAs
A - ~ d T  2Ttrc1(De - T F “ )r= r
By c a l c u l a t i n g f r o m  eq (4.2.4) and setting r = rc , we obtain the 
global rate in terms of Ca and rc
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2rclCADe
ln( -jP- ) +
kgR rck CSo
This rate may be expressed in terms of the rate per unit volume of reactor 
by multiplying r^ by the particle density (number of particles/unit re­
actor volume).
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Chapter 5
Literature Review And Modeling Work
5.1 Reactor Modeling Studies
The mathematical description of a high temperature 
desulfurization/regeneration fixed-bed reactor generally includes the 
fluid mechanics, heat and mass transfer, and intrinsic surface chemistry 
of both the reactor and single particles which comprise the bed. The 
final mathematical equations will, in general, consist of coupled non­
linear differential equations whose solutions can only be obtained nu­
merically. For meaningful application, the final set of equations must 
be sufficiently simple that the numerical solution can be obtained in 
acceptable computing time yet sufficiently complex to reflect the phys­
ical situation.
Saxena (1982) reviewed four studies (Joshi, 1977; St.einfeld, 1980; 
Schrodt, 1980; Jalan, 1981) which comprised the state of the art of 
fixed-bed desulfurization reactor modeling to that date. Only Schrodt 
(1980) considered both the sulfidation and regeneration cycles while 
others limited their studies to the simpler isothermal sulfidation cycle. 
Various forms of the single pellet reaction model were chosen and dif­
ferent assumptions were used to describe the single particle kinetics and 
overall reactor behavior. Only one further study by Shrodt (1983) has 
31
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been published since 1982. This study represented an improved analysis 
compared to Schrodt's earlier work.
While the basic assumptions and degree of detail used in these 
studies differed considerably, their success was limited. None of these 
studies produced a model capable of mirroring experimental data for both 
sulfidation and regeneration reactions, and of being used to plan further 
experimental studies or design larger reactors.
The studies of Steinfeld (1980) and Schrodt (1980, 1983), in par­
ticular, are applicable and further review of these works should be 
helpful in setting the stage for the current modeling effort.
The Study of Steinfeld
Steinfeld (1980) developed an isothermal fixed-bed model for the 
sulfidation cycle using the variable property grain model (Ranade and 
Harrison, 1979) to describe the single particle reaction kinetics. 
Spherical pellets of zinc oxide were considered as the desulfurization 
sorbent. Plug flow of the gas was assumed and accumulation terms in the 
gas balance equations were retained. The final mass balance equation for 
reacting gas in the gas phase was
3C* v 3C*
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where the global reaction rate per unit volume of reactor is
The single particle reaction rate (dX/dt) was calculated from the variable 
property grain model, which assumes that the grain radius changes as a 
function of radial position and local fractional sulfidation as the re­
action proceeds. The main characteristic of this model is its ability 
to account for pellet structural changes such as surface area and 
porosity. Based on this modified grain model, the reaction rate for a 
spherical single particle is
- 3b(l - X)2/3k'CA
(1- ( 1 - X ) 1^3)
where rg is the grain radius which is a function of surface area (and 
eventually a function of X and t). The global reaction rate (eq (5.1.2)) 
could not be solved analytically due to its complexity. It was therefore 
necessary to calculate r^ for each space interval along the reactor at 
each time interval through eq (5.1.3). The resulting global rate was then 
used to solve eq (5.1.1) for concentration in the gas stream. The 
method used to solve the partial differential equation was the explicit
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form of the finite difference approximation. Backward difference was used
3Ca 9Ca
for and forward difference was used for— i
Steinfeld's final analysis was limited to small reaction times be­
cause of the great amount of computer time required to obtain the numer­
ical solution. Stability requirements of the explicit finite difference 
technique placed a limit on the allowable time increment. Several im­
plicit solution schemes were tried; however, these schemes resulted in 
unstable results. The large computer time, requirements prevented 
Steinfeld from comparing the model predictions to experimental results. 
The more complicated nonisothermal regeneration case, was not included in 
Steinfeld's study.
There are two factors in Steinfeld's approach which unnecessarily
complicate the modeling effort. Although structural property changes do
occur during reaction, it has been shown (Focht et al., 1986) that t.he
unreacted core model provides a very good description of the reaction of
H2S with single particles of zinc ferrite. Since the unreacted core model
equation can be solved analytically, the numerical mathematics of solving
the global rate equations is greatly simplified. Except at elevated
9Ca
pressures, the gaseous reactant accumulation term ) in eq (5.1.1)
should be negligible (Szekeley et al., 1976). As a result, the gas phase 
component A material balance equation is reduced from a partial to an 
ordinary differential equation. The numerical complexity should be 
greatly reduced by adopting these two simplifications, but without seri­
ously sacrificing physical reality.
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The Study of Schrodt
Schrodt (1983) developed both isothermal sulfidation and 
nonisothermal regeneration models. The constant property grain model was 
chosen to describe the single particle reactions; however, an approximate 
solution was adapted to calculate the global reaction rate from the grain 
model. The approximation was based on the assumption that the time re­
quired for an individual pellet to react to a given fractional conversion 
is the sum of the times required if pore diffusion and chemical reaction 
separately controlled the global reaction rate. Cylindrical pellets of 
zinc/iron oxide were considered as the desulfurization sorbent. In the 
isothermal analysis, plug flow was assumed and the accumulation terms in 
the gaseous reactant component balances in both the gas and solid phases 
were neglected. The gas and solid continuity equations were written, 
respectively, as :
- “- s r - ' X  <5 -1-4’
The global rate term (r^ ) was calculated through a simplified grain model 
analysis which assumed the reaction between the gas and solid could be 
represented by a linear combination of pore diffusion and chemical re­
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action at the grain level. The reaction rate per particle was expressed
3X = 
8t
(5.1.6)
A modified Euler's method followed by fourth order Milne's method 
and Hamming's corrector formula were used to numerically integrate eq
(5.1.4) and eq (5.1.5) simultaneously.
In Schrodt's nonisothermal analysis, the following additional as­
sumptions were adopted :
a) the gas phase energy accumulation term was neglected
b) the fixed-bed reactor was assumed to be adiabatic.
c) the rate of heat transfer between gas and solid was assumed to 
be infinitely fast
d) no temperature gradients exist within individual pellets
e) the superficial gas velocity was constant
The energy continuity equation was written as :
(5.1.7)
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The gas temperature was set to be equal to the solid temperature. This 
equation was coupled with the previous material balance equations and was 
solved using a finite element method along two characteristics lines.
Schrodt's report presented one example numerical solution for the 
isothermal and nonisothermal cases, respectively. However, no attempt 
was made to compare the solutions to experimental data, nor was any at­
tempt made to examine the effects of parameters on the model solution.
Several assumptions are questionable in Schrodt's analysis. The 
first relates to Schrodt's assumption that the reaction rate of the in­
dividual pellet was controlled by pore diffusion and chemical reaction 
resistances. Past single particle studies at LSU (Focht et al., 1986) 
concluded that internal pore diffusion and exterior mass transfer were 
major resistances for the desulfurization reactions using zinc ferrite. 
Schrodt also assumed there was no heat transfer resistance between the 
bulk gas and solid. While this assumption greatly simplified his energy 
balance equations, Froment and Bischoff (1979) specifically warn against 
such assumptions with fast, highly exothermic reactions. Focht (1988) 
reported significant temperature differences between the gas and solid 
during the regeneration reaction. Finally, the effect of temperature on 
gas superfical velocity was neglected in Schrodt's energy balance analy­
sis. Significant gas temperature variations have been reported in 
laboratory-scale regeneration studies, and these would have considerable 
effect on gas velocity.
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5.2 Experimental Results
Limited desulfurization experimental data from fixed-bed reactors 
are available from studies carried out by DOE-METC (Grindley, 1981-1987), 
AMAX Extractive Research and Development (Jha, 1986), KRW Energy Systems 
(Smith, 1987), and Research Triangle Institute (Gangwal, 1987-1988b). 
The types of experimental results which are needed for the comparisons 
with model predictions include :
For sulfidation
a) entire sulfidation breakthrough curve to saturation, or
b) breakthrough time plus axial sulfur content within the solid at 
the end of the reaction
For regeneration
a) temperature profiles as a function of time and position
b) axial sulfur distribution within the sol id at the beginning and 
end of regeneration
c) oxygen breakthrough curve
In order to be useful, the sulfur material balances for these ex­
perimental data must be consistent. That is, for runs terminated at 
breakthrough, the total sulfur in the effluent gas may be neglected so 
that sulfur fed to the reactor must equal sulfur associated with sorbent. 
Failure to close the sulfur material balance, or the. absence of axial
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sulfur distributions after termination of the desulfurization reaction 
will limit the simulation effort.
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Chapter 6
The Isothermal Sulfidation Fixed-Bed Reactor Model
6.1 Introduction And Model Assumptions
For high temperature desulfurization processes in a fixed-bed reac­
tor, the rapid reactions make it be necessary to distinguish between 
conditions in the fluid, on the pellet surface, and inside the pellet 
(Froment and Bischoff, 1979). A fixed-bed sulfidation model must consider 
the heterogeneous reactions between reactive gas and solid sorbents, the 
fluid mechanics of flow through the fixed-bed, the intrinsic surface 
chemistry of both the bed and the single particles which comprise the bed, 
heat and mass transfer between gas and solid, and the unsteady state na­
ture of the process. The model should be able to describe the performance 
of the reactor and produce the reacting gas concentration profiles, solid 
conversion profiles, and the breakthrough curve as shown in Fig 3.3 to 
Fig 3.5.
Several assumptions have been made in deriving the final model 
equations. These assumptions and their implications are discussed below.
1) the desulfurization chemistry can be described by a single reaction 
of the form
A(g) + bS(s) = products
40
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There are several Important Implications of the assumed chemistry 
including :
i) the reduction of the sorbent is ignored
If reduction occurs it is assumed to occur instantaneously and 
doesn't affect the sulfidation kinetics.
ii) mixed metal oxides such as zinc ferrite or zinc titanate are 
treated as a single solid specie
This is justified on the basis that the chemical reaction step be­
tween H2S and metal oxides if so fast that the global rate of the 
reaction is controlled by the transport resistances. However, if 
the inlet gas concentration is below the thermodynamic equilibrium 
level of one of the metal oxides, reaction stoichiometry must be 
changed since only one metal oxide reacts.
iii) only one gaseous reactant
Secondary sulfur species such as COS will be treated as H2S.
iv) water-gas shift reaction is ignored
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This reaction should have no effect on the. modeling as long as the 
reducing power of the gas phase is not changed to the degree that a 
new stable solid phase is created.
v) the sulfidation reaction is irreversible
The equilibrium H2S concentration is very small (<= 10 ppmv) under 
typical reaction conditions.
2) isothermal operation in the reactor
Because of the low concentration of H2S (normally <= 1.0% vol) in the feed 
gas and the moderate heat of the sulfidation reaction, it is reasonable 
to assume isothermal operation. This assumption has been verified ex­
perimentally.
3) plug flow of gas phase in axial direction
Neglecting dispersion in the axial direction is generally valid at the 
gas velocities and bed depths to be considered (Froment and Bischoff, 
1979).
4) one-dimensional model, i.e., no radial or angular gradients in con­
centration
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Angular symmetry is always assumed. The assumption of no radial gradients 
should be reasonable as long as the reactor operates isothermally.
5) the gas accumulation terms in both the gas phase and solid phase ma­
terial balances may be neglected
This pseudo steady state assumption is generally valid when the concen­
tration of the reactant gas is small in comparison to the concentration 
of the reactant solid. A number of studies have been published which 
justify this assumption(Bischoff, 1963; Szekeley, 1976).
6) unreacted core model is used to describe the cylindrical single pellet 
reaction
This assumption has been justified in discussion in the previous chapters. 
The shape of the pellet is cylindrical and the reaction which occurs 
through the ends of the cylinder is neglected.
<5.2 Mathematical Analysis
With these assumptions, the gas phase material balance equation can 
be represented as:
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U0-^-=-Vv<cA-cAs ^ - 4
with the boundary condition
at z " 0, CA - CAo
For the solid phase component S balance, the solid reaction rate per 
unit volume of pellet is
with the initial condition
at t = 0, Cs " CSo
The global rate of the solid, i.e., the solid reaction rate per unit 
volume of reactor is
dcs
The relationship between gas A and solid S reaction rates is deter­
mined by stoichiometry
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Eqs (6.2.1) and (6.2.5) can be combined through the global rate term 
to obtain
’ introducing the following dimensionless variables,
r* =  CA
k^So 1 ~ ey 
uocAo b
the dimensionless form of eq (6.2.7) becomes
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l E l =  ax. (6 .2 .12)
at*
Eq (4.2.6) gives the rate per particle r^ . For cylindrical parti­
cles packed with a void fraction ev the number of particles per unit 
volume of reactor is
Np = — p -  (6.2.13)
TtR 1
so that the global rate is
The radial position of the unreacted core may he expressed in terms 
of fractional conversion of solid, X
(6.2.14)
k 'cSorc D<
rc = R( 1 - X)1/2 (6.2.15)
and the global rate becomes
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_v . 2 ( l - e v)CA ____________________ i____________________
A r   i___________R_i n  _ y-vi/2 + _1_ (6.2.16)
1/? n 1 u
k 'CSo(1 - X) ' e kg
Combining eqs (6.2.1) with (6.2.12) and (6.2.36) produces the final 
mathematical equations for the isothermal fixed-bed reactor
- cag(x)
■ - CAG(X)
U°R ----------  T7T~ f - ln(1 - x)1/2 + ITk'CSo( l - X ) 1/2 e kg
6.3 Numerical Solution
6.3.1 Regular Integration
Integrating eqs (6.2.17) and (6.2.18) alternately, we can obtain the 
gas concentration profile
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c j - e x p [ -  G(X)dxJ (6.3.1)
Then the solid fractional conversion equation can he represented as
r * 1 
-^-= G(X) expj^ - Jo G(X)dX.J
The initial condition for eq (6.3.2) is
X = 0 at t* = 0 for all z* (6.3.3)
All terms in G(X) are constant except X. However, at t* = 0 , X = 
0 for all z*. Therefore, the concentration equation can be integrated 
for all z* to obtain the C% profile at t* = 0. By using the initial values 
of G(X) and Cj, the solid conversion equation can be integrated to obtain 
X as a function of z* after a small time increment. Hence, the general 
solution may be obtained by alternately solving the concentration and 
fractional conversion equations until the desired final time is reached. 
The gas concentration equation (eq(6.3.1)) has been numerically inte­
grated using Simpson’s rule. The solid conversion equation (eq(6.3.2)) 
has been solved using the fourth-order Runge-Kutta method.
Figures 6.3.1 through 6.3.4 show example model results using zinc 
ferrite sorbent, The parameters for this example are listed in Table
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T ab le  6 .3 .1
Model Parameters for Base Case
1. Temperature 850 K
2. Pressure 3 atm
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction
b. Inlet H2S concentration
0.015
6.451E-7 mol/cm3
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis) 0.020
5. Initial solid reactant molar density 8.0E-3 mol/cm3
6. Pellet density 2.132 gm/cm3
7. Pellet radius 0.25 cm
8. Reactor diameter 5.0 cm
9. Bed height 20.0 cm
10. a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
0.50 
418 gm
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
1.20E6 cm3/hr 
3000.0/hr 
60,000 cm/hr
12. Effective diffusivity 400 cm2/hr
13. Mass transfer coefficient 15,700 cm/hr
14. Intrinsic rate constant 3.0E9 cmVmol hr
15. Stoichiometric coefficient 0.33
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6.3.1. Figure 6.3.1 presents gas concentration (C$) versus bed position 
(z*) profiles at reaction times from 1 to 5 hours. This figure illus­
trates the movement of the reaction front through the bed and the eventual 
breakthrough. After approximately two hours, the concentration profiles 
move as a front having a constant velocity through the reactor. This 
behavior permits additional mathematical simplification which will be 
discussed in the next section.
Figure 6.3.2 presents solid fractional conversion (X) versus bed 
position (z*) profiles at reaction times from 1 to .5 hours. After one 
hour reaction time, the solids at the reactor inlet were only 80% con­
verted to product. After approximately two hours, the solid fractional 
conversion profiles become equivalent to the reacting gas concentration 
profiles. This phenomenon will be explained in the next section.
Figure 6.3.3 is the breakthrough curve, i.e., the effluent H2S con­
centration versus time. The exit H2S concentration is expressed as parts 
per million by volume on a dry basis (ppmv). The tolerable H2S exit 
concentration for the desulfurization process is very small (usually less 
than 10 ppmv). The exit H2S concentration also has been adjusted to a 
dry basis to more easily conform to experimental results where effluent 
gas analysis is normally carried out after condensation of water. The 
zero effluent concentration of H2S during the initial period of the re­
action is the result of the model assumption that the desulfurization 
reaction is irreversible. An approximate correction to reflect the
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reversible situation is to add the equilibrium H2S concentration to the 
value of the exit concentration predicted by the model.
The breakthrough time depends on the value of effluent H2S concen­
tration which is defined as breakthrough concentration. In this example, 
a breakthrough concentration of 50 ppm corresponds to 4.5 hours break­
through time. Usually the breakthrough concentration of the gas is ex­
tremely small compared to the gas inlet concentration. The 50 ppm 
breakthrough concentration in this example is only 0.3% of the inlet H2S 
concentration which is equivalent to 15,000 ppm. In other words, at 
breakthrough of 50 ppm the reactor is still removing about 99.7% of the 
total sulfur fed.
Figure 6.3.4 shows the predicted axial distribution of sulfur within 
the reactor at the breakthrough time (4.5 hr). An equivalent solid con­
version (X) versus bed position (z*) plot also could be used to describe 
the extent of sulfidation at breakthrough. The sulfur loading is ex­
pressed as grams of sulfur per gram of fresh sorbent. Complete 
stoichiometric sulfidation of zinc ferrite corresponds to a sulfur load­
ing of 0.398 gram sulfur/gram fresh sorbent. This figure shows that the 
first 35% of the bed has been fully sulfided at breakthrough. The reaction 
zone extends over 60% of the bed length, and the last 5% of the bed has 
only been exposed to a small amount of H25 at breakthrough. The overall 
sulfur loading is 0.25 gram sulfur/gram fresh sorbent, which represents 
an overall fractional conversion of 0.63.
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Through the numerical integration of eqs (6.3.1) and (6.3.2), this 
example case shows the trends expected of an isothermal fixed-bed reactor 
using assumed parameter values. Model simulations will be applied to real 
experimental runs and will be discussed in subsequent sections.
6.3.2 Constant Pattern Approximation
The concentration profiles shown in Figure 6.3.1 assume, after suf­
ficient time, a fixed shape and then move at a constant velocity through 
the bed. This is known as constant pattern behavior (Ruthven, 1984). 
If we can find the time required to establish the constant pattern, the 
shape of the constant pattern, and the constant pattern velocity, the 
behavior of the bed can be predicted without integrating eqs (6.3.1) and 
(6.3.2). Constant pattern behavior occurs once the solid at the bed inlet 
is completely converted, as shown in Figure 6.3.1 and Figure 6.3.2. 
Moreover, it is known theoretically and was observed in the computations 
that once the constant pattern is established the dimensionless gas con­
centration (C$) is equal to the solid conversion (X) at all z* and t* (see 
Appendix A).
Three steps are required to solve the equations using the constant 
pattern approximation.
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Step A : The shape of the constant pattern wave
Since C% = X, eq (6.2.17) may rearranged to obtain
The shape of constant pattern wave is obtained by numerically integrating 
eq (6.3.4).
Step B : The time needed to establish constant pattern
The constant pattern is established once the solid at the bed en­
trance is completely converted (X = 1 at z* = 0). Since the sorbent at 
the entrance of the bed is exposed to a constant gas concentration (C$ = 
1 for all t), the time required for complete sulfidation of pellets at 
the reactor entrance may be calculated by setting X = .1 in eq (4.1.1) to 
obtain
tc = a  + (3 + Y (6-3.5)
Step C : The front velocity
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The front velocity can be obtained from the derivation of the con­
stant pattern model or from a material balance between the inlet reactant 
gas and the reactant solid in the bed (see Appendix A).
■ bUoCAo
cSo(l-ev)
This constant pattern approximation method is extremely efficient 
with respect to computer time as it requires only a single integration 
of an ordinary differential equation followed by algebraic manipulation. 
This contrasts to the regular integration which requires repetitive nu­
merical integration of two differential equations and possible small 
stepsize requirements.
When the breakthrough time tb is large compared to tc , the time 
required to establish the constant pattern, no vital solution information 
is lost. However, the behavior of the fixed-bed before the constant 
pattern is established will be unknown. Therefore, if tb < tc, break­
through will occur before the constant pattern is established and no 
useful information will be gained from the constant pattern solution.
6.4 Parameter Evaluation
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Ten parameters are needed to solve the isothermal fixed-bed model. 
These parameters, which are contained in either eq (6.2.11) or eq 
(6.2.18), are CAo> Cs o » I*, ev , b, and three kinetic parameters De , kg, 
k'. However, in the typical experimental program some of these values 
may not be known directly. Therefore the interactive simulation program 
has been written to accept alternate parameter values with the base pa­
rameters then calculated within the simulation. The required parameter 
inputs and options to the simulation program have been listed in Table
6.3.1. Each input is described in the following paragraphs.
1. T - temperature, K
This is the operating temperature of the desulfurization process. 
The entire reaction occurs at this constant temperature. This parameter 
is involved in determining the values of such parameters as inlet reactant 
gas concentration, actual gas velocity, and kinetic parameters.
2. P - pressure, atm
This is the operating pressure of the desulfurization process. The 
model assumes constant pressure through the reactor. Like temperature, 
it is involved in determining the values of inlet gas concentration, ac­
tual gas velocity, and kinetic parameters.
3.a. CAo " inlet H2S concentration, mol/cm3
b. yAo " inlet H2S mol fraction, dimensionless
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The simulation model will accept either yAo or CAo as input. The 
alternate value will then be calculated internally on the basis of the 
ideal gas law
(6.4.1)
4*(yAo)dty - inlet H2S mol fractionary basis)
In most experimental tests the effluent H2S concentration is reported 
on a dry basis. In order for the model output to be on a comparable basis, 
it is necessary to correct for the moisture content of the gas
5. Cso " initial solid reactant density, mol/cm3
This parameter is determined by the pellet density divided by mo­
lecular weight of the reacting solid. The pellet density can be calcu­
lated from the theoretical solid density and pellet porosity. Cso can be 
represented as
(6.4.2)
Pth^ i ” ep^p _ Pp(^ p)
(6.4.3)
Mg
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The theoretical density of zinc ferrite is 5.33 g/cm3 (Handbook of Chem­
istry and Physics, 1979). In a number of zinc ferrite samples examined 
previously (Focht et al., 1986), the porosity was between 0.55 and 0.68. 
Hence a reasonable Cso value is between 0.007 mol/cm3 and 0.009 mol/cm3 
for zinc ferrite. The theoretical density of zinc titanate with compo­
sition (0.8ZnO)TiC>2 is around 4.46 g/cm3, which is estimated from the 
individual theoretical densities of zinc oxide and titanium oxide. 
Gangwal et al. (1988) reported a 0.39 cm3/g pore volume of zinc titanate, 
which corresponds to 0.63 pellet porosity. Therefore the Cgo of zinc 
titanate is around 0.0114 mol/cm3.
6. Pp- pellet density, gm/cm3
The pellet density can be calculated from theoretical density and 
pellet porosity, or from the measured pellet mass and volume.
pp = ( l - e p )pt h = - ^  (6.4.4)
The pellet density for zinc ferrite is typically 2.17 gm/cm3. The 
pellet density for zinc titanate ((0.8ZnO)TiO2) is approximately 1.65 
g/cm3.
7. R - pellet radius, cm
The radius of the pellet is determined by the size of the extrusion 
orifice and subsequent calcination conditions. Most metal oxides pellets
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tested have been extruded from a 3/16 inch diameter orifice and the radius 
of the final product is typically 0.25 cm.
8. Rd - reactor diameter, cm
The reactor diameter is needed to relate the gas volumetric flow and 
space velocity to superficial velocity.
9. L - bed height, cm
The bed height is the actual length of the reactor which is packed 
with the solid sorbent.
10.a. ev - bed voidage, dimensionless
b. WT - initial amount of sorbent, gm 
The bed voidage is usually calculated from bed density and pellet 
density
ev = 1 . f b
pp VRp p
where the bed density equals to the weight of sorbent divided by reactor 
volume. Kasper (1988) recommended the bulk density (bed density) value 
should be between 1.30 to 1.40 g/cm3, which corresopnds to about 0.35 to
0.40 bed voidage.
11. a. VF - gas volumetric flow rate (STP), cm3/hr
b. SV - space velocity (STP), 1/hr
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c. U0s " superficial velocity of gas (STP), cm/hr
The superficial gas velocity at reactor temperature and pressure is
required in the model calculations. If this value is measured at standard
conditions (Pst> Tst)j the corresponding value at actual temperature and
pressure are determined by multiplying by (-^ -§--) (-=r— -). If space velocity
P ist
is used for gas flow rate, the two are related by
If volumetric flow rate is used, the superficial velocity can be repres­
ented as
■ VP
n  p2
- r Rd
Kasper (1988) recommended the use of 2000/hr (STP) space velocity or a 
maximum 60 cm/sec (STP) superficial velocity for the desulfurization re­
action.
12. De - effective diffusivity, cm2/hr
The effective diffusivity describes the rate at which reactant gas 
diffuses through the pores of the product layer associated with each 
pellet. While several models can be used to estimate De , one of the more 
popular is the random pore model (Wakao and Smith, 1962) which estimates 
the De by the following equation
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(6.4.8)
D is a diffusion coefficient based upon the combination of molecular and 
Knudsen diffusion mechanisms and Gp is the pellet porosity. Focht et al. 
(1986) found considerable difference between the random pore model pred­
ictions and "best-fit" values of De in their experimental tests using 
single pellets of zinc ferrite. Therefore, for this modeling effort, De 
will be considered as a pseudo-adjustable parameter whose value will be 
chosen to provide "best-fit" of experimental results. Once reliable 
values of De are determined in this manner, it should be posssible to use 
these values of De to predict reactor performance under new conditions 
or to assist in the design of large-scale reactors. The simulation pro­
gram requires the direct input of the De value.
13. kg - mass transfer coefficient, cm/hr
kg may be estimated from dimensionless correlations for flow through 
packed beds. One option is to use the equations of Wilson and Geankopolis 
(Szekely et al., 1976).
1.09Re~2/3 for 0.0016 < Re < 55 (6.4.9)
JD ' for 55 < Re < 1500 (6.4.10)
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where jp (6.4.11)
(6.4.12)
Re W e (6.4.13)v
(6.4.14)
The user may input the kg value directly into the simulation program or 
let the program calculate the appropriate kg value.
14. k' - intrinsic rate constant, cmVmol S /hr
On the basis of the single pellet results of Focht et. al. (1986), 
there is reason to believe that the intrinsic reaction rate is quite fast 
so that the global reaction rate is controlled by transport resistances. 
It is this observation which led to the use of the unrear.ted core model 
to describe the reaction within individual pellets. Tn order to satisfy 
the above requirements, it is necessary to choose a sufficiently large 
k' value which results in the chemical reaction resistance being negli­
gible compared to mass transfer and pore diffusion resistances.
15. b - stoichiometric coefficient, dimensionless
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This parameter is the mols of solid required to react with one mol 
of reactant gas according to the general stoichiometry A(g) + bS(s) * 
products. b equals to 0.33 for the sulfidation of zinc ferrite. Dif­
ferent sorbent formulations result in the different values of the 
stoichiometric coefficient. For example, the b value for (0.8ZnO)Ti02 
sorbent is 1.25
6.5 Parameter Effects
In order to evaluate the effects of parameter variations on the 
fixed-bed desulfurization reactor model, a standard case which is based 
on the design studies of Kasper (1988) was chosen. The parameters of this 
base case are shown in Table 6.5.1. Zinc ferrite is the desulfurization 
sorbent. The temperature (900 K), pressure (10 atm) and 0.2% mole 
fraction (2000 ppm) H2S represent typical conditions of coal gas from the 
gasifier. The reactor dimensions are 50 cm diameter with 200 cm packed 
bed height. The pellets are 3/16" extrudes. 0.4 bed voidage and 2000/hr 
space velocity are recommended by Kasper. A De value of 50 cm2/hr has 
been chosen to reflect high operating pressure. The value of the mass 
transfer coefficient has been calculated using the Wilson-Geankopolis 
equations. The parameter effects are examined by arbitrarily varying a 
particular parameter while maintaining the standard values of all other 
parameters. The reactor dimensions are constant, throughout.
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Model Parameters for Stand
1. Temperature
2. Pressure
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction
b. Inlet H2S concentration
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis)
5. Initial solid reactant molar density
6. Pellet density
7. Pellet radius
8. Reactor diameter
9. Bed height
10. a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
12. Effective diffusivity
13. Mass transfer coefficient
14. Intrinsic rate constant
15. Stoichiometric coefficient
ird Case
900 K 
10 atm 
0.0020
2.708E-7 mol/cm3 
0.0025
8.0E-3 mol/cm3 
2.132 gm/cm3 
0.25 cm
50.0 cm
200.0 cm 
0.40
5.02E5 gm
7.85E8 cm3/hr 
2000.0/hr
40.000 cm/hr
50 cm2/h.r 
20,772 cm/hr 
3.0E9 cm‘/mol hr 
0.33
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Six parameter effects have been examined: (1) the effect of reacting
gas molar flow rate resulting from changes in H2S inlet concentration, 
(2) the effect of reacting gas molar flow rate resulting from changes in 
inlet gas space velocity (or linear gas velocity), (3) the effect of H2S 
inlet concentration and space velocity under constant reacting gas molar 
flow rate, (4) pellet diameter, (5) effective diffusivity, and (6) mass 
transfer coefficient. Complete H2S breakthrough curves for each parame­
ter were produced for comparision. Since the breakthrough curve is a 
mirror image of the reaction wave in the bed, the shape of the break­
through curve together with the predicted breakthrough time is sufficient 
to show the effect of parameter chages on reactor performance.
Fig 6.5.1 shows the effect of H2S molar flow rate accomplished by 
changing the inlet mol fraction of H2S. Breakthrough curves 1, 2, and 3 
represent 0.14%, 0.2%, and 0.30% mol fraction of H2S, respectively. The 
increased molar flow rate of H2S saturates the sorbent more quickly and 
reduces the breakthrough time. In addition, lower H2S mol fraction re­
duced the global reaction rate as shown by the lower slope of the break­
through curve. The percentage difference in breakthrough time is roughly 
the same as the percentage difference in the inlet H2S concentration.
Fig 6.5.2 shows the effect of H2S molar flow rate accomplished by 
changing the space velocity. Breakthrough curves 1, 2, and 3 represent 
1600, 2000, and 2500/hr space velocity which corresponds to 88, 111, and 
138 cm/s superficial linear gas velocity, respectively. This figure shows 
that the global rate of desulfurization is not affected by the space ve-
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locity. However, higher space velocity (faster superficial velocity) re­
sults in higher reacting gas flow rate and produces shorter breakthrough 
tine. The percentage difference in breakthrough time is roughly the same 
as the percentage difference in the inlet gas space velocity or superfi­
cial gas velocity.
Fig 6.5.3 shows the effect of H2S concentration and space velocity 
while holding the inlet H2S molar flow rate constant.. Breakthrough curves 
1, 2, and 3 represent 0.1% H2S with 4000/hr space velocity, 0.2% H2S with 
2000/hr space velocity, and 0.4% H2S with 1000/hr space velocity, re­
spectively. The constant reacting gas molar flow rate for these three 
different combinations is 64 mol H2S/hr. This figure shows that high gas 
velocity with low H2S concentration (curve 1) decreases the reaction rate 
and produces an earlier breakthrough time and a less steep breakthrough 
curve.
Fig 6.5.4 shows the effect of pellet radius on the reactor perform­
ance. Breakthrough curves 1, 2, and 3 represent zinc, ferrite pellets of
0.20, 0.25 and 0.31 cm radius, respectively. This figure shows that the 
slope of the breakthrough curve and the rate of desulfurization decrease 
as the size of the pellets increase. The reason for this is the resist­
ance to diffusion of the reactant gas inside the particles is quite ap­
preciable. As a result, an increase in the size of the pellets reduces 
the overall rate of reaction in the packed bed. Thus, smaller pellets 
are more desirable from the reaction viewpoint, but it is also important 
to consider the increased pressure drop resulting from smaller pellets.
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Fig 6.5.5 shows the effect of effective diffusivity (De) on the re­
actor performance. Breakthrough curves 1, 2, and 3 represent De values 
of 30, 50 and 70 cm2/hr, respectively. The effect of increasing De is 
similar to the effect of decreasing pellet radius. In both cases the 
resistance to diffusion through the product layer is decreased leading 
to an increased global reaction rate.
Fig 6.5.6 shows the effect of the mass transfer coefficient (kg). 
Breakthrough curves 1, 2, and 3 represent kg values of 12800, 20800 and 
28800 cm/hr, respectively. This figure shows that mass transfer resist­
ance has negligible effect on the global reaction rate. This result also 
confirms our previous conclusion that internal diffusion is the most im­
portant resistance in high temperature desulfurization. It also shows 
that it is necessary only to know approximate values for kg in order to 
model the reactor performance.
The parameter effects on reactor performance may be summarized as 
follows:
1. higher inlet reacting gas concentration increases the slope of 
the breakthrough curve by increasing the reaction rate
2. inlet gas velocity has no effect on the reaction rate
3. high gas velocity with low inlet reacting gas concentration de­
creases the reaction rate
4. smaller particles increase the reaction rate by reducing resist­
ance associate with diffusion through the product layer
5. internal diffusion resistance is the only kinetic parameter which 
significantly affects the reaction rate
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6.6 Comparison of the Model with Experimental Results
At the present time, zinc ferrite and zinc titanate are the two most 
promising high temperature desulfurization sorbents, and simulation ef­
forts are concentrated on bench-scale reactor test results using these 
two sorbents. Good experimental sulfur material balances are important 
to evaluate the accuracy of the simulation, and only experimental tests 
which result in good sulfur balance closure are considered.
1) Zinc titanate sorbents in a lab-scale reactor
RTI (Gangwal, 1987b) has made available results from a number of 
experimental tests using zinc titanate sorbent in the ratio of
0.8ZnO:1.0Ti02. The titanium serves as an inert so that the stoichiometry 
for the sulfidation reaction may be written as
1.25(0.8ZnO + Ti02) + H2S = ZnS + 1.25Ti02 + H20 (6.6.1)
RTI runs were conducted at elevated pressures, 1.5 to 18 atm, which are 
approximately equal to the expected operating pressure for a commercial 
desulfurization process. The data applies to sorbents which had been 
sulfided and regenerated at least once, and in one case three times. 
Three runs, all having inlet H2S concentration of 1.41% H2S and producing 
good sulfur material balance closure, are examined.
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H2S breakthrough curves and axial sulfur loading at breakthrough for 
these tests (Runs 2,3,4) were determined experimentally. Model input 
parameters for each test are summarized in Tables 6.6.] to 6.6.3. Most
of the parameters were taken directly from RTI data. The following pa­
rameters were estimated: solid reactant molar density, pellet density, 
effective diffusivity, mass transfer coefficient, and intrinsic rate
constant. As described in the parameter evaluation section, the molar 
density of pure (0.8ZnO)TiC>2 is 0.0114 mole/cm* and the pellet density 
is 1.65 g/cm3. The mass transfer coefficient was estimated from the 
Wilson-Geankopolis equations, while the intrinsic rate constant was cho­
sen to be sufficiently large that the intrinsic reaction resistance was 
negligible. Finally, the effective diffusivity in each of the three runs 
was chosen to provide good fit with the experimental data.
Each experimental test lasted for 3.5 hours at which time the
effluent H2S concentration was between 500 to 600 ppmv (dry basis). The 
sulfided sorbent was divided into four or five sections and the sulfur 
content of each section was measured. The maximum sulfur loading for 
complete solid conversion based on eqn(6.6.1) is 17.7g S/lOOg fresh 
sorbent or 16.2 g/lOOg sulfided sorbent.
Figures 6.6.1, 6.6.2, and 6.6.3 show the model predictions of the 
breakthrough curves and sulfur loadings at breakthrough, compared to ex­
perimental results for these three runs. The effective diffusivity (De) 
was the only adjustable model parameter and in each case the value of De 
was chosen to provide best match with the experimental breakthrough time.
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Model Parameters for RTI Test (Run2/S2)
1. Temperature 852 K
2. Pressure 18.2 atm
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction
b. Inlet H2S concentration
0.0141
3.670E-6 mol/cm3
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis) 0.0180
5. Initial solid reactant molar density 0.0114 mol/cm3
6. Pellet density 1.650 gm/cm3
7. Pellet radius 0.237 cm
8. Reactor diameter 7.62 cm
9. Bed height 38.60 cm
10. a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
0.38 
1794 gm
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
1.87E6 cm3/hr 
1062.0/hr 
41,005 cm/hr
12. Effective diffusivity 3.8 cm2/hr
13. Mass transfer coefficient 2992 cm/hr
14. Intrinsic rate constant 3.0E9 cm‘/mol hr
15. Stoichiometric coefficient 1.25
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Model Parameters for RTI Test (Run3/S2)
1. Temperature 923 K
2. Pressure 15.0 atm
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction
b. Inlet H2S concentration
0.0141
2.792E-6 mol/cm3
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis) 0.0180
5. Initial solid reactant molar density 0.0114 mol/cm3
6. Pellet density 1.650 gm/cm3
7. Pellet radius 0.237 cm
8. Reactor diameter 7.62 cm
9. Bed height 38.60 cm
10. a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
0.40 
1730 gm
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
1.82E6 cm3/hr 
1034.0/hr 
39.908 cm/hr
12. Effective diffusivity 5.0 cm2/hr
13. Mass transfer coefficient 3784 cm/hr
14. Intrinsic rate constant 3.0E9 cmVmol hr
15. Stoichiometric coefficient 1.25
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Model Parameters for RTI Test (Run4/S4)
1. Temperature 1004 K
2. Pressure 15.0 atm
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction
b. Inlet H2S concentration
0.0141
2.567E-6 mol/cm3
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis) 0.0180
5. Initial solid reactant molar density 0.0114 mol/cm3
6. Pellet density 1.650 gm/cm3
7. Pellet radius 0.237 cm
8. Reactor diameter 7.62 cm
9. Bed height 38.60 cm
10. a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
0.40 
1743 gm
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
1.82E6 cm3/hr 
1034.0/hr 
39,908 cm/hr
12. Effective diffusivity 6.0 cm2/hr
13. Mass transfer coefficient 4281 cm/hr
14. Intrinsic rate constant 3.0E9 cmVmol hr
15. Stoichiometric coefficient 1.25
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This means that the model sulfur loading profiles are totally predictive. 
Alternately, if the values of De had been chosen to give best agreement 
with the sulfur profiles, the breakthrough time would represent an inde­
pendent prediction. Larger De would generally be required and these 
larger De values would cause the predicted brekathrough times to be 
somewhat less than the experimental values.
In Run 2/cycle 2, predicted sulfur loadings (as shown in Fig 6.6.1) 
match the experimental values quite well throughout the reactor. However, 
in Run 3 and Run 4 (Figs 6.6.2 and 6.6.3) the experimental sulfur loadings 
in at the first half of the reactor are somewhat higher than predicted. 
This discrepancy would be expected if the previous sorbent regeneration 
was incomplete. Since the direction of gas flow during regeneration is 
opposite the direction used during desulfurization, any residual sulfur 
associated with incomplete regeneration would be concentrated near the 
sulfidation entrance.
A fourth test of (0.8Z)T sorbent (L-3014) in the polishing mode of 
operation (low inlet H2S) was also performed by Gangwal et al. (1988b). 
This sulfidation run lasted 43 hours under a low inlet H2S concentration 
of 500 ppm. Good sulfur balance was reported for the test.
The model input parameters in this run are listed in Table 6.6.4. 
De was chosen as the adjustable parameter to match the breakthrough curve. 
Fig 6.6.4 compares the model predictions of the breakthrough curve and 
sulfur loadings at breakthrough with the experimental results. Due to a
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Table 6.6.4 
Model Parameters for RTI Test
1. Temperature
2. Pressure
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction 
b. Inlet H2S concentration
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis)
5. Initial solid reactant molar density
6. Pellet density
7. Pellet radius
8. Reactor diameter
9. Bed height
10. a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
12. Effective diffusivity
13. Mass transfer coefficient
14. Intrinsic rate constant
15. Stoichiometric coefficient
(5 -0 .8 Z -T )
878 K
15.0 atm 
0.00050
1.043F.-7 mol/cm3 
0.00063
0.0114 mol/cm3
1.650 gm/cm3
0.237 cm
7.62 cm
38.60 cm
0.36 
1856 gm
3.73E6 cm3/hr 
2118.0/hr 
81,754 cm/hr
5.0 cm2/hr 
4964 cm/hr 
3.0E9 cm'*/mol hr
1.25
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smaller concentration driving force, the sulfur distribution within the 
bed is more uniform than the previous runs. The maximum sulfur content 
at breakthrough is 9.0%, which is much lower than the maximum sulfur 
loading for zinc titanate sorbent (16.2%).
2) Zinc ferrite in a lab-scale reactor under low H2S inlet concentration
RTI (Gangwal, 1987c) has also studied zinc ferrite (T-2465) per­
formance at low H2S inlet concentration using their bench-scale reactor. 
This run used fresh zinc ferrite sorbent and simulated the KRW gasifier 
product using in-bed limestone injection for primary sulfur capture so 
that the sulfur concentration of the feed gas was only 500 ppm. The feed 
gas contained both H2S and COS, but for modeling purposes the sum of the 
concentrations was considered to be H2S.
The experimental test lasted for 120 hours at which time the effluent 
H2S concentration was around 30 ppm. The test was terminated because of 
unavailability of additional CO. A good sulfur balance was reported. 
The model input parameters are listed in Table 6.6.5. The molar concen­
tration of zinc ferrite is 0.008846 mol/cm3 and the pellet density is 2.13 
g/cm3. The stoichiometric coefficient is 0.33 which is based on eq 
(2.2.3). Once again De was chosen as the adjustable parameter to match 
the breakthrough curve leaving the sulfur loading profile as the inde­
pendent prediction. METC sorbent sulfur analysis results for this test 
were used as the experimental sulfur content data. Fig 6.6.5 compares 
the model predictions of the breakthrough curve and sulfur loadings at
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Table 6.6.5
Model Parameters for RTI Test (1-ZF-S1.)
1. Temperature 868 K
2. Pressure 15.0 atm
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction
b. Inlet H2S concentration
0.00050
1.053E-7 mol/cm3
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis) 0.00062
5. Initial solid reactant molar density 0.008846 mol/cm3
6. Pellet density 2.132 gm/cm3
7. Pellet radius 0.237 cm
8. Reactor diameter 7.62 cm
9. Bed height 38.60 cm
10. a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
0.38 
2310 gm
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
3.71E6 cm3/hr 
2122.0/hr 
81,421 cm/hr
12. Effective diffusivity 6.8 cm2/hr
13. Mass transfer coefficient 4621 cm/hr
14. Intrinsic rate constant 3.0E9 cmVmol hr
15. Stoichiometric coefficient 0.33
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breakthrough with the experimental results. The maximum sulfur content 
after breakthrough is 19.0%, which is much lower than the maximum allow­
able sulfur loading for zinc ferrite sorbent (36%). Compared to other 
tests, the match between experimental and measured sulfur loading at the 
reactor entrance is improved for this run. The use of fresh sorbent is 
believed to be the main reason for this.
3) Zinc ferrite in a commercial-scale reactor under low H2S inlet con­
centration
The KRW process demonstration unit was used to test zinc ferrite 
(T-2465) sorbent in the polishing model of operation. The 
desulfurization reactor was coupled to the fluidized-bed gasifier so that 
there was some variation in inlet conditions with time. The values 
specified represent averages. Limestone was injected directly into the 
gasifier and provided primary sulfur capture, leaving the ZnFe204 sorbent 
to act in a polishing mode. The limestone injection accounts for the low 
inlet H2S concentration of 892 ppm. The zinc ferrite used in this test 
had previously undergone one complete sulfidation and regeneration cycle. 
The test was terminated after 80 hours, prior to H2S breakthrough. The 
sulfur content of the sorbent at the reactor center-line at various axial 
positions was determined and these values were chosen to represent the 
sulfur distribution profile for modeling comparison. The sulfur balance 
on the basis of cumulative sulfur fed during the 80 hours sulfidation and 
sorbent analysis at the end of the run disagreed by about 15%, with the
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latter being the higher number. This disagreement could reflect incom­
plete regeneration in the previous cycle.
The model input parameters are listed in Table 6.6.6. The 6.8 cm2/hr 
effective diffusivity value used in this simulation was determined from 
the comparable RTI test (Run 1-ZF-S1). The same sorbent was used and the 
difference in temperatures and pressures was less than 4% in each test. 
Fig 6.6.6 shows the comparison between the model predictions of the sulfur 
loadings after 80 hours desulfurization with the experimental results.
Generally speaking, the model tends to underpred.ict the sulfur con­
tent at the reactor entrance (except Run 1-ZF-S1 which used the fresh 
sorbent). The cyclic use of the sorbents for the most tests is believed 
to cause this discrepancy.
Effective diffusivity, De , was always used as an adjustable param­
eter to match the model predictions of breakthrough time with the exper­
imental results, thus making the sulfur loading profiles completely 
predictive in all of the above test runs.
It is worthwhile to compare these "best" values of De to "expected" 
values obtained from independent sources. Table 6.6.7 lists the "best 
fit" De values for all the test runs. Analysis of the results from a 
sulfidation test using a single-pellet electrobalance reactor resulted 
In an estimated value of De = 165 cm2/hr. This test was carried out at 
823 K and 1 atm using (0.8Z)T sorbent (L-3014) while the feed gas con-
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Table 6.6.6 
Model Parameters for KRW Test
1. Temperature
2. Pressure
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction 
b. Inlet H2S concentration
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis)
5. Initial solid reactant molar density
6. Pellet density
7. Pellet radius
8. Reactor diameter
9. Bed height
10. a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
12. Effective diffusivity
13. Mass transfer coefficient
14. Intrinsic rate constant
15. Stoichiometric coefficient
(TP-037-2)
838 K
15.30 atm
0.000892 
1.985F.-7 mol/cm3
0.000892
0.008846 mol/cm3
2.132 gm/cm3
0.237 cm
137 cm
168 cm
0.38
3.26E6 gm
2.11E9 cm3/hr 
851/hr
142,968 cm/hr
6.8 cm2/hr 
6346 cm/hr 
3.0E9 cm'Vmol hr 
0.33
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Table 6.6.7
Best-Fit Effective Diffusivities for Fixed-Bed Experiments
Exp
No
T
( K)
P
(atm)
Sorbent Reactor 
Dia X Ht 
(cm)
Inlet H2S 
concen 
(ppm)
De
(cm2/hr)
Run2/S2 852 18.2 z nc titanate 
(L-3014)
7 X 38 14,100 3.8
Run3/S2 923 15.0 znc titanate 
(L-3014)
7 X 38 14,100 5.0
Run4/S4 1004 15.0 2nc titanate 
(L-3014)
7 X 38 1.4,100 6.0
5-0.8Z-T 878 15.0 z nc titanate 
(L-3014)
7 X 38 500 5.0
1-ZF-S1 868 15.0 z nc ferrite 
(T-2465)
7 X 38 500 6.8
TP-37-2 838 15.3 z nc ferrite 
(T-2465)
137 X 168 892 6.8(*)
* This De value was simply the value obtained from 
the corresponding RTI test
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tained 0.026 mol fraction H2S (Gangwal, 1987b). Assuming that the domi­
nant diffusion mechanism in the pellets is molecular (modified by porosity 
and tortuosity of the pellet), from kinetic theory (Bennet and Myers, 
1982) the diffusivity will be inversely proportional to pressure and di­
rectly proportional to Tl*75. Thus, in principle, the diffusivity de­
termined from the single pellet test can be corrected for temperature and 
pressure, and compared to the "best-fit" values from the fixed-bed reactor 
tests for zinc titanate (L-3014) from Table 6.6.7. Results of this com­
parison are shown in Table 6.6.8. Although the values do not agree, the 
ratios are approximately constant. Part of the reason that the fixed-bed 
"best-fit" diffusivities are consistently lower than values obtained from 
single pellet TGA test could be due to the fact that the fixed-bed pellets 
had previously undergone at least one sulfidation and regeneration cycle. 
A gradual decrease in effective diffusivity with sulfidation/regeneration 
cycling would be expected.
In summary, it appears that values of De around 4 to 6 cm2/hr with 
kg estimated from the Wilson-Geankopolis correlation result in quite good 
agreement between model and experiment for high temperature (800 K to 1000 
K), high pressure (15 to 18 atm) sulfidation in a fixed-bed reactor. 
These results cover two reactors of vastly different size (KRW and RTI), 
inlet H2S concentrations ranging from 500 to 14000 ppm, and two different 
test sorbents, (0.8ZnO)TiO2(L-3014) and ZnFe204 (T-2465).
The isothermal fixed-bed desulfurization model is capable of matching 
experimental results from a number of experimental tests operated at
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Table 6.6.8
Comparison of Effective Diffusivlties from Single Pellet 
(L-3014) and Fixed-Bed Experiments
Effective Diffusivity Ratio
(cm2/hr)
EXP T P Single
NO ( K) (atm) Pellet*
Run2/S2 852 18.2 9.6
Run3/S2 923 15.0 13.4
Run4/S4 1004 15.0 15.6
5-0.8Z-T 878 15.0 12.0
Fixed-Bed 
Fixed- ------------
Bed Single Pellet
3.8 0.40
5.0 0.37
6.0 0.38
5.0 0.41
average =0.39
165 cm2/hr was obtained fron single pellet 
TGA test of zinc titanate (L-3014) (RTI,1987c)
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different conditions and using different sorbents. At present, one model 
parameter, the effective diffusivity, must be considered as an adjustable 
parameter whose value is chosen to provide best-fit with experimental 
data. The level of confidence in the model and the ability to predict 
appropriate values of De a priori should increase if a complete break­
through curve of the effluent reacting gas concentration can be provided. 
However, at this stage it is felt that the model should be capable of 
assisting in interpreting experimental results and in planning exper­
imental test conditions which will yield the maximum amount of useful 
information.
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Chapter 7
The Xonisothermal Regeneration Fixed-Bcd Reactor Model
7.1 Introduction and Model Assumptions
The highly exothermic nature of the regeneration reaction (approxi­
mately 400 kcal/mol of sulfided zinc ferrite at room temperature) leads 
to large temperature gradients within the fixed-bed reactor as illus­
trated in Fig 3-6. Therefore, it is necessary to include gas phase and 
solid phase energy balances in the modeling of the regeneration reactor. 
The model should be able to describe the performance of the reactor and 
produce the reacting gas concentration profiles, solid conversion pro­
files, gas temperature profiles, and the solid temperature profiles.
Several important factors in the modeling of the high temperature 
regeneration reactor need to be emphasized. The interphase resistances 
to heat transfer between the fluid and solid need to be considered. If 
the heat transfer coefficient between the solid and gas phases is suffi­
ciently small, significant temperature differences between gas and solid 
phases could develop. Completely adiabatic operation is rarely achieved 
in actual practice and the energy balance should include energy exchange 
with the surroundings. The temperature variations within the reactor will 
cause variations in gas velocity and density which should be included.
99
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Previous attempts to model the regeneration reactor (see discussion in 
Chapter 5) have ignored each of these effects.
The mathematical analysis includes all assumptions previously de­
veloped for the isothermal case and, in addition, several assumptions have 
been made which are associated with the thermal characteristics of the 
reaction. These assumptions and their implications are discussed below.
1) the regeneration chemistry can be described by a single reaction of 
the form
A(g) + bS(s) = products 
If the desulfurization sorbent is zinc ferrite, the only gaseous 
reactant is O2 and the solid reactant is (ZnS+2FeS). Therefore, sulfate 
formation as described by eqs (2.2.6) and (2.2.7) and the slow reaction 
with steam as described by eq (2.2.5) are neglected. The mixed metal 
sulfide is treated as a single solid specie. On the basis of earlier 
atmospheric pressure single pellet kinetic studies (Focht et al., 1986), 
this simplified chemistry should be valid at temperatures of approxi­
mately 650 C and above.
2) plug flow of gas phase in axial direction
3) one-dimensional model, i.e., no radial or angular gradients in tem­
perature
Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
This assumption should be reasonably valid for an adiabatic reactor. 
However, it may be questioned in cases where there are significant energy 
losses to the surroundings. Attempts to include radial temperature gra­
dients would complicate the mathematical analysis by adding another di­
mension to the problem, and require a great deal of additional computer 
time to solve the problem. In order to account for the radial variation 
in temperature arising out of the nonadiabatic nature of the reactor, a 
lumped parameter approach which assumes the radial variation of temper­
ature is limited to a thin zone near the reactor wall has been used 
(Schulman, 1963). Provided the radial gradients within the bed are not 
too severe and the insulation at the walls is sufficient for only a mod­
erate rate of heat removal across the wall, this approach is considered 
adequate for many practical situations.
4) the accumulation term in the gas phase energy balance has been neg­
lected
This assumption is valid as long as the variation of gas phase heat 
capacity with temperature is relatively small. Appendix B gives the de­
tails of this assumption.
5) unreacted core model is used to describe the. cylindrical single pellet 
regeneration reaction
6) temperature gradients within the pellets have been neglected
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This assumption Is known to be reasonable in most situations in­
volving heterogeneous catalytic reactors (Froment and Bischoff, 1979) and 
has been further justified by approximate numerical calculations per­
formed at LSU (Focht, 1988) for zinc ferrite regeneration.
7) the effective diffusivity, thermal conductivity, and specific heats 
of the gas and solid phases are constant
Appropriate average values are used as modeling input parameters.
7.2 Mathematical Analysis
In addition to the material balances which have been established in 
the isothermal case, gas phase and solid phase energy balances are also 
needed to model the regeneration reaction in a fixed-bed reactor. With 
the previous assumptions, the gas phase energy balance equation on a bed 
volume basis can be represented as
3(mc_eTe )
>v<T- - V - s f  < V V
The left side of eq (7.2.1) describes the convection of energy by the 
flowing gas. The first term on the right side represents the heat
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transferred between the solid particles and the gas. The second term 
describes the heat loss at the wall.
Similarly, the solid phase energy balance equation on a bed volume 
basis can be represented as
3(Pj& STS- = ( “ AH)rs - V v C Ts “ V
The left side of eq (7.2.2) represents the accumulation of energy within 
the solid. The first term on the right side describes the heat generation 
in the solid due to the reaction. The second term is the heat transferred 
between the solid and the gas.
The following dimensionless variables are introduced
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Eqs (7.2.1) and (7.2.2) may be rearranged to give
9T_ h avL * ,v 4Lhu *
 5T  <Ts " V  - 5~n ' CTe “ V
9z mCpg g RdmCpg
h„a„
' <rs> " (Ts " Vat P bCpsTgo V s' PbCps S 8
All assumptions leading to the material balance equations under 
isothermal conditions are valid except that the superficial velocity term 
must be left within the derivative in eq (6-7) because it varies with 
temperature. This leads to eq (7.2.9)
3(UCA ) = (1-By) dCS - (1 - Ey)CSo 3X
3z b at ■ b ‘ at V • • ;
In order to relate the superficial velocity II to the. temperature, the 
ideal gas law is applied under the condition of constant reactor pressure.
Tg *
u = V  -t 3-  ) = uoTe (7.2.10)
*BO °
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Therefore, the left hand side of eq (7.2.9) may be written as
8(UoT„cA ) * 3CA + w -
By introducing the dimensionless forms of C]^  and 
rearranged to give
* C a (~
CSo( l - e v ) 
bUccAo ;
3 To ay
Replacing (— j-) by eq (7.2.7) and (— ) by eq 3 z 3t
equation for gas concentration becomes
-(Tg-T")
The solid phase meterial balance (eq (6.3.2)) 
7.2.1 summarizes the nonisothermal model equations 
expressions for spherical particles are listed in
(7.2.11) 
z"'r, eq (7.2.9) may be
(7.2.12) 
(6.2.17), the final
+ G(X) | (7.2.13)
is not changed. Table 
. Similar mathematical 
Appendix C.
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Dimensionless Equations for Nonisothermal Fixed-Bed
(1) Solid phase material balance
T T = A iG(x)c£
(2) Gas phase material balance
~ ~ T = ~ [A2CT* - T*) - A5(T* - tJ) + G(X)]
9z Tg
(3) Solid phase energy balance
A3r I - A 4(Tt-T*)
(4) Gas phase energy balance
3Te * * * *
— - £ =  A2(T* - T*) - A5(T* - T*)
_V = 2bCAo( l - e v)CA 1
S  R------------- 1-------- W
* , UoCAo b
1 LCc_ l - ev
k'CSo(l-X)
(7.2.19)
PbCpsV (7,2‘21) PbCps
(7.2.23)
RdmCpg
!/2 De
(7.2.14)
(7.2.15)
(7.2.16)
(7.2.17)
(7.2.18)
[7.2.20)
(7.2.22)
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7.3 Numerical Solution
The equations for the nonisothermal fixed-bed model are of the form
= Fl(CA , Tg) Ts< X)
= F2(Tg) Ts)
T T  F3(CA, X>
= F4(Ca> Tg> Ts> X)
with the boundary conditions
at t = 0, X = 0,
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These are four coupled ordinary differential equations with two inde­
pendent variables (t and z*) and four dependent variables (CjSj, Tg , X, 
T^). They are integrated in a stepwise fashion to evaluate the four 
variables on the points of a grid, as shown in Fig 7.3.1, generated in 
the t-z* plane with the aid of grid spacings At, Az*.
All integrations are performed by a simple predictor-corrector (PC) 
method (McCracken, 1964). The first step in the solution is to integrate 
eqs (7.3.1) & (7.3.2) along the t = 0 line from z* = 0 to z* = 1. This
yields values of and Tg at t = 0 for all positions in the bed. From
those initial values of C%, Tg , X, and Tg at t - 0, the predictior-
corrector integration is repeated at successive grid points in the t-z*
plane to obtain the solutions. As shown in Fig 7.3.1.b, the values at 
point (i,j) (i.e. cX(i,j), Tg(i,j), X(i,j), Tf(i,j)), are predicted from 
known values from the previous points according to
C*A(i,j) = CA(i -  2,j) + 2A z*[F ,(C ;(i -  I jV lp O  -  l,i). X(i -  l.ji. T;<i -  l .j))] 
Tg(i,j) = 1 g(i - 2,j) + 2 A z*[r2(T*(i - I j), T ;(i - l.j))] 
X(i,j) = X(i,i -  2) + 2At[F,(C*A(i,j -  1), X(i.j -  1))] 
T^(ij) = l'sd.j -  2) + 2At[F4(C*A(i,j -  l) ,T *(i.j -  I). X(i.j -  h .T ^ i.j -  I) ) ]
(7.3.7)
If only one known previous point is available, the following are used to 
predict the present value
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c*A(i,j) = c*A(i -  I , j ) + A 7;[r,(c*A(i -  l.i), r;o  -  U ). x ( i -  i,i). i; ( i -  i, j» ]
T j ( i j )  = Tg(i -  l,j) + A7*[F2('I'g(i -  1,j),T l(i -  l , j» ]
X(i,j) = X(i,j -  1) + A t[F 3(C'*A(i,j -  1), X(i,j -  !))]
T * ( ij)  = T * ( ij -  1) + A t[F4(C’A(i,j -  1),T*(i,j -  1), X(i,j -  I ). \\<\.\ -  I) ,]
(7.3.8)
The predicted values are then corrected by successively using the fol­
lowing equations
CA(ij)  = C*A(i -  Id) + ^ § -F ,(C A (i -  l,i),T *(i -  l.j). X(i -  l . j l .T ^ i -  l,j))
+ r i ( C A(id ).T *(ilj),X (ij),T ^ (i,j))
Tg (i,j)= Tg(i -  i,j)+ ^ | - [ F 2( T * ( i -  i j v r j i  -  i.j)) + i-2(i;(i.j> .r:(i.j)>]
X(i,j) = X(i,j -  1) + ^ - [ F 3(C*A(i,j -  1), X(i,j -  1); ’ F.,((',A(i.j).X (i,j))]
*I'*(i,j) -  T ^ i j  -  1) + P4(CA(i j  -  I), I g(i,j -  I). Xfi.j -  D. T*(i.j -  I))
+ F4(CA(id).T*(i.j). X(i,j), T*(l.j))
(7.3 0)
In this way the region of known grid points is extended into the t-z* 
plane and the evolution of the system in time calculated. The
predictor-corrector method applied in this way was found to be very stable
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which permitted the use of larger grid spacings, At and Az*, than other 
integration methods that were considered.
Numerical Results
The capabilities of the nonisothermal model a m  illustrated by two 
examples. In the first example, a typical isothermal sulfidation model 
was first run to establish initial conditions for the. regeneration phase. 
Input parameters for the sulfidation phase are summarized in Table 7.3.1 
while model results in the form of the H2S breakthrough curve and sulfur 
loading at breakthrough are presented in Figs 7.3.2 and 7.3.3, respec­
tively. The predicted breakthrough time is approximately 50 hours, at 
which time the sorbent in the first 20% of the reactor is completely 
sulfided and the reaction zone extends through the remaining 80% of the 
reactor. This predicted sulfur loading profile was used as input to the 
nonisothermal fixed-bed model to simulate the regeneration phase. The 
regeneration gas was fed into the low sulfur end of the reactor (opposite 
to the gas flow direction during sulfidation) in accordance with the ex­
perimental procedure for regeneration. In the second example, the entire 
sorbent bed was assumed to be fully sulfided at the beginning of regen­
eration. Regeneration gas flow direction for this case is unimportant. 
The regeneration parameters for these two cases are shown in Table 7.3.2.
Regeneration model results for the first example are shown in Figs
7.3.4 through 7.3.6. Fig 7.3.4 shows the predicted sulfur loading as a
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Table 7.3.1
Model Parameters for SuU
1. Temperature
2. Pressure
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction 
b. Inlet H2S concentration
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis)
5. Initial solid reactant molar density
6. Pellet density
7. Pellet radius
8 . Reactor diameter
9. Bed height
10. a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
12. Effective diffusivity
13. Mass transfer coefficient
14. Intrinsic rate constant
15. Stoichiometric coefficient
900 K 
It) atm 
0.0020
2. 708F.-7 mol/cm3 
0.0025
0.008846 mol/cm3 
2.132 gm/cm3 
0.25 cm
5.0 cm
30.0 cm
0.40
753.5 gm
1.47E6 cm3/hr 
2,500/hr
75.000 cm/hr
50 cm2/lir 
6,848 cm/hr 
3.0E9 cm‘‘/mol. hr
0.33
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Model Parameters for Regeneration
1. Temperature 820 K
2. Pressure 2.5 atm
3. a. Inlet 02 mole fraction 0.06
b. Inlet O2 concentration 2.23F.-6 mol/cm3
4. Inlet O2 mol fraction (dry basis) 0.12
5. Initial solid reactant molar density 0.008846 mol/cm3
6 . Pellet density 2.132 gm/cm3
7. Pellet radius 0.25 cm
8 . Reactor diameter 5.0 cm
9. Bed height 30.0 cm
10. a. Bed voidage 0.40
b. Weight of fresh sorbent 753 gm
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP) 4.71E5 cm3/hr
b. Space velocity (STP) 800.0/hr
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP) 24,000 cm/hr
12. Effective diffusivity 150 cm2/hr
13. Mass transfer coefficient 15,035 cm/hr
14. Intrinsic rate constant 3.0F.9 omVmol/hr
15. Stoichiometric coefficient 0.20
16. Heat, of reaction - 4.0 16E5 cal/mol
17. Average gas heat capacity 0.35 cal/gm/ K
18. Average solid heat capacity 0.20 cal/gm/ K
19. Heat transfer coefficient (gas-solid) 2.0 cal/cm2/hr/ K
20. Heat transfer coefficient (gas-wall) 3.0 cal/cm2/hr/ K
21. Maximum sulfur loading 0.35 wt sulfur/sorbent
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function of time and axial position. The t = 0 curve corresponds to the 
sulfur loading after the sulfidation phase. Regeneration is predicted 
to be complete after approximately 10 hours. Corresponding O2 profiles 
as a function of time and axial position are shown in Fig 7.3.5. Initial 
O2 breakthrough is predicted in the 6 to 8 hour time span. Predicted 
dimensionless temperatures for both gas and solid phases are shown as a 
function of time at selected axial positions in Fig 7.3.6. The temper­
ature wave passes through the reactor corresponding to the position of 
the active reaction zone. Although impossible to distinguish in the 
figure, the gas is hotter than the solid downstream of the reaction zone 
since it carries heat from the upstream reaction position. Once reaction 
begins, however, the solid temperature increases rapidly and quickly ex­
ceeds the gas temperature.
The second example uses a completely sulfided bed as the initial 
conditions for the regeneration simulation. Otherwise, the regeneration 
parameters are the same as in the first example. Regeneration model re­
sults are shown in Figs 7.3.7 through 7.3.9. Fig 7.3.7 shows the pre­
dicted sulfur loadings as a function of bed length at specified times. 
Regeneration is predicted to be almost comploLo after about 16 hours. 
Corresponding O2 profiles are shown in Fig 7.3.8. Initial O2 breakthrough 
is predicted in the 10 to 11 hour time span. Predicted temperatures for 
both gas and solid phases are shown in Fig 7.3.9.
In both examples, the magnitude of the maximum temperature decreases 
with increasing axial position and the temperature distribution broadens
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appreciably. However, the overall maximum temperature encountered in the 
initially partially sulfided bed (example 1) is much higher than in the 
completely sulfided bed (example 2), but the width of the temperature 
front in a completely sulfided bed is broader than in a partially sulfided 
bed. The dominant product layer diffusional resistance in the solid re­
duces the reaction rate in a completely sulfided bed as reaction proceeds 
to the interior of the pellet. As a result, in a partially sulfur loaded 
bed the reaction between 02 and pellet is fast and the reaction zone 
quickly moves through the bed as sulfur is used up. The reaction zone 
moves along with the hot gas leaving the reaction zone and adds heat of 
reaction to the gas causing the temperature to rise further. This results 
in a high and sharp peak temperature. For the fully sulfided bed the 
reaction zone moves much slower to burn off the large amount of sulfur. 
The hot gas thus moves ahead of the reaction zone and spreads more widely 
along the reactor. Since the thermal wave is not reenforced by the re­
action zone the peak temperature is not as high as in the partially 
sulfided case.
7.4 Parameter Evaluation
Many of the parameters which appear in the. nonisothermal model have 
been discussed earlier in the isothermal model such as R, ev , L, U0 , kg, 
De , b, and k 1. For some of these (R, L, UQ) the introduction of variable 
temperature presents no problem. For others (b, kg, De , k 1) adjustments
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for higher temperature and the different chemical reaction associated 
with the nonisothermal regeneration process were made as necessary. Some 
additional parameters are found in the nonisothermal model. These are 
discussed individually below.
1. Cpg - average heat capacity of the gas, cal/g/ K
The feed gas for the regeneration cycle usually consists of air di­
luted with steam. The heat capacity of this stream may be estimated by 
combining literature values for air and steam for the appropriate tem­
perature range. When the temperature is 823 K and the gas mixtures is 
50% air and 50% steam, the average Cpg value is 0.35 cal/g/ K.
2. CpS - average heat capacity of the solid, cal/g/ K
The solid in the regeneration is a mixture of ZnFe204 and ZnFe2S3- 
The heat capacities of the pure materials are available in the literature. 
An average of these pure component heat capacities adjusted to the ap­
propriate temperature range should be used. The estimated Cps value is 
0.19 cal/g/ K at temperatures between 300 K to 1500 K (Perry et al., 
1978).
3. AH - heat of reaction for the regeneration reaction, cal/mol
Standard enthalpies of formation of the compounds involved are 
available in the literature along with heat capacity data. This permits
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the enthalpy of the regeneration reaction to be calculated at the appro­
priate temperature. The primary reaction in the regeneration cycle (as­
suming zinc ferrite sorbent) is
The calculated AH value at temperatures between 298 K and 1000 K is 
-4.05E5 cal/mol of (ZnS+2FeS).
4.hg - heat transfer coefficient between gas and solid, cal/cn2/hr/ K
This can be estimated from the same empirical correlation (Wilson 
and Geankopolis, 1966), as used for the mass transfer coefficient based 
on the fact that jjj is about equal to jp.
(ZnS + 2FeS) + 502 = ZnFe204 + 3S02 (7.4.1)
JH =
1.09Re~2/3
Gv for 0.0016 < Re < 55 (7.4.2)
jH = °-25R^ ° ' 51 for 55 < Re < 1500 (7.4.3)
where jH (7.4.4)
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Reasonable values for hg should be between 2.2 and 3.2 cal/cm2/hr/ K at 
a temperature of approximately 811 K, and pressure of 1 atm.
5. hw - heat transfer coefficient between gas and wall, cal/cm2/hr/ K
The heat lost from the reactor is presumed to originate only from 
the gas phase and is governed by the wall heat transfer coefficient hw . 
In the following analysis hw is treated as an adjustable parameter whose 
value is chosen to match experimental data.
smax ~ maximum sulfur loading, mass sulfur/mass sorbent.
This parameter is based upon the stoichiometry of the sulfidation 
reaction, and assumes complete conversion. For example, if the original 
sorbent is pure zinc ferrite, complete sulfidation to (7,nS + 2FeS) yields 
a value of Smflx = 0.359.
7. b - stoichiometric coefficient, dimerisionless
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As explained in the previous section, for the regeneration reaction 
shown by eq (7.4.1), b = 0.2.
In most cases, the regeneration gas enters from the opposite end of 
the reactor from the sulfidation gas after the breakthrough hydrogen 
sulfide concentration reaches a preset level. Therefore, the regeneration 
gas faces an increasing sulfur loading along the reactor such as illus­
trated in Fig 7.3.4. For the modeling effort, the user must supply in­
formation on the initial sulfur loading profile. Tn the interactive 
simulation program, three options exist for specifying the initial sulfur 
loading. First, if the bed is completely sulfided initially, the program 
will set the Xo(z*) = 1 for all z*. Second, if the bed is partially 
sulfided initially, the initial sulfur profile may be based upon exper­
imental sulfur analysis following the sulfidation phase, or finally, the 
initial sulfur profile may be based upon values obtained from the 
isothermal fixed-bed sulfidation model. The last approach has been used 
in the examples which follow.
7.5 Parameter Effects
The first example illustrated in section 7.3 has also been used to il­
lustrate parameter effects. Input parameters for the sulfidation phase 
are summarized in Table 7.3.1. These parameters are the same as used to 
study parameter effects in section 6.5 except the reactor dimensions have
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been scaled down to reduce the computer time requirement for the simu­
lation of the regeneration process. The predicted breakthrough time is 
approximately 50 hours as shown in Fig 7.3.2. At this time the reaction 
zone extends through the final 80% of the reactor while 20% of the bed 
at the reactor entrance is completely sulfided as shown in Fig 7.3.3.
Base input parameters for regeneration are summarized in Table 7.3.2. 
A gas which contains 6 mol % oxygen with 800/hr space velocity (about 7 
cm/sec linear gas velocity) was used to regenerate the sulfided zinc 
ferrite. The regeneration model results are shown in Figs 7.3.4 through 
7.3.6. Regeneration is predicted to be almost complete after 10 hours. 
The dimensionless gas temperatures encountered in the reactor are between 
Tg = 1.47 at z* = 0.2 and t = 0.25 hours and Tg = 1.26 at z* = 1.0 and t 
= 7.5 hours.
Individual parameter effects have been examined by arbitrarily 
varying a particular parameter while maintaining the standard values of 
all other parameters. The reactor dimensions were constant throughout. 
The gas temperature profile at z* = 0.4 was chosen ns the basis for com­
paring the effects of parameter changes. Tn some cases, the related 
sulfur loading or temperature differences between solid and gas have also 
been produced for comparison.
Seven parameter effects have been examined: (1) the effect of 02
molar flow rate resulting from changes in O2 inlet concentration, (2) the 
effect of O2 molar flow rate resulting from changes in inlet gas space
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velocity (or linear gas velocity), (3) the effect of O2 inlet concen­
tration and space velocity under constant O2 molar flow rate, (4) pellet 
diameter, (5) wall heat transfer coefficient (6) effective diffusivity, 
and (7) gas-solid heat transfer coefficient.
Fig 7.5.1 shows the effect of increasing O2 molar flow rate accom­
plished by increasing the inlet concentration of 02- Curves 1, 2, and 3 
represent 5, 6 , and 7 mol % O2, respectively. Increasing the oxygen 
content of the inlet gas increases the overall maximum temperature rise, 
decreases the time required to reach the peak temperature, and also de­
creases the width of the temperature distribution. Fig 7.5.2 shows the 
effect of inlet O2 concentration on the regeneration rate which is re­
presented by the remaining sulfur loading in the bed as a function of time 
and position.
Fig 7.5.3 shows the effect of increasing the 02 molar flow rate by 
changing the space velocity. Curves 1, 2, and 3 represent 600, 800, and 
1000/hr space velocity which corresponds to 5, 7, and 9 cm/s superficial 
linear gas velocity, respectively. This figure shows that increasing the 
gas space velocity reduces the overall maximum temperature rise because 
the rate of removal of heat increases with increasing gas velocity. The 
time to attain peak temperature and the width of the temperature front 
are reduced when the inlet gas velocity is decreased.
Fig 7.5.4 shows the effect of variation in O2 concentration and space 
velocity while holding the inlet O2 molar flow rate constant. Curves 1,
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2, and 3 represent 5% 02 with 960/hr space velocity, 6X O2 with 800/hr 
space velocity, and 7% O2 with 686/hr space velocity, respectively. This 
figure shows that low gas velocity with high O2 concentration (curve 3) 
increases the overall maximum temperature rise, and decreases the width 
of the temperature front.
Fig 7.5.5 shows that the effects of O2 concentration and space ve­
locity (at constant O2 molar flow rate)) have no significant effect on 
overall regeneration rate as measured by the sulfur loading profiles.
Fig 7.5.6 shows the effect of pellet radius 011 the. temperature rise. 
Curves 1, 2, and 3 represent sulfided zinc ferrite pellets of 0.20, 0.25 
and 0.30 cm radius, respectively. This figure shows that increasing in 
the pellet radius reduces the overall maximum temperature rise. This is 
consistent with the reasoning that a larger pellet exhibits increased 
intrapellet diffusional resistance with consequent spreading of the re­
action zone over a longer axial distance. Larger pellets also reduce the 
time required to attain peak temperature, and increase the width of the 
temperature front.
Fig 7.5.7 shows the effect of the. wall heat; transfer coefficient ( 
hw ). Curves 1, 2, and 3 represent hw values of 2, 3, and 4 cal/cm2/hr/ 
K, respectively. As would be expected, removal of heat from the walls 
of the reactor reduces the maximum temperature. The three curves are 
of the same general shape.
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Fig 7.5.8 shows the effect of effective diffusivity (De) on the 
temperature rise . Curves 1, 2, and 3 represent 1)R values of 100, 150, 
and 200 cm2/hr, respectively. The effect of Increasing De is similar to 
the effect of decreasing pellet radius. In both cases the resistance to 
diffusion through the product layer is decreased lending to an increased 
global rate and an increased maximum temperature rise. Low De also re­
duces the time to attain peak temperature and increases the width of the 
temperature front.
Fig 7.5.9 shows the effect of the gas-solid heat transfer coefficent 
(hg) on the temperature difference between gas and solid. Curves 1, 2, 
and 3 represent hg values of 1, 2, and 3 cal/cm2/hr/ K, respectively. 
As would be expected, higher heat transfer resistance (lower heat transfer 
coefficient) between gas and solid increases the temperature difference 
between gas and solid. This figure also shows the dynamic temperature 
exchange between the gas and solid. At the beginning, the hot gas from 
the upstream reaction zone transfers heat to the solid which is indicated 
by the negative temperature difference betwwen t. ~ 0.2 hour and t = 0.9 
hour. As the reaction front reaches z* = 0.4, the solid temperature in­
creases rapidly and consequently transfers heat, to the flowing gas. This 
activity occurs between t = 0.9 hour and 2.4 hour. After approximately 
2 hours, the reaction at z* = 0 was finished as the difference between 
gas and solid temperature decreased dramatically and equal temperature 
was reached after about 2.4 hours.
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The individual parameter effects on the overall maximum temperature 
encountered in the reactor may be summarized as follows:
1. higher inlet reacting gas concentration increases the overall 
maximum temperature rise encountered in the reactor
2. higher gas velocity also increases the overall maximum temperature 
rise, but this effect is less significant
3. low gas velocity with high inlet reacting gas concentration in­
creases the overall maximum temperature rise
4. smaller particles increase the maximum temperature rise
5. higher wall heat transfer coefficients decrease the overall max­
imum temperature rise
6 . higher effective diffusivity increases the. global reaction rate 
and results in higher maximum temperature rise
7.6 Comparison of the Model with Experimental Results
A. Simulation of DOE test
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A zinc ferrite regeneration run reported by Grind ley (1986) has been 
chosen to compare the model to experimental results. This lab-scale test 
was performed in a 2-inch diameter, fixed-bed, low pressure reactor system 
containing 715 grams of 3/16" cylindrical pellets of 1,-1504 zinc ferrite 
sorbent manufactured by United Catalysts Inc. The sorbent was first 
sulfided by reaction with upward flowing hydrogen sulfide from a simulated 
low-Btu gas until breakthrough occurred. Breakthrough for this test was 
taken as the point where the H2S effluent concentration reached 500 ppmv. 
The sulfided sorbent was then regenerated with a downward flowing 
steam/air mixture until the sulfur dioxide content of the condenser exit 
gas was less than 500 ppmv. During the regeneration period, the reactor 
temperatures were monitored by four thermocouples at two inch intervals 
along the reactor axis.
Because the axial distribution of sulfur at the beginning of the
regeneration step was not measured, the isothermal sulfidation model was
used to estimate initial conditions for the regeneration step.
Sulfidation model parameters are listed in Table 7.6.1. Fig 7.6.1 shows
the predicted H2S breakthrough curve for the sulfidation process; the exit
H2S concentration reached 500 ppmv at 3.5 hours. Fig 7.6.2 shows the
predicted sulfur loading profile through the reactor at 3.5 hours. This
sulfur distribution was used as the initial condition for the regneration
run. The De value of 65 cm2/hr was obtained through the empirical formula 
1 T 1*75
De = 165 ( ) (  8^3 ) which was discussed in section 6.5.
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Table 7.6.1
Model Parameters for Sulfidation Phase of 
DOE Regeneration Test
1. Temperature 811 K
2. Pressure 2.1 atm
3. a. Inlet H2S mole fraction 0.027
b. Inlet H2S concentration 1.014F.-6 mol/cm3
4. Inlet H2S mol fraction (dry basis) 0.037
5. Initial solid reactant molar density 0.008846 mol/cm3
6 . Pellet density 2.132 gm/cm3
7. Pellet radius 0.238 cm
8 . Reactor diameter 5.08 cm
9. Bed height 25.0 cm
10. a. Bed voidage 0.338
b. Weight of fresh sorbent 715 gm
11. a. Volumetric flow rate (STP) 1.01E6 cm3/hr
b. Space velocity (STP) 2000./hr
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP) 50,000 cm/hr
12. Effective diffusivity 65 cm2/hr
13. Mass transfer coefficient 7.4.637 cm/hr
14. Intrinsic rate constant 3.0F.O cmVmol hr
15. Stoichiometric coefficient 0.33
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For regeneration simulation, the initial temperature of the packed 
bed was assumed to be equal to the inlet gas temperature. Nonadiabatic 
operation was assumed and the reactor wall temperature was assumed to be 
equal to the inlet gas temperature. The regeneration model parameters 
are listed in Table 7.6.2. In this simulation, all parameter values were 
assigned a priori based upon reasonable estimates.
Predicted sulfur loading as a function of time and position is shown 
in Fig 7.6.3. The actual regeneration test was terminated after 8 hr. 
and the model shows that only small amounts of sulfur near the regener­
ation gas exit position should remain. Predicted and measured values of 
Tg as a function of time and position are compared in Fig 7.6.4. There 
is qualitative agreement in terms of the decreasing maximum temperature 
along the reactor and the sharp temperature rise at the reactor entrance.
Three characteristics may be used to describe the temperature front 
as it moves past each of the thermocouple positions: the time required
to reach peak temperature, the magnitude of the peak temperature, and the 
shape of the temperature distribution at each axial position. This latter 
characteristic may be approximated by the time at which the temperature 
rise is equal to or greater than 50% of the maximum temperature rise. 
These characteristics for both the experimental data and the model pred­
ictions are compared in Table 7.6.3. The major discrepancies between the 
predicted and measured gas temperature profiles are: at z* = 0.25, the
predicted peak temperature was higher (1.42 versus 1.30) and the time to 
reach the peak temperature was earlier (0.5 versus 0.9); at z* = 1.0, the
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MODEL PARAMETERS FOR DOE REGENERATION
Temperature 81.1 K
Pressure 2.5 atm
a. Inlet O2 mole fraction 0.10
b. Inlet O2 concentration 3.76E-6 mol/cm3
Inlet O2 mol fraction (dry basis) 0.15
Initial solid reactant molar density 0.008846 mol./cm: 
Pellet density 2.132 gm/om3
Pellet radius 0.238 cm
Reactor diameter 5.08 cm
Bed height 25.0 cin
a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
Effective diffusivity 
Mass transfer coefficient 
Intrinsic rate constant 
Stoichiometric coefficient 
Heat of reaction 
Average gas heat capacity 
Average solid heat capacity 
Heat transfer coefficient (gas-solid)
Heat transfer coefficient (gas-wall)
Maximum sulfur loading
0.338 
715 gm
2.53E5 cm3/hr 
500.0/hr 
12,500 cm/hr
80 om2/hr
15,520 cm/hr
3.0F.9 cmVmol hr
0.20
- 4.016F.5 ca 1/mol 
0.355 cal/gm/ K 
0.191 cal/gm/ K
3.0 cal/cm2/hr/ K
8.0 cal/cm2/hr/ K 
0.35 wt sulfur/sorbent
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Figure 7.6.3 Predicted Sulfur Loading Profiles for 
DOE Regeneration
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Figure 7.6.4 Comparison of Predicted and Experimental Gas 
Temperature Profiles for DOE Test (Grindley, 1986)
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Characteristics of Temperature Rise Distributions 
at Each of Four Thermocouple Locations
position Max Temp Max Temp
z* Tg(max) tmax, hr
Width of Temp Rise 
at half Max Temp
0.25
0.50
0.75
1.00
1.30
1.24
1.23
1.19
0.9
2.0
4.5
6.0
0.6
2 . 3
2. 7
2.0
Figure 0.25 
7.6.4 0.50
0.75 
1.00
1.42
1.28
1.21
1.18
0.5
1.7
3.7 
6.3
0. 3
0.8
1. 6
2. 3
Figure 0.25 
7.6.6 0.50
0.75 
1.00
1.33
1.24
1.20
1.18
0.8
2.0
3.8
5.9
0 . 4
0. 9
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predicted temperature rise extended throughout the 8 hour run while the 
measured temperature rise ended at about 7.2 hours. Overall, the pre­
dicted temperature rise distributions were narrower than the measured 
temperature rise at all four axial positions and there is significant 
difference in the time corresponding to the maximum temperature at z* = 
0.75.
In order to improve the agreement between the simulated and exper­
imental gas temperatures, changes were made in the initial sulfur loading 
profile and the effective diffusivity, the two parameters for which the 
greatest uncertainty existed. Two significant changes were made to the 
initial sulfur loading. The initial sulfur distribution was flattened 
by increasing the sulfur loading at the inlet and decreasing the sulfur 
loading at the outlet, while maintaining the same overall or average 
sulfur loading. The primary effect of this change was to delay the peak 
temperature and decrease its magnitude at z* = 0.25. Then the overall 
sulfur loading was reduced by 10% at each axial position so that the re­
generation reaction could be completed during the eight hour run, thus 
permitting the temperature at z* = 1.0 to drop back to Tg = 1.0 in 
agreement with experiment. Finally, the effective diffusivity was de­
creased to 60 cmz/hr both to widen the temperature rise distributions and 
to decrease the maximum temperature rise at all four axial positions.
Fig 7.6.5 compares the original (curve 1) and revised (curve 2) in­
itial sulfur loading distributions while Fig 7.6.6 compares the predicted 
to the measured gas temperatures at four axial positions based upon the
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Figure 7.6.6 Comparison of "Best-Fit" Predicted and Measured 
Gas Temperataure Profiles for DOE Test (Grind!ey, 1986)
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revised sulfur loading and the lower effective diffusivity. The level 
of agreement is improved through these changes. Table 7.6.3 summarizes 
the three characteristics of the revised simulated temperature distrib­
utions. Both the peak temperatures and the times lo reach peak temper­
ature are in closer agreement with experiment. However, there is 
significant disagreement remaining in the time corresponding to the max­
imum temperature rise at z* = 0.75, and the discrepancy of the width of 
the temperature rise distribution at the four axial positions still ex­
ists. Further reductions in De values were tested to broaden the tem­
perature rise distribution still further. However, such changes created 
disagreement in maximum temperature and decreased the overall agreement 
with the experimental results.
Uncertainty concerning the actual thermocouple position in the re­
actor is thought to be a probable cause of the lack of agreement at z* = 
0.75. Similarly, heat conduction between the particles (which is neg­
lected in this modeling work) is probably the main cause of the exper­
imental temperature distributions being broader than predicted. Another 
factor which may contribute to the breadth of the experimental temperature 
distributions is the axial dispersion of energy (also neglected in the 
model). For regeneration, lower gas velocity compared to the sulfidation 
process was used. The lower gas velocity would tend to increase the im­
portance of both energy conduction and energy axial dispersion.
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B. Simulation of Johnson's Catalyst Regeneration Test
In order to test the generality of the non isothermal gas-solid re­
action model, the simulation effort was expanded to include a test of 
catalyst regeneration in a packed bed. In principle, the model should 
be able to describe this process as long as the single particle reaction 
follows the unreacted core model.
Johnson et al. (1956,1962) measured the temperature profiles during 
regeneration of a packed bed of catalyst which was initially loaded with 
a carbonaceous deposit obtained from the thermal decomposition of sugar. 
The catalyst was soaked in an aqueous sugar solution and then heated to 
300 C for about two hours to evaporate the water and decompose most of 
the sugar. It was then heated to 480 C and allowed to remain overnight. 
The chemical composition of the resultant carbonaceous deposit was re­
presented by the formula CH0.5 . Therefore, the chemistry of the regen­
eration reaction may be represented by
4gh0.5 + Y ° 2 = 4C°2 + H2° (7.6.1)
No CO was formed under the experimental conditions used. Johnson reported 
that the deposit formed from the thermal decomposition of sugar was dis­
tributed evenly throughout the pellet, as well as throughout the bed. 
Therefore, the initial catalyst bed is analagous to the completely 
sulfided sorbent bed as discussed in section 7.3.
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A mixture of high-purity nitrogen and moisture-free air preheated 
to 900 F was used as the reaction gas. Nonadiabatic. operation was 
achieved by circulating a heat transfer salt, "Hitec", through an annular 
space around the reactor. This coolant fluid was maintained at the same 
temperature as the inlet gas temperature. The initial solid temperature 
was equal to the inlet gas temperature.
Table 7.6.4 lists the regeneration parameters used for modeling 
Johnson's test #19. 1/8-inch UOP chrome-alumina catalyst was used in this 
test and 3.3 wt percent carbon was deposited throughout the pellet. The 
reaction gas contained 2.75 mol percent oxygen. F.xcept for the effective 
diffusivity, all parameters were either obtained directly from Johnson's 
dissertation or calculated from related terms whose values were listed 
in Johnson's dissertation. The effective diffusivity was treated as an 
adjustable parameter to provide reasonable agreement with the measured 
temperature profiles. Fig 7.6.7 shows the predicted carbon loading as a 
function of time and position. The actual regeneration test was termi­
nated after one hour, and the model shows that no carbon should remain 
in the bed at this time. Predicted and measured values of Tg as a function 
of time at two positions are compared in Fig 7.6.R. Both the maximum 
temperatures and the times corresponding to the maximum temperature agree 
quite well with experiment. The predicted temperature distribution is 
slightly broader than experiment, which is opposite the result obtained 
in comparing Grindley's regeneration results.
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Model Parameters for Johnson's Test
Temperature
Pressure
a. Inlet 02 mole fraction
b. Inlet O2 concentration
Inlet O2 mol fraction (dry basis)
Initial solid reactant molar density
Pellet density
Pellet radius
Reactor diameter
Bed height
a. Bed voidage
b. Weight of fresh sorbent
a. Volumetric flow rate (STP)
b. Space velocity (STP)
c. Gas superficial velocity (STP)
Effective diffusivity
Mass transfer coefficient
Intrinsic rate constant
Stoichiometric coefficient
Heat of reaction
Average gas heat capacity
Average solid heat capacity
Heat transfer coefficient (gas-solid)
Heat transfer coefficient (gas-wall)
Maximum carbon loading
755 K 
2.5 atm 
0.0275
1.1 IE-6 mol/cm3 
0.0275
0.004480 mol/cm3 
1.63 gm/cm3 
0.16 cm 
2.67 cm 
147. cm
0.43 
762 gm
2.76E6 cm3/hr 
3359/hr 
493,775 cm/hr
350 cm2/hr
70,437 cm/hr
3.0F.9 crnVmol hr
0.900
- 1.165E5 ca1/mol 
0.250 cal/gm/ K 
0.290 cal/gm/ K 
3.3! cal/cm2/hr/ K 
9.22 cal/cm2/hr/ K 
0.033 wt carbon/sorbent
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Figure 7.6.7 Predicted Carbon Loading Profiles for 
Johnson's Test (Run #19, 1960)
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Predicted Tg as a function of time and position using a model proposed 
by Johnson is also depicted in this figure. The. present model does a 
slightly better job of predicting the increasing portion of the temper­
ature curve at both positions. The maximum temperatures and the times 
to reach those maximum temperatures are equally well predicted by both 
models. The present model provides a slightly better prediction for the 
decreasing portion of the temperature distribution at z* = 0.93 while 
Johnson's model seems to provide slightly better match with the decreasing 
portion at z* = 0.42. Overall, both models provide excellent agreement 
with experiment.
Although Johnson concluded that the diffusion of oxygen into the 
pellet was the rate controlling step, he chose a pseudo-homogeneous model 
and developed an empirical global rate equation which depended on the 
partial pressure of oxygen and concentration of carbon remaining.
rX = k(P02)(^-) (7.6.2)
Photomicrographs of partially regenerated pellets, which were displayed 
in Johnson's dissertation, clearly showed a sharp boundary between a 
carbon-free exterior and a core of unreacted carbon. Weisz et al. (1963) 
concluded that for the combustion of carbonaceous deposits within a porous 
catalyst, significant diffusional resistance existed at temperatures 
higher than about 450 C. Therefore, the unreacted core model, which did 
not exist at the time of Johnson's work, should be more suitable for de­
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scribing the process than the pseudo-homogeneous empirical global rate 
equation which was adopted by Johnson.
Johnson's test used high gas velocity and regeneration was finished 
in 1 hour, a short regeneration time compared to DOF.'s fi hour regneration 
test. The high gas velocity and short regeneration time both reduce the 
importance of heat conduction between solid particles and the importance 
of axial energy dispersion along the reactor. These arguments may be used 
to explain the narrower temperature distribution in Johnson's test and 
the closer agreement with the predicted width of temperature distrib­
utions. While values of the two heat transfer parameters, the gas-solid 
heat transfer coefficient (hg) and the gas-wall heat transfer coefficient 
(hw ), are reasonably close for these two cases, the "best-fit" 350 cm2/hr 
effective diffusivity value used for simulation of Johnson's test is 
significantly higher than the "best-fit" 60 cm2/hr De value used to model 
the DOE test. The two different type pellet (zinc ferrite and chrome- 
alumina) may cause this difference.
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Chapter 8
Summary, Conclusions and Recommendations
A dynamic simulation model to describe the high-temperature 
desulfurization process in a fixed-bed reactor has been developed. 
Mathematical models describing both the sulfidation and regeneration cy­
cles have been written and tested. The models are based upon the fol­
lowing general stoichiometric equations:
sulfidation reaction
MeO + H2S = MeS + H20 (8.1)
regeneration reaction
MeS + -|-02 = MeO + S02 (8.2)
MeO and MeS represent appropriate metal oxide and metal sulfide sorbents. 
Isothermal conditions have been assumed during the sulfidation phase but 
the highly exothermic nature of the regeneration reaction made it neces­
sary to consider nonisothermal conditions for the regeneration phase.
162
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The mathematical models are based upon the simultaneous solution of 
the differential equations describing the component material balances 
and, where necessary, energy balances. The models are heterogeneous in 
that the solid and fluid phases are considered separately. Concentration 
and temperature gradients between solid and fluid phases are described 
in terms of mass and heat transfer coefficients. The regeneration reactor 
is assumed to be nonadiabatic with the radial temperature variation lim­
ited to a thin zone near the reactor wall-. Plug flow is assumed for the 
gas phase in the reactor.
The single particle kinetic descriptions are based upon the unreacted 
core model. The resistances associated with mass transfer and product 
layer diffusion are assumed to dominate while the intrinsic resistance 
associated with the surface reaction is negligible. The validity of the 
unreacted core model was established in previous single particle kinetic 
studies.
Extensive experimental data on the sulfidation cycle in fixed-bed 
reactors is available. The H2S breakthrough curves as well as the axial 
sulfur loadings in the reactor following breakthrough predicted by the 
isothermal fixed-bed model can be made to agree with the experimental 
results if a single parameter, the pellet effective diffusivity, is 
treated as a "best-fit" parameter. In principle, the effective
diffusivity can be determined independently using single particle kinetic 
tests, thereby making the model completely predictive. However, no single
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particle tests under the high pressures (10 - 20 atm) used for the 
desulfurization process have been reported.
Limited sorbent regeneration data is also available. Grindley (1986) 
has measured the gas temperature at four axial positions for the regen­
eration of sulfided zinc ferrite sorbent in a laboratory-scale reactor. 
When the effective diffusivity in the particle is estimated from an em­
pirical equation based on the simulation results of the sulfidation re­
action and the gas-wall heat transfer coefficient is treated as an 
adjustable parameter, the model provides a qualitative match with the 
experimental data. Further parameter changes have been studied to improve 
the agreement between the predicted temperature distributions and the 
experimental results. These changes include adjusting the effective 
diffusivity in the particle and the initial axial sulfur loading at the 
beginning of regeneration. The model then provides reasonable matches 
between the maximum temperature and the time to reach maximum temperature 
at each axial position. However, the width of the experimental temper­
ature distribution is greater than predicted at all axial positions. This 
discrepancy may result from axial heat conduction between the particles 
which is not considered in the model.
The regeneration model has also been applied to predict gas temper­
ature distributions during a catalyst regeneration test reported by 
Johnson (1956, 1960). Very close agreement was achieved between the 
predicted and measured temperatures when the effective diffusivity in the 
particle was adjusted to fit the experimental data.
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The models in their present state are useful to assist in planning 
experimental test conditions and interpreting experimental data. 
Parametric studies using the model will help identify the key reaction 
parameters for the high temperature desulfurization process. As addi­
tional experimental data is generated, the models can be refined and 
subsequently be used for preliminary design purposes.
Recommendations for further work in this general field of modeling 
the high temperature desulfurization process in fixed-bed reactors are 
as follows:
Sulfidation Modeling
A. Model improvement
1) Consider the equilibrium of the chemical reaction between the 
sorbent and reacting gas. The present model considers the reaction 
to be irreversible while the equilibrium concentration of H2S ranges 
from 5 to 25 ppmv, depending upon the temperature, gas composition, 
and the chemical composition of the sorbent.
B. Experimental data
1) Extend experimental tests to obtain the entire breakthrough curve 
from the first appearance of H2S until the bed is completely saturated.
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Such data will help to get a more accurate empirical effective 
diffusivity value.
2) Perform single particle kinetics studies under high pressure in 
order to obtain a better estimate of the effective diffusivity at re­
action conditions, thereby making the model completely predictive
3) Perform additional experimental tests in which gas velocity, .pellet 
diameter, etc., are varied to study the parametric effects and further 
verify the model's validity.
For Regeneration Modeling
A. Modeling improvement
1) Include the temperature dependence of the effective diffusivity 
in the particle to more precisely reflect the temperature effects in 
the reaction. While other parameters such as gas and solid heat ca­
pacities, mass transfer coefficient, etc., are also temperature de­
pendent, the effective diffusivity is the most importance parameter 
in influencing the reaction rate.
3) Consider the heat conduction term between the pellets comprising 
the packed bed and the axial heat dispersion term to determine if im­
proved agreement between the predicted and measured widths of the 
temperature distributions would result.
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4) Modify the model input to accept an arbitrary axial temperature 
function for initial conditions. This would permit the modeling of 
regeneration tests where the reacting gas concentration and/or flow 
rate are changed periodically as the reaction progresses.
B. Experimental data
1) Conduct experimental tests under essentially adiabatic conditions 
to eliminate the heat loss term, thus reducing the uncertainty of the 
simulation.
2) Measure the initial sulfur loading profile for the regeneration 
process so that the uncertainty associated with predicting the dis­
tribution using the sulfidation model would be eliminated.
3) Conduct experimental tests under a variety of inlet 02 concen­
tration, temperature, flow rates, etc., to study the parametric sen­
sitivity.
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Nomenclature
Al parameter defined by eq (7.2.19), 1/t
A2 parameter defined by eq (7.2.20), dimensionless
A3 parameter defined by eq (7.2.21), 1/t
A4 parameter defined by eq (7.2.22), 1/t
As parameter defined by eq (7.2.23), dimensionless
av gas-solid interfacial area per unit volume of bed, 1
b stoichiometric coefficient, dimensionless
cA molar conc. of component A in the gas phase, mol/1-*
cAo inlet molar conc. of component A in the gas phase, mol/13
c% dimensionless conc. of A defined by eq (6.3.8)
cAs molar conc. of A in the solid phase, mol/13
As
molar conc. of A at the unreacted core interface, mol/13
c!As
molar conc. of A at the external surface of particle, mol/13
cs molar conc. of solid S, mol/13
Cso initial molar conc. of solid, mol/l3
CpS heat capacity of solid phase, energy/m/deg
CPg heat capacity of gas phase, energy/m/deg
D gas phase diffusivity, combination of Knudsen and molecular, l2/t
Dm molecular diffusivity, l2/t
De effective diffusivity within the pellet, l2/t
De effective diffusivity within the grain, l2/t
de equivalent diameter, 1
f(X) mathematical function defined by eq (4.1.2)
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Fg gas molar flow rate, mol/t
G(X) mathematical function defined by eq (6.2.18)
G'(X) mathematical function defined by eq (C.6)
g(X) mathematical function defined by eq (4.1.3)
A h heat of reaction, energy/mol
hg gas-solid heat transfer coefficient, energy/t/l2/deg
hw gas-wall heat transfer coefficient, energy/t/l2/deg
Jd Chilton-Colburn factor for mass transfer, defined by eq (6.4.11): 
dimensionless
Jh Chilton-Colburn factor for heat transfer, defined by eq (7.4.4), 
dimensionless
k gas phase thermal conductivity, energy/t/l/deg
k' intrinsic surface rate constant, 1^/mol/t
kg mass transfer coefficient, 1/t
L length of the fixed-bed, 1
1 length of the pellet, 1
m mass flow rate, m/t
M solid molar density per unit volume of reactor, mol/13
Ms solid molecular weight, m/mol
n a molar flux, mol A/l2/t
Np number of particles per unit volume of reactor
Nu Nusselt number, dimensionless
P operating pressure, force/l2
Pr Prandtl number, dimensionless
Pst pressure (STP), force/12
Qs total mols of solids in the reactor, mol
R initial pellet radius, 1
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Rd reactor diameter, 1
Re Reynolds number, dimensionless
Rg universal gas constant, energy/mol/deg
r radial coordinate within the pellet, 1
rg grain radius, 1
rj? molar reaction rate of A per unit volume of pellet, mol A/l3/t
r^ molar reaction rate of A per unit volume of reactor, mol A/l3/t
r^ molar reaction rate of S per unit volume of reactor, mol S/l3/t
r^ molar reaction rate of S per unit volume of pellet, mol S/l3/t
rc radial position of the unreacted core, 1
T operating temperature, deg
Sc Schmidt number, dimensionless
Sfo Sherwood number, dimensionless
Tg gas temperature, deg
Tg dimensionless gas temperature defined by eq (7.2.3)
Tg0 inlet gas temperature, deg
Ts solid temperature, deg
Tst Temperature (STP), deg
T| solid surface temperature, deg
Tg dimensionless solid temperature defined by eq (7.2.4)
Tw reactor wall temperature, deg
T$ dimensionless wall temperature defined by eq (7.2.5)
t time, t
t* dimensionless time defined by eq (6.2.11)
tb breakthrough time, t
tc time for complete pellet reaction, t
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tcp constant pattern starting time, t
tf complete reaction time defined by (A.19), t
ts saturation time, t
U superficial gas velocity, 1/t
Of reaction front velocity, 1/t
u? dimensionless superficial gas velocity
Uo inlet superficial velocity, 1/t
Uos inlet superficial velocity (STP), 1/t
SV space velocity (STP), 1/t
Smax maximum sulfur loading, m/m
VF gas volumetric flow rate (STP), l3/t
vP volume of pellet, l3
VR volume of reactor, l3
Wo initial weight of sorbent, m
Wp weight of pellet, m
Wt total weight of solids in the reactor, m
X fractional solid conversion, dimensionless
yAo
inlet reacting gas mol fraction, dimensionless
YH20 mol fraction of water, dimensionless
z axial position within reactor, 1
z* dimensionless axial position defined by eq (7.2.6)
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Greek
a  parameter defined by eq (4.1.4), t
(5 parameter defined by eq (4.1.5), t
Y parameter defined by eq (4.1.6), t
ep pellet porosity, dimensionless
ev bed voidage, dimensionless
Pb bed density, m/13
pg gas density, m/13
Pgo inlet gas density, m/13
pp particle density, m/13
Pth theoretical density, m/13
p gas viscosity, m/l/t
v kinematic viscosity, l3/t
X dummy variable used in eq (6.3.1), dimensionless
0 dimensionless variable defined by eq (A.3)
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Appendix A
Derivation of Constant Pattern Model
Eq (6.2.12) can be rearranged to obtain
A + 9X  -  
9z* 9t*
Now suppose there is constant pattern behavior, then
CA = C A(0); X = X ( 9 )
where 0 -  ( t  -)
., aC A „  d c A 90 _ l  dCA
9z* 0^ a ,* de
9X  = d 2 L _ ll_ =  d x .
3 t* do at* do
Eq (A .l)  becomes
(Al)
(A.5)
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Integrating eq (A.7)
CA = UpX + C,
we know CA = 0 for X  ~ 0
and CA ~ 1 for X  "  1
From eq (A .9), C| =  0. Then apply eq (A. 10) to cq (A .8) to ohtaii
Substitute 11? and C| into cq (A .8), wc obtain the relationship between the gas concentration and 
solid conversion
This is the necessary condilion fo r constant pattern behavio
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The front velocity can be expressed a
dl
Replacing the dimensionless forms o f 7.* and 1+ with ?. and t
Prom eq (A .l 1), we know U? =  1, so cq (A .14) becomes
The final expression fo r front velocity is
 ^ b tJ0C Ac 
f > - e v Cc0
The front velocity can also be obtained from a material balance based on inlet reactant gas and 
reactant solid in the bed.
The feed rate o f the inlet reactant gas is
rg = T  (R d) (C Ao)(L)o)
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The total quantity o f reactant solid in the bed is
Qs = (R,j)2( l  -)(1 ”  e v)(('sn)
The time required to completely reacts the solid is
The front velocity can be represented a
U „ L  -  b CaqU q 
f «f l - e v CSo
This is exactly the expression represented by (A. 16).
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Appendix I?
Neglecting the Accumulation Term in (Jas I’ liase Knergy Kquation
The general gas phase energy balance is
0(m CpgT g) a(pgCpgT g) =
— s;  ev ST—  -h^d,-!,)
Rased on the ideal gas law, the gas density under constant reactor pu
Therefore, eq (B .l)  can he written a
3(™CPgTE>, p n T 3CPg 
07. E vPgorgo
Since the variation o f gas heat capacity w ith temperature is relatively small, (e.g.. the molar 
heat capacity o f air varies from 7.63 to 8.6(1 cal/mol/ K  as the temperature varies from 8(1(1 K to 
1800 K ), it  is reasonable to approximate Cpg as constant so that the second term at the right side 
in eq (B.3) is equal to zero. Therefore cq (B.3) can be simplified to
hgav(Tg - T j)
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Equations for Spherical Particle
The material balance equation fo r a single spherical particle following the unrcacted core model is
Tthc two boundary conditions are
at r = rc D e— k '  C ^ C So S r As 1,0
at r  = R D e— - ^ - =  kE(CA -C ^ ,)  (C.31gr &
The Tadial position o f the unreactcd core may be expressed in terms o f fractional conversion o f 
solid, X
rc = R(1 -  X )1/? (C.4)
Following the same derivation process as for the cyclindrical particle, the global rate for the spher­
ical particle is
183
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v _ 3(1 -  e v)CA
rA
 i_______ — (1 -
k 'C s 0( l - X ) 2/3 D c
The final equations fo r both isothcnnal and nonisothermal cases are the same as for a 
cyclindrical particle, except the G (X) term should be replaced by < i (X I for spherical particle
, 3(1 -  e v)I ,
k ’  Cs0( l  -  X ) "
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Appendix D
User's Manual for Isothermal Model
Note: This is a Fortran77 Interactive Software.
All the following output were directly copied 
from a real run except the comments which are 
specified by "<++ ++>".
FORT FIXSUL
VS FORTRAN VERSION 2 EXITED. 20:15:11
<++ AFTER EXECUTING THE PROGRAM, THE FIRST OUTPUT 
IS THE DEFAULT VALUES OF ALL THE PARAMETERS ++>
** THE DEFAULT PARA. VALUES ARE :
1--(TEMP)0PERATI0N TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2--(P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 2.70 atm
3--CMF) INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION = 0.100000E-01
(CAO) INLET H2S CONCENTRATION = 0.405706E-06 gmole / cc
4--(MFD) INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.150000E-01
5--(CS0) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole / cc
6--(PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.131999 gm / cc
7 - (R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2380 cm
8--(RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
9 - (L) BED HEIGHT = 20.32 cm
10-(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.74000
(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 228.2981 gm
11-(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 956665.69 CM3 / HR
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 2322.83 / hr
(U0) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 47200.00 cm / hr
12--(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 600.00 cm2 / hr
1 3 - (KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.102250E+05 cm / hr
14--(KSP)RATE CONSTANT = 0.300000E+08 cm4 / gmole S / hr
15--(B) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + BB(S) --> = 0.333
<++ USERS HAVE THREE OPTIONS TO HANDLE THE VALUES OF 
PARAMETERS ++>
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1 -  TO INPUT YOUR OWN VALUES
2-—  TO USE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
3-—  TO CHANGE SOME OF THE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
185
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<++ TYPE THE NUMBERS WHICH REPRESENT THE PARAMETERS 
YOU WANT TO CHANGE ++>
** PLS INPUT THE VARIABLE NUMBERS TO BE CHANGED 
2 10 12
<++ PROGRAM WILL SEARCH OUT THE PARAMETERS ACCORDING TO
THE INPUT NUMBER AND ASKS FOR THE NEW VALUE ++>
** PLS INPUT P (ATM) :
?
2
<++ FOR SOME EQUIVALENT PARAMETERS, USERS CAN INPUT ANY
ONE OF THEM AND THE PROGRAM WILL INTERNALLY TRANSLATE IT ++>
** WHICH VALUE DO YOU WANT TO INPUT?
1-- BED VOIDAGE
2—  WEIGHT OF FRESH SORBENT
?
2
** PLS INPUT WT (GM) :
?
450
** PLS INPUT DE (CM2/HR) :
?
350
<++ PROGRAM WILL PRINT OUT THE UPDATE PARAMETERS LISTINGS 
AFTER THE CHANGES. SOME USEFUL MATERIAL BALANCES 
INFORMATION WILL ALSO BE PRINTED OUT ++>
1 - ( TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2 - (P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 2.00 atm
3 - (MF) INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION = 0.100000E-01
(CAO) INLET H2S CONCENTRATION = 0.300523E-06 gmole / cc
4--(MFD) INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.150000E-01
5--(CS0) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole / cc
6--(PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.131999 gm / cc
7--(R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2380 cm
8--(RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
9--(L) BED HEIGHT = 20.32 cm
10-(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.48751
(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 449.9998 gm
11-(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 956665.69 CM3 / HR
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 2322.83 / hr
(UO) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 47200.00 cm / hr
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12-(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 350.00 CM2 / HR
13-(KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.209540E+05 CM / HR
14-(KSP) RATE CONSTANT = 0.300000E+08 CM4 / GMOLE S / HR
15-(B) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + BB(S) — > = 0.333
++ THE MAX TIME FOR BREAK THROUGH = 14.32 HR
++ THE FRONT VELOCITY = 1.42 CM/HR
++ THE MAX SULFUR LOADING = 0.3516 WT S/WT SULFIDED SORBENT
++ THE TIME NEEDED TO COMPLETELY
CONVERT THE SORBENT AT BED INLET = 4.153 HR
<++ USERS HAVE ANOTHER CHANCE TO CORRECT THEIR PARAMETERS VALUES 
AFTER THEY LOOK THROUGH THE UPDATE INFORMATION ++>
** WANT TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS ? Y/N
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1—  TO INPUT YOUR OWN VALUES
2—  TO USE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
3—  TO CHANGE SOME OF THE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
** PLS INPUT THE VARIABLE NUMBERS TO BE CHANGED 
11
** WHICH VALUE DO YOU WANT TO INPUT?
1—  VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE
2—  SPACE VELOCITY
3—- LINEAR GAS VELOCITY
?
2
** PLS INPUT SV ( l./HR) :
?
2000
<++ PROGRAM WILL PRINT OUT THE UPDATE PARAMETERS LISTINGS AGAIN ++>
1— (TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2— (P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 2.00 atm
3—-CMF) INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION = 0.100000E-01
(CAO) INLET H2S CONCENTRATION = 0.300523E-06 gmole / cc
4— (MFD) INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.150000E-01
5— (CSO) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole / cc
6— (PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.131999 gm / cc
7— (R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2380 cm
8—-(RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
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9— (L) BED HEIGHT = 20.32 cm
10—(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.48751
(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 449.9998 gm
11—(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 823705.50 CM3 / HR
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 2000.00 / hr
(UO) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 40640.01 cm / hr
12—-(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 350.00 cm2 / hr
13— (KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.199340E+05 cm / hr
14— (KSP)RATE CONSTANT = 0.300000E+08 cm4 / gmole S / hr
15— (B) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + BB(S) — > = 0.333
++ THE MAX TIME FOR BREAK THROUGH = 16.63 HR
++ THE FRONT VELOCITY = 1.22 CM/HR
++ THE MAX SULFUR LOADING = 0.3516 WT S/WT SULFIDED SORBENT
++ THE TIME NEEDED TO COMPLETELY
CONVERT THE SORBENT AT BED INLET = 4.179 HR
** WANT TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS ? Y/N 
N
<++ CHEMICAL REACTION, DIFFUSION, AND MASS TRANSFER RESISTANCES 
CORRESPONDING TO THE PARTICLE CONVERSION ++>
** WANT TO SEE THE VALUE OF THREE RESISTANCES? Y/N 
Y
** ABSOLUTE VALUE **
CONVERSION REACT DIFFU MASS TRAN
0.00 . 126E-05 .OOOE+OO .502E-04
0.10 .132E-05 .358E-04 .502E-04
0.20 .140E-05 .759E-04 .502E-04
0.30 .150E-05 .121E-03 .502E-04
0.40 . 162E-05 .174E-03 .502E-04
0.50 . 178E-05 .236E-03 .502E-04
0.60 .199E-05 .312E-03 .502E-04
0.70 .229E-05 .409E-03 .502E-04
0.80 .281E-05 .547E-03 .502E-04
0.90 .397E-05 .783E-03 .502E-04
0.91 .419E-05 •819E-03 .502E-04
0.92 .444E-05 .859E-03 .502E-04
0.93 .475E-05 .904E-03 .502E-04
0.94 .513E-05 .957E-03 .502E-04
0.95 .562E-05 .102E-02 .502E-04
0.96 .628E-05 .109E-02 .502E-04
0.97 .725E-05 .119E-02 .502E-04
0.98 .888E-05 .133E-02 .502E-04
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0 .9 9  . 126E-04 . 157E-02 .502E-04
** PERCENTAGE **
CONVERSION REACT DIFFU MASS TRAN
0.00 .244E-01 .OOOE+OO . 976E+00
0.10 . 152E-01 .410E+00 .575E+00
0.20 . 110E-01 .595E+00 .394E+00
0.30 .868E-02 .701E+00 .290E+00
0.40 .719E-02 .770E+00 . 222E+00
0.50 . 618E-02 .819E+00 . 174E+00
0.60 .546E-02 .857E+00 .138E+00
0.70 .497E-02 .886E+00 . 109E+00
0.80 .468E-02 •912E+00 . 836E-01
0.90 .475E-02 .935E+00 .599E-01
0.91 .480E-02 .938E+00 .575E-01
0.92 .486E-02 .940E+00 .549E-01
0.93 .495E-02 .943E+00 .523E-01
0.94 .507E-02 .945E+00 .496E-01
0.95 .523E-02 .948E+00 .467E-01
0.96 .546E-02 .951E+00 .436E-01
0.97 .580E-02 .954E+00 .40IE-01
0.98 .639E-02 .957E+00 . 361E-01
0.99 .771E-02 .961E+00 . 308E-01
<++ TO USE THE REGULAR INTEGRATION OR CONSTANT PATTERN
APPROXIMATION. THE LATTER SAVES A LOT OF CPU TIME BUT 
CAN'T PREDICT THE REACTOR PERFORMANCE BEFORE THE TC.
TC IS THE TIME NEEDED TO COMPLETELY CONVERT THE SORBENT 
AT BED INLET, PLS CHECK THE PRIOR PARAMETERS LISTINGS 
FOR THIS VALUE ++>
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1—  TO USE REGULAR INTEGRATION
2—  TO USE CONSTANT PATTERN APPROXIMATION
<++ USERS CAN SPECIFY THE STEP SIZES OF LENGTH AND TIME ++>
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = 0.500E-01 HR
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 ( 100 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1-—  TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2—  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
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3—  TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT
2
** PLS INPUT TIME INCREMENT DT (HR)
TIME INCREMENT = 0.500E+00 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 ( 100 PTS)
<++ USER CAN CHANGE THE STEPSIZES AGAIN IF STILL NOT SATISFIED ++>
** DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE STEP SIZES? Y/N
N
<++ WHAT KIND OF OUTPUT WANT TO SEE ++>
** WHAT OUTPUT DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1—  WANT TO STOP
2—  BREAKTHROUGH CURVE 
OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE
3—  CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
CONVERSION PROFILE 
SULFUR LOADING PROFILE
2 3
<++ THE STARTING TIME IS THE TIME WHICH THE INFORMATION STARTS 
BEING PRINTED OUT. THE INTERVAL TIME IS THE SPACE TIME 
WHICH THE OUTPUT COME OUT ++>
** PLS INPUT :
STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME (HR) FOR 
BREAKTHROUGH, AND OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE
0 10 0.5
** PLS INPUT :
STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME (HR) FOR 
GAS CONCEN, CONVERSION, AND SULFUR LOADING PROFILE
7
0 10 2
<++ THE PROGRAM WILL OUTPUT THE INFORMATION ABOUT THE 
PROCESS OF INTEGRATION ++>
** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO TIME = 2.00 HR
** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO TIME = 4.00 HR
** THE CONST PATTERN START AT TIME = 4.50 HR
(++ WARNING MESSAGE WILL BE PRINTED OUT IF STEP SIZE IS TOO BIG ++)
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*** WARNING *** THE TIME STEP SIZE IS TOO BIG
** WANT TO CHAGE STEP SIZE? Y/N
Y
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = 0.500E+00 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 ( 100 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1 -  TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2-—  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
3--- TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT 
2 3
** PLS INPUT THE TIME STEP SIZE (HR)
?
0.04
<++ THE LENGTH STEP SIZE IS TREATED AS THE TOTAL
NUMBER OF PARTS WHICK DIVIDE THE REACTOR LENGTH ++>
** PLS INPUT THE NO OF PTS TO DIVIDE THE BED HEIGHT
?
50
TIME INCREMENT = 0.400E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.200E-01 ( 50 PTS)
** DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE STEP SIZES? Y/N
N
** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO TIME = 2.00 HR
** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO TIME = 4.00 HR
<++ IF THE INTEGRATION TIME PASSES THE CONSTANT PATTERN 
STARTING TIME (TC), THE PROGRAM WILL NOTIFY IT AND 
STARTS USING THE CONSTANT PATTERN APPROXIMATION ++>
** THE CONST PATTERN START AT TIME = 4.20 HR
<++ STARTING PRINTING THE EXIT GAS CONCENTRATION AND 
THE OVERALL SULFUR LOADING ++>
TIME EXIT GAS CONCEN OVERALL SULFUR LOADING
(HR) (PPM) (AWP)
0.50 0.4181548E-07 0.1057269E-01
1.00 0.1928049E-06 0.2114538E-01
1.50 0.6641920E-06 0.3171807E-01
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2.00 0.1972559E-05 0.4229076E-01
2.50 0.5349060E-05 0.5286345E-01
3.00 0.1365743E-04 0.6343609E-01
3.50 0.3348775E-04 0.7400876E-01
4.00 0.8013584E-04 0.8458143E-01
4.50 0.1963267E-03 0.9515411E-01
5.00 0.4885143E-03 0.1057268E+00
5.50 0.1145117E-02 0.1162995E+00
6.00 0.2851950E-02 0.1268721E+00
6.50 0.6679147E-02 0.1374448E+00
7.00 0.1665011E-01 0.1480175E+00
7.50 0.3895747E-01 0.1585901E+00
8.00 0.9720039E-01 0.1691625E+00
8.50 0.2272103E+00 0.1797348E+00
9.00 0.5673258E+00 0.1903071E+00
9.50 0.1324580E+01 0.2008791E+00
10.00 0.3307543E+01 0.2114501E+00
<++ STARTING PRINTOUT THE CONCENTRATION, SOLID CONVERSION, 
AND SULFUR LOADING DATA
THE PROGRAM WILL AUTOMATICALLY EXPANDS THE OUTPUT 
INTERVAL IF THERE IS A SIGNIFICANT CHANGE BETWEEN 
THE TWO WPOINTS ++>
** TIME = 2.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCEN SOLID CONVERSION SULFUR LOA
(Z*) (CA*) (X) (WP)
0.00 0.1000000E+01 0.7716022E+00 0.2787964
0.02 0.9418299E+00 0.7275969E+00 0.2642971
0.04 0.8806753E+00 0.6819074E+00 0.2490785
0.06 0.8168630E+00 0.6338710E+00 0.2328945
0.08 0.7507057E+00 0.5837700E+00 0.2158108
0.10 0.6825813E+00 0.5319300E+00 0.1979106
0.12 0.6129596E+00 0.4787338E+00 0.1793013
0.14 0.5424234E+00 0.4246430E+00 0.1601238
0.16 0.4717008E+00 0.3702238E+00 0.1405650
0.18 0.4017040E+00 0.3161796E+00 0.1208724
0.20 0.3335657E+00 0.2633815E+00 0.1013703
0.22 0.2686663E+00 0.2128950E+00 0.0824732
0.24 0.2086224E+00 0.1659738E+00 0.0646884
0.26 0.1551795E+00 0.1239890E+00 0.0485898
0.28 0.1099494E+00 0.8823794E-01 0.0347417
0.30 0.7398403E-01 0.5961978E-01 0.0235624
0.40 0.5642120E-02 0.4588522E-02 0.0018267
0.50 0.3086475E-03 0.2511905E-03 0.0001001
0.60 0.1643917E-04 0.1337942E-04 0.0000053
0.70 0.8742970E-06 0.7115707E-06 0.0000003
0.80 0.4649547E-07 0.3784215E-07 0.0000000
0.90 0.2472718E-08 0.2012519E-08 0.0000000
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1.00 0 . 1315040E-09 0 . 1070296E-09
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0.0000000
** TIME = 4.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCEN SOLID CONVERSION SULFUR LOADING
(Z*) (CA*) (X) (WP)
0.00 0.1000000E+01 0.9919162E+00 0.3491363
0.10 0.8505977E+00 0.8462636E+00 0.3030480
0.20 0.6243775E+00 0.6238166E+00 0.2294829
0.22 0.5725946E+00 0.5726833E+00 0.2120018
0.24 0.5192834E+00 0.5199714E+00 0.1937486
0.26 0.4648376E+00 0.4660653E+00 0.1748330
0.28 0.4097455E+00 0.4114420E+00 0.1554039
0.30 0.3546162E+00 0.3566964E+00 0.1356612
0.32 0.3002100E+00 0.3025731E+00 0.1158717
0.34 0.2474710E+00 0 .2499982E+00 0.0963848
0.36 0.1975421E+00 0.2000961E+00 0.0776433
0.38 0.1517413E+00 0.1541733E+00 0.0601814
0.40 0.1114513E+00 0.1136146E+00 0.0445846
0.42 0.7787228E-01 0.7964981E-01 0.0313957
0.44 0.5166152E-01 0 .5300021E-01 0.0209646
0.46 0.3263519E-01 0.3356021E-01 0.0133091
0.48 0.1977933E-01 0 .2037304E-01 0.0080935
0.50 0.1161746E-01 0.1197816E-01 0.0047638
0.60 0.6649664E-03 0.6864639E-03 0.0002734
0.70 0.3551264E-04 0.3666310E-04 0.0000146
0.80 0.1888968E-05 0.1950173E-05 0.0000008
0.90 0.1004565E-06 0.1037125E-06 0.0000000
1.00 0.5342390E-08 0 .5515613E-08 0.0000000
** TIME = 6.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCEN SOLID CONVERSION SULFUR LOADING
(Z*) (CA*) (X) (WP)
0.00 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.10 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.20 0.8856317E+00 0.8856317E+00 0.3156624
0.30 0.6732377E+00 0.6732377E+00 0.2461716
0.32 0.6235200E+00 0 .6235200E+00 0.2293821
0.34 0.5719528E+00 0.5719528E+00 0.2117505
0.36 0.5188597E+00 0 .5188597E+00 0.1933611
0.38 0.4646350E+00 0 .4646350E+00 0.1743277
0.40 0.4097667E+00 0.4097667E+00 0.1548038
0.42 0.3548644E+00 0.3548644E+00 0.1349958
0.44 0.3006867E+00 0.3006867E+00 0.1151770
0.46 0.2481740E+00 0.2481740E+00 0.0957039
0.48 0.1984611E+00 0.1984611E+00 0.0770252
0.50 0.1528491E+00 0.1528491E+00 0.0596748
0.52 0.1126904E+00 0.1126904E+00 0.0442273
0.54 0.7914501E-01 0.7914501E-01 0.0311988
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0.56 0.5284292E-01 0.5284292E-01 0.0209028
0.58 0.3361499E-01 0.3361499E-01 0.0133307
0.60 0.2050668E-01 0.2050668E-01 0.0081464
0.70 0.1252667E-02 0.1252667E-02 0.0004989
0.80 0.6719711E-04 0.6719711E-04 0.0000268
0.90 0.3575172E-05 0.3575172E-05 0.0000014
1.00 0.1901300E-06 0.1901300E-06 0.0000001
** TIME = 8.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCEN SOLID CONVERSION SULFUR L0A1
(Z*) (CA*) (X) (WP)
0.00 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.10 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.20 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.30 0.9197877E+00 0.9197877E+00 0.3265115
0.40 0.7214480E+00 0.7214480E+00 0.2622588
0.42 0.6738800E+00 0.6738800E+00 0.2463871
0.44 0.6241889E+00 0.6241889E+00 0.2296094
0.46 0.5726447E+00 0.5726447E+00 0.2119885
0.48 0.5195698E+00 0.5195698E+00 0.1936086
0.50 0.4653577E+00 0.4653577E+00 0.1745830
0.52 0.4104952E+00 0.4104952E+00 0.1550647
0.54 0.3555894E+00 0.3555894E+00 0.1352592
0.56 0.3013977E+00 0.3013977E+00 0.1154389'
0.58 0.2488574E+00 0.2488574E+00 0.0959590
0.60 0.1991007E+00 0.1991007E+00 0.0772671
0.62 0.1534272E+00 0.1534272E+00 0.0598960
0.64 0.1131890E+00 0.1131890E+00 0.0444201
0.66 0.7955045E-01 0.7955045E-01 0.0313569
0.68 0.5315062E-01 0.5315062E-01 0.0210236
0.70 0.3383201E-01 0.3383201E-01 0.0134164
0.80 0.2253981E-02 0.2253981E-02 0.0008976
0.90 0.1217492E-03 0.1217492E-03 0.0000485
1.00 0.6480028E-05 0.6480028E-05 0.0000026
** TIME = 10.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCEN SOLID CONVERSION SULFUR LOA1
(Z*) (CA*) (X) (WP)
0.00 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.10 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.20 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.30 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.40 0.9503072E+00 0.9503072E+00 0.3361316
0.50 0.7672394E+00 0.7672394E+00 0.2773657
0.52 0.7220595E+00 0.7220595E+00 0.2624616
0.54 0.6745214E+00 0.6745214E+00 0.2466024
0.56 0.6248570E+00 0.6248570E+00 0.2298363
0.58 0.5733356E+00 0.5733356E+00 0.2122262
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0.60 0.5202790E+00 0.5202790E+00 0.1938559
0.62 0.4660797E+00 0.4660797E+00 0.1748381
0.64 0.4112226E+00 0.4112226E+00 0.1553253
0.66 0.3563136E+00 0.3563136E+00 0.1355222
0.68 0.3021078E+00 0.3021078E+00 0.1157004
0.70 0.2495399E+00 0.2495399E+00 0.0962138
0.72 0.1997397E+00 0.1997397E+00 0.0775086
0.74 0.1540045E+00 0.1540045E+00 0.0601168
0.76 0.1136870E+00 0.1136870E+00 0.0446126
0.78 0.7995540E-01 0.7995540E-01 0.0315149
0.80 0.5345797E-01 0.5345797E-01 0.0211444
0.90 0.4032627E-02 0.4032627E-02 0.0016055
1.00 0.2205009E-03 0.2205009E-03 0.0000878
<++ BY USING THE SAME PARAMETERS, THE USERS CAN CHOOSE 
ANOTHER ALGORITHMS ++>
** WANT TO CHOOSE ANOTHER NUMERICAL METHOD? Y/N
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1--- TO USE REGULAR INTEGRATION
2—  TO USE CONSTANT PATTERN APPROXIMATION
** WHAT OUTPUT DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1— - WANT TO STOP
2—  BREAKTHROUGH CURVE 
OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE
3—-- CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
CONVERSION PROFILE 
SULFUR LOADING PROFILE
2 3
<++ WHEN THE USER CHOOSE THE CONSTANT PATTERN APPROXIMATION, 
REMEMBER THE STARTING TIME MUST BE GREATER THAN TC ++>
** PLS INPUT :
STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR 
BREAKTHROUGH, AND OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE
?
6 10 0 .2  
** PLS INPUT :
STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR
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GAS CONCEN, CONVERSION, AND SULFUR LOADING PROFILE
10 2
TIME EXIT GAS CONCEN OVERALL SULFUR LOADING
(HR) (PPM) (AWP)
6.00 0.2472190E-02 0.1268723E+00
6.20 0.3420292E-02 0.1311014E+00
6.40 0.4966773E-02 0.1353304E+00
6.60 0.7087704E-02 0.1395595E+00
6.80 0.9868670E-02 0.1437886E+00
7.00 0.1443083E-01 0.1480176E+00
7.20 0.1998790E-01 0.1522467E+00
7.40 0.2898065E-01 ■ 0.1564758E+00
7.60 0.4139258E-01 0.1607048E+00
7.80 0.5756395E-01 0.1649337E+00
8.00 0.8423322E-01 0.1691627E+00
8.20 0.1168Q08E+00 0.1733916E+00
8.40 0.1690887E+00 0.1776206E+00
8.60 0.2417118E+00 0.1818495E+00
8.80 0.3357316E+00 0.1860785E+00
9.00 0.4915888E+00 0.1903074E+00
9.20 0.6823753E+00 0.1945362E+00
9.40 0.9862446E+00 0.1987650E+00
9.60 0.1410836E+Q1 0.2029937E+00
9.80 0.1956944E+01 0.2072222E+00
10.00 0.2866317E+01 0.2114505E+00
** TIME = 6.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCEN SOLID CONVERSION SULFUR LO/
(Z*) (CA*) (X) (WP)
0.00 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.10 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.20 0.8798050E+00 0.8798050E+00 0.3138029
0.30 0.6661248E+00 0.6661248E+00 0.2437821
0.32 0.6160735E+00 0.6160735E+00 0.2268499
0.34 0.5641604E+00 0.5641604E+00 0.2090666
0.36 0.5107200E+00 0.5107200E+00 0.1905203
0.38 0.4561629E+00 0.4561629E+00 0.1713306
0.40 0.4010003E+00 0.4010003E+00 0.1516594
0.42 0.3458734E+00 0.3458734E+00 0.1317257
0.44 0.2915832E+00 0.2915832E+00 0.1118199
0.46 0.2391250E+00 0.2391250E+00 0.0923217
0.48 0.1896967E+00 0.1896967E+00 0.0737072
0.50 0.1446592E+00 0.1446592E+00 0.0565376
0.52 0.1053959E+00 0.1053959E+00 0.0414040
0.54 0.7303286E-01 0.7303286E-01 0.0288125
0.56 0.4807758E-01 0.4807758E-01 0.0190297
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0.58 0.3017532E-01 0.3017532E-01 0.0119721
0.60 0.1819972E-01 0.1819972E-01 0.0072322
0.70 0.1087738E-02 0.1087738E-02 0.0004332
0.80 0.5825522E-04 0.5825522E-04 0.0000232
0.90 0.3099135E-05 0.3099135E-05 0.0000012
1.00 0.1648127E-06 0.1648127E-06 0.0000001
** TIME = 8.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCEN SOLID CONVERSION SULFUR LOA1
(Z*) (CA*) (X) (WP)
0.00 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.10 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.20 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.30 0.9141298E+00 0.9141298E+00 0.3247204
0.40 0.7146538E+00 0.7146538E+00 0.2600030
0.42 0.6667724E+00 0.6667724E+00 0.2439998
0.44 0.6167478E+00 0.6167478E+00 0.2270793
0.46 0.5648574E+00 0.5648574E+00 0.2093069
0.48 0.5114349E+00 0.5114349E+00 0.1907701
0.50 0.4568897E+00 0.4568897E+00 0.1715879
0.52 0.4017316E+00 0.4017316E+00 0.1519219
0.54 0.3465995E+00 0.3465995E+00 0.1319900
0.56 0.2922927E+00 0.2922927E+00 0.1120819
0.58 0.2398034E+00 0.2398034E+00 0.0925756
0.60 0.1903269E+00 0.1903269E+00 0.0739461
0.62 0.1452225E+00 0.1452225E+00 0.0567536
0.64 0.1058744E+00 0.1058744E+00 0.0415894
0.66 0.7341433E-01 0.7341433E-01 0.0289615
0.68 0 .4836038E-01• 0.4836038E-01 0.0191410
0.70 0.3036991E-01 0.3036991E-01 0.0120490
0.80 0.1959263E-02 0.1959263E-02 0.0007802
0.90 0.1055245E-03 0.1055245E-03 0.0000420
1.00 0.5615549E-05 0.5615549E-05 0.0000022
** TIME = 10.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCEN SOLID CONVERSION SULFUR LOA1
(Z*) (CA*) (X) (WP)
0.00 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.10 0.1000000E+01 0.10000Q0E+01 0.3516482
0.20 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.30 0.1000000E+01 0.1000000E+01 0.3516482
0.40 0.9447897E+00 0.9447897E+00 0.3343976
0.50 0.7607384E+00 0.7607384E+00 0.2752312
0.52 0.7152709E+00 0.7152709E+00 0 .260208i
0.54 0.6674195E+00 0.6674195E+00 0.2442173
0.56 0.6174215E+00 0.6174215E+00 0.2273086
0.58 0.5655538E+00 0.5655538E+00 0.2095469
0.60 0.5121492E+00 0.5121492E+00 0.1910195
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0.62 0.4576160E+00 0.4576160E+00 0.1718450
0.64 0.4024622E+00 0.4024622E+00 0.1521842
0.66 0.3473247E+00 0.3473247E+00 0.1322541
0.68 0.2930013E+00 0.2930013E+00 0.1123434
0.70 0.2404810E+00 0.2404810E+00 0.0928290
0.72 0.1909564E+00 0.1909564E+00 0.0741845
0.74 0.1457851E+00 0.1457851E+00 0.0569693
0.76 0.1063523E+00 0.1063523E+00 0.0417745
0.78 0.7379538E-01 0.7379538E-01 0.0291104
0.80 0.4864285E-01 0.4864285E-01 0.0192520
0.90 0.3512488E-02 0.3512488E-02 0.0013985
1.00 0.1910861E-03 0.191086IE-03 0.0000761
** WANT TO CHOOSE ANOTHER NUMERICAL METHOD? Y/N
<++ THE WHOLE SIMULATION PROCESS CAN BE RESTARTED AND 
USES THE UPDATE PARAMETERS AS DEFAULT VALUES +•!■>
** WANT TO START OVER AGAIN? Y/N
1— (TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2— (P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 2.00 atm
3— (MF) INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION = O.IOOOOOE-Ol
(CAO) INLET H2S CONCENTRATION = 0.300523E-06 gmole / cc
4— (MFD) INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.150000E-01
5— (CSO) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole / cc
6 — (PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.131999 gm / cc
7 — (R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2380 cm
8 — (RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
9— (L) BED HEIGHT = 20.32 cm
10—(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.48751
(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 449.9998 gm
11—(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 823705.50 CM3 / HR
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 2000.00 / hr
(UO) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 40639.99 cm / hr
12— (DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 350.00 cm2 / hr
13— (KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.199340E+05 cm / hr
14— (KSP)RATE CONSTANT = 0.300000E+08 cm4 / gmole S / hr
15— (B) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + BB(S) — > = 0.333
++ THE MAX TIME FOR BREAK THROUGH = 16.63 HR
++ THE FRONT VELOCITY = 1.22 CM/HR .
++ THE MAX SULFUR LOADING = 0.3516 WT S/WT SULFIDED SORBENT
++ THE TIME NEEDED TO COMPLETELY
CONVERT THE SORBENT AT BED INLET = 4.179 HR
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** WANT TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS ? Y/N 
N
** WANT TO SEE THE VALUE OF THREE RESISTANCES? Y/N 
N
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1—  TO USE REGULAR INTEGRATION
2—  TO USE CONSTANT PATTERN APPROXIMATION
2
** WHAT OUTPUT DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1—  WANT TO STOP
2—  BREAKTHROUGH CURVE 
OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE
3 - -  CONCENTRATION PROFILE 
CONVERSION PROFILE 
SULFUR LOADING PROFILE
4--- BREAKTHROUGH TIME
** WANT TO CHOOSE ANOTHER NUMERICAL METHOD? Y/N
N
<++ TO CHOOSE EXIT OR CONTINUE THE WHOLE SIMULATION ++>
** WANT TO START OVER AGAIN? Y/N 
N
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Appendix E
Computer Program for Isothermal Model
C
C
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
c
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
BATON ROUGE, LA
PROGRAM NAME : FIXSUL
&
C +++ A PROGRAM TO SIMULATE A SULFIDATION FIXED-BED REACTOR
C OPEN(9,FILE='METC')
CHARACTER*1 RES,CONT,CHANGE 
CHARACTER*80 IP 
REAL L,U0,KG,KSP,MF,MFD,U1,U2 
INTEGER IN,OUT,UNIT
INTEGER CHOICE,VAR(20),V(20),FLAG,G1,G2 
COMMON /A1/SIGV,B,L,U0,CS0,R,KG,DE,KSP,CA0 
COMMON /A2/A(501)
COMMON /A3/IN.OUT 
COMMON /A4/M.DELZ 
C COMMON /A5/UNIT
C *** THE MAIN PROGRAM STARTS
C *** DEFINING THE READIN UNIT AND WRITEOUT UNIT
IN=5 
OUT=6 
C UNIT=9
C *** DEFINING THE DEFAULT VALUES
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C ** DEFINING DEFAULT VALUES OF PARAMETERS
c B = STOICHIOMETRIC COEFFICIENT
c TEMP = TEMPERATURE
c P = PRESSURE
c L = REACTOR LENGTH
c RD = REACTOR DIAMETER
c AREA = CROSS AREA OF REACTOR
c VOL = REACTOR VOLUME
c MF = MOL FRACTION OF REACTING GAS
c MFD = MOL FRACTION OF REACTING GAS (DRY BASIS)
c CAPPM = PPM OF GAS CONCENTRATION
c CA0 = INLET REACTING GAS CONCENTRATION
c R = PELLET RADIUS
c PD = PELLET DENSITY
c CSO = INITIAL REACTING SOLID CONCENTRATION
c WT = WEIGH OF SORBENT IN THE BED
c SIGV = BED VOIDAGE
c SV = SPACE VELOCITY
c UO = SUPERFICIAL GAS VELOCITY
c VF = GAS VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE
c KG = GAS-SOLID MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
c DE = EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY
c KSP = RATE CONSTANT
c SIGP = PELLET POROSITY
c SMAX = MAXIMUM SULFUR LOADING
B=l./3.
TEMP=811.
P=2.7 
L=20.32 
RD=5.08
AREA=3.1416/4.*RD**2 
VOL=AREA*L 
U0=47200.
SV=UO*AREA/VOL
VF=AREA*U0
MF=0.01
MFD=0.015
CAPPM=0.015*(1.E6)
CA0=MF*P/82.06/TEMP 
PD=5.33*(l.-.6)
CS0=PD/241.
SIGV=0.74
WT=(1.-SIGV)*VOL*PD 
R=0.238 
DE=600.
C KG = 16000 
KSP=3.E9
C *** CALCULATE THE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
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KG=MASSTR(TEMP,P ,UO,SIGV)
CALL CLRSCR
WRITE(OUT,28)
28 FORMATC ** THE DEFAULT PARA. VALUES ARE :')
WRITE(OUT,17)TEMP,P,MF,CAO,MFD,CSO,PD,R,RD,L,SIGV,WT,VF, 
*SV,UO,DE,KG,KSP,B
50 WRITE(OUT,20)
20 FORMAT(/' ** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER'
* /’ 1—  TO INPUT YOUR OWN VALUES'
* /' 2—  TO USE PGM DEFAULT VALUES'
* /' 3— - TO CHANGE SOME OF THE PGM DEFAULT VALUES')
READ(IN,*) CHOICE
IF(CHOICE.EQ.l) THEN 
DO 300 1=1,15 
300 VAR(I)=I
GO TO 301
ELSE IF (CHOICE.EQ.3) THEN
DO 88 1=1,20
88 VAR(I)=20
DO 33 1=1,15
33 V(I)=20
WRITE(OUT,22)
22 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT THE VARIABLE NUMBERS TO BE CHANGED’)
READ(IN,77) IP
READ(IP,*,END=100)V(1),V(2),V(3),V(4),V(5),V(6),V(7),V(8),
* V(9),V(10),V(11),V(12),V(13),V(14),V(15)
100 DO 51 1=1,15
51 VAR(V(I))=V(I)
301 CONTINUE
IF(VAR(l).EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,41)
41 FORMAT(/1 ** PLS INPUT TEMP (K) ')
READ(IN,*) TEMP
END IF
IF(VAR(2).EQ.2) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,42)
42 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT P (ATM) :')
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READ(IN,*) P 
END IF
IF(VAR(3).EQ.3) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,43)
43 FORMAT(/1 ** WHICH VALUE DO YOUR WANT TO INPUT?'
* /' 1-- MOLE FRACTION OF H2S'
* /' 2—  H2S CONCENTRATION')
READ(IN,*)G1
IF (Gl.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,65)
65 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT MF (MOLE FRACTION) :') 
READ(IN,*)MF
CA0=MF*P/82.06/TEMP 
ELSE
WRITE(OUT,66)
66 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT CAO (gmole/cc) :') 
READ(IN,*) CAO
MF=CA0*TEMP*82.06/P 
END IF
END IF
IF(VAR(4).EQ.4) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,44)
44 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT MFD (DRY BASIS MOLE FRACTION) :') 
READ(IN,*)MFD
CAPPM=MFD*(1.E6)
C CAPPM=1.0
END IF
IF(VAR(5).EQ.5) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,45)
45 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT CSO (GMOLE/CC) :’)
READ(IN,*)CS0
END IF
IF(VAR(6).EQ.6) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,46)
46 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT PD ( GM/CC) :')
READ(IN,*) PD
END IF
IF(VAR(7).EQ.7) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,47)
47 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT R (CM) :')
READ(IN,*) R
END IF
IF(VAR(8).EQ.8) THEN
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WRITE(0UT,48)
48 FORHATC/' ** PLS INPUT RD (CM) :')
READ(IN,*) RD 
AREA=3.1416/4.*RD**2 
VOL=AREA*L 
END IF
IF(VAR(9).EQ.9) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,49)
49 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT L (CM) :')
READ(IN,*) L 
AREA=3.1416/4.*RD**2 
VOL=AREA*L 
END IF
IF(VAR(10).EQ.10) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,90)
F0RMAT(/' ** WHICH VALUE DO YOU WANT TO INPUT?’ 
/' 1—  BED VOIDAGE1
/' 2—  WEIGHT OF FRESH SORBENT')
READ(IN,*)G2
IF (G2.EQ.1) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,91)
FORMAT(/’ ** PLS INPUT SIGV :')
READ(IN,*)SIGV
WT=(1.-SIGV)*VOL*PD
ELSE
WRITE(OUT,92)
92 FORMAT(/’ ** PLS INPUT WT (GM) :')
READ(IN,*) WT 
SIGV=1.-(WT/PD/VOL)
END IF
END IF
IF(VAR(11).EQ.11) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,93)
93 FORMAT(/' ** WHICH VALUE DO YOU WANT TO INPUT?’
* /' 1—  VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE'
* /' 2—  SPACE VELOCITY'
* /' 3—  LINEAR GAS VELOCITY')
READ(IN,*)G3
IF (G3.EQ.1) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,94)
94 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT VF ( CM3/HR) :')
READ(IN,*)VF 
U0=VF/AREA 
SV=UO*AREA/VOL
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ELSE IF (G3.EQ.2) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,70)
70 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT SV ( l./HR) :')
READ(IN,*) SV
U 0=SV*V0L/AREA 
VF=AREA*U0
ELSE
WRITE(OUT,71)
71 FORMATf/ 1 ** PLS INPUT U0 (cm/hr) 
READ(IN,*) UO 
SV=UO*AREA/VOL
VF=AREA*UO
END IF
END IF
IF(VAR(12).EQ.12) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,61)
61 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT DE (CM2/HR) :') 
READ(IN,*) DE
END IF
IF(VAR( 13) .EQ. 13) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,62)
62 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT KG (CM/HR) :') 
READ(IN,*) KG
END IF
IF(VAR(14).EQ.14) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,63)
63 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT KSP (CM4/GM0LE S /HR) :')
READ(IN,*) KSP 
END IF
IF(VAR(15).EQ.15) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,64)
64 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT B ( A(G) + BB(S) :')
READ(IN,*) B 
END IF
END IF
C *** CLRSCR WILL CLEAR SCREEN
C CALL CLRSCR
CA0=MF*P/82.06/TEMP
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WT=VOL*(l.-SIGV)*PD
C *** CALCULATING THE MASS TRANSFER RATE BY USING WILSON EQ.
IF (VAR(13).NE.13) THEN
KG=MASSTR(TEMP,P,UO,SIGV)
END IF
C
30 CALL CLRSCR
C *** PRINTING OUT THE PARAMETERS
WRITE(OUT,17)TEMP,P,MF,CA0,MFDjCS0,PD,R,RD,L,SIGV,WT,VF, 
*SV,U0,DE,KG,KSP,B 
17 FORMAT(/3X,11(TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = F9.2, ’ K ’
* /3X,'2(P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = F9.2, ' atm '
* /3X,'3(MF) INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION = \  E14.6,
* /3X, (CAO)INLET H2S CONCENTRATION = E14.6, 1 gmole/cc1
* /3X,'4(MFD)INLET H2S MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= E14.6,
* /3X,'5(CS0)REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= ',F9.6,' gmole/cc1
* /3X,'6(PD) PELLET DENSITY = \  F9.6, 1 gm / cc '
* /3X,'7(R) PELLET RADIUS = ', F9.4, ’ cm '
* /3X,'8(RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = '.F9.4, ' cm'
* /3X,'9(L) BED HEIGHT = F9.2, ' cm'
* /3X5'10(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = F9.5
* /3X,1 (WT)WT OF FRESH SORBENT = F15.4,1 gm'
* /3X,1ll(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = F16.2, 1 CM3/HR1
* /3X,' (SV)SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = \  F12.2, 1 /hr'
* /3X,' (UO)LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = F12.2, ' cm/hr'
* /3X,'12(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = F9.2, ' cm2/hr'
* /3X,'13(KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = \  E14.6, ’ cm/hr '
* /3X,'14(KSP)RATE CONSTANT = E14.6, 1 cm4 / gmole S/hr '
* /3X,'15(B) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + BB(S) — > = ',F6.3)
C *** MODIFING THE GAS VELOCITY FOR OPERATION CONDITIONS 
U1=U0*(TEMP/298.)*(1./P)
TMAX=3.1416/4.*RD**2*L*(1.-SIGV)*CS0/(U1*3.1416/4*RD**2*CA0)/B
WRITE(OUT,83)THAX 
83 FORMAT(/3X,'++ THE MAX TIME FOR BREAK THROUGH = '.F12.2,' HR')
FV=1./TMAX 
WRITE(OUT,85)FV*L 
85 FORMAT(/3X,'++ THE FRONT VELOCITY = ',F12.2,' CM/HR1)
C *** SULFUR LOADING PER FRESH SORBENT FOR ZIN FERRITE
C SMAX=CS0*32./PD/B
C *** SULFUR LOADING PER SULFIDED SORBENT FOR ZINC FERRITE
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SMAX=CS0*32./PD/B/(273./241.)
C *** SULFUR LOADING PER SULFIDED SORBENT FOR ZINC TITANATE
C SMAX=CS0*32./PD/B/(158./145.)
WRITE(OUT,84)SMAX 
84 F0RMAT(/3X,
*'++ THE MAX SULFUR LOADING=',F7.4,'WT S/WT SULFIDED SORBENT')
C *** CALCULATING THE TIME FROM SINGLE PARTICLE EQ (6.3.5)
CALL TSUB(CPT)
WRITE(OUT,385)CPT 
385 FORMAT(/3X,'++ THE TIME NEEDED TO COMPLETELY'
*/3X,' CONVERT THE SORBENT AT BED INLET = ',F9.3,' HR'/)
WRITE(OUT,58)
58 FORMAT(/' ** WANT TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS ? Y/N')
READ(IN,13) CHANGE
IF ((CHANGE .EQ.'Y') .OR. (CHANGE .EQ. 'y')) GO TO 50 
C *** MODIFYING THE GAS VELOCITY FOR OPERATION CONDITIONS 
U0=U0*(TEMP/298.)*(1./P)
WRITE(OUTj57)
57 FORMAT(/'** WANT TO SEE THE VALUE OF THREE RESISTANCES? Y/N')
READ(IN,13)RES
C *** CALCULATING THE THREE RESISTANCES
IF((RES.EQ.'Y') .OR. (RES.EQ.'y')) THEN
CALL SUBRES(SIGV,B,L,U0,CSO,R,KG,DE,KSP,CAO,CAPPM,SMAX) 
END IF
C *** GETTING INTO THE MAJOR PROGRAM FOR ISOTHERMAL FIXED-BED
CALL ISOTH(SIGV,B,L,UO,CSO,RD,WT,FV,CAO,CAPPM,SMAX,DE,KG,KSP)
C *** RESTART THE PROGRAM
WRITE(OUT,27)
27 FORMAT(/' ** WANT TO START OVER AGAIN? Y/N1)
READ(IN,13) CONT
IF ((CONT.EQ.'Y').OR.(CONT.EQ.'Y')) THEN 
U0=U0/(TEMP/298.)/(1./P)
GO TO 30
END IF
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77 FORMAT(80A)
13 FORMAT(1A)
C CLOSEC9)
STOP 
END
C ++++++++++ FUNCTION MASSTR ++++++++++
C *** TO CALCULATE THE MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
FUNCTION MASSTR(TEMP,P,UO,SIGV)
REAL UO,NRE,NSC,NSH,JFAC,U2
C *** CALCULATING THE MASS TRANSFER RATE BY USING WILSON EQ.
C DIFF IS CALCULATE FROM THE CONDITION T=866 K AND P=2.7 ATM
DIFF = 0.6241*(TEMP/866.)**1.5*(2.7/P)
CHARL = 0.7678
GDEN = P*29/82.06/TEMP
VIS = 3.47E-4
C *** DIFF = MOLECULAR DIFFU. COEFF FOR H2S ( CM2 / SEC )
C *** CHARL = CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH OF PELLET ( CM )
C *** GDEN = FLUID DENSITY ( GM / C.C. )
C *** VIS = VISCOSITY OF THE FLUID ( GM / CM / SEC )
U2=U0*(TEMP/298.)*(1./P)
NRE = U2/3600.*CHARL * GDEN / VIS 
NSC = VIS / GDEN / DIFF 
IF (NRE.LT.55.) THEN
JFAC = 1.09/NRE**(2./3.) / SIGV 
ELSE
JFAC = 0.25/NRE**(0.31) / SIGV 
END IF
NSH = JFAC * NRE * NSC**(l./3.)
MASSTR = NSH * DIFF / CHARL * 3600.
C KG = 16000.
C WRITE(5,114) NRE,NSC,NSH
C *** NRE = REYNOLD NO.
C *** NSC = SCHMIDT NO 
C *** NSH = SHERWOOD NO 
C *** JFAC = J FACTOR 
C
RETURN
END
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C +++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE SUBRES ++++++++++++++
C *** CALCULATING THREE RESISTANCES
SUBROUTINE SUBRES(SIGV,B ,L ,UO,CSO,R ,KG,DE,KSP,CAO,CAPPM,SMAX)
REAL L,U0,KSP,KG 
INTEGER IN,OUT 
COMMON /A3/IN.OUT
C CALL CLRSCR
WRITE(OUT,57)
57 FORMAT(/5X,1 ** ABSOLUTE VALUE **'/)
WRITE(OUT,13)
13 FORMAT(5X,'CONVERSION',5X,'REACT',7X,'DIFFU',8X,'MASS TRAN'/)
C=0.0
DO 77 1=1,19
A1=B/(1.-C)**0.5/CSO/KSP
A2=-R/2./DE*L0G(l.-C)
A3=1./KG
WRITE(OUT,14)C,A1,A2,A3 
IF(I.GT.9) C = C + 0.01 
IF(I.LE.9) C = C + 0.1 
C C=C+0.1
77 CONTINUE
C CALL CLRSCR
WRITE(OUT,93)
93 F0RMAT(/5X,' ** PERCENTAGE **'/) 
WRITE(OUT,13)
C=0.0
DO 97 1=1,19
Al=B/(1.-C)**0.5/CSO/KSP 
A2=-R/2./DE*L0G(l.-C)
A3=1./KG
A4=A1+A2+A3
P1=A1/A4
P2=A2/A4
P3=A3/A4
WRITE(0UT,94)C,P1,P2,P3 
IF(I.GT.9) C = C + 0.01 
IF(I.LE.9) C = C + 0.1 
C C=C+0.1
97 CONTINUE
14 F0RMAT(5X,F5.2,8X,E8.3,5X,E8.3,5X,E8.3)
94 F0RMAT(5X,F5.2,8X,E8 .3,5X,E8 .3,5X,E8.3)
RETURN 
END
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G ++++++++ SUBROUTINE ISOTH
C *** MAJOR PROGRAM FOR ISOTHERMAL FIXED-BED MODEL
SUBROUTINE ISOTH(SIGV,B ,L ,UO,CS0,RD,WT,FV,CAO,CAPPM,SMAX 
*,DE,KG,KSP)
EXTERNAL F 
LOGICAL BREAK
INTEGER CM(7),P(4),PL(4),FLAG,IN,OUT,SVAR(20),STV(20),APPX 
CHARACTER*1 CAP,XP,SP,COM,PLOT,COMB,STEP,NUM 
CHARACTER*80 IP 
REAL L,UO,KG,KSP,X,H
REAL DIS(501),PCA(5550),PX(5550),PS(5550),TEMP(5550)
REAL PB(2550),SL(2550),DISB(751)
COMMON /A2/A(501)
COMMON /A3/IN.0UT 
COMMON /A4/M.DELZ
FLAG=2
H=0.05
M=101
DELZ=1./(M-1)
302 WRITE(OUT,154)
154 FORMAT(/'** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER'
* /'l—  TO USE REGULAR INTEGRATION1
* / 12  TO USE CONSTANT PATTERN APPROXIMATION1/)
READ(IN,*) APPX
IF(APPX.EQ.2) GO TO 300
C *** CHOOSE THE STEP SIZE FOR INTEGRATION
WRITE(OUT,63)
63 FORMAT(/' ** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :')
WRITE(OUT,64)H,DELZ,M-l
64 FORMAT(/1 TIME INCREMENT = ', E9.3, 1 HR1,
* /' LENGTH INCREMENT = E9.3,' (',15,' PTS)’)
67 WRITE(OUT,54)
54 FORMATC/'** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER'
* /'l—  TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES'
* /'2  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT1
* /'3—  TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT')
DO 55 1=1,20
55 SVAR(I)=20
DO 56 1=1,3 
56 STV(I)=20
READ(IN,77)IP
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READ(IP,*,END=57)STV(1),STV(2),STV(3)
57 DO 58 1=1,3
58 SVAR(STV(I))=STV(I)
IF(SVAR(2).EQ.2) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,59)
59 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT TIME INCREMENT DT (HR) ') 
READ(IN,*)H
END IF
IF(SVAR(3).EQ.3) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,61)
61 FORMAT(/'**PLS INPUT THE PTS NO TO DIVIDE THE BED HEIGHT')
READ(IN,*)M 
DELZ=1./M 
M=M+1 
END IF
WRITE(OUT,64)H,DELZ,M-l 
WRITE(OUT,65)
65 FORMAT(/' ** DO YOU WANT TO CHANGE THE STEP SIZES? Y/N')
READ(IN,111)STEP
IF((STEP.EQ.1Y 1).OR.(STEP.EQ.'Y ')) GO TO 67 
300 CONTINUE
C *** USING CONSTANT PATTERN APPROXIMATION
IF(APPX.EQ.2) THEN
CALL CSTP(RD,WT,FV,CAPPM,SMAX)
GO TO 301 
END IF
DO 31 1=1,7 
31 CM(I)=100
TS=0.1 
TF=0.1 
TIL=0.1 
TSB=0.1 
TFB=0.1 
TILB=0.1
BREAK=.FALSE.
C *** REQUEST THE JOBS FROM THE USER
CALL CMD(CM)
IF (CM(l).EQ.l) RETURN
IF (CM(4).EQ.4) THEN
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WRITE(OUT,35)
35 FORMAT(/1 ** PLS INPUT THE BREAKTHROUGH PPM VALUE')
READ(IN,*)PPM 
END IF
IF (CM(2).EQ.2) THEN
90 WRITE(OUT,32)
32 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT
* /' STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR'
* /' BREAKTHROUGH, AND OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE')
READ(IN,*) TSB,TFB,TILB
IF((TSB.GT.TFB).OR.(TILB.GT.TFB)) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,91)
91 FORMAT('*****ERROR INPUT***** PLS TRY AGAIN')
GO TO 90
END IF
IF(TILB.LT.0.099) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,191)
191 FORMAT('***ERROR INPUT*** TILB MUST BE >= 0.099 HR’)
GO TO 90 
END IF
END IF
IF (CM(3).EQ.3)THEN
92 WRITE(OUT,33)
33 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT :'/
* / ’STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR'
* /'GAS CONCEN, CONVERSION, AND SULFUR LOADING PROFILE')
READCIN,*) TS,TF,TIL
IF((TS.GT.TF).OR.(TIL.GT.TF)) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,93)
93 FORMAT('*****ERROR INPUT***** PLS TRY AGAIN')
GO TO 92
END IF
IF(TIL.LT.0.099) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,293)
293 FORMAT('*****ERROR INPUT***** TIL MUST BE >= 0.099HR')
GO TO 92 
END IF
END IF
IF (ABS(TS).LE.0.0001) TS=TIL 
IF (ABS(TSB).LE.0.0001) TSB=TILB
L1=INT(TS*10.001)
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L2=INT(TF*10.001)
L3=INT(TIL*10.001)
NL=INT((L2-L1)/L3)+1 
LB1=INT(TSB*10.001)
LB2=INT(TFB*10.001)
LB3=INT(TILB*10.001)
NLB=INT((LB2-LB1)/LB3)+1 
NSTEPA=INT(TF/H)+2 
NSTEPB=INT(TFB/H)+1
IF (NSTEPB.GE.NSTEPA) THEN 
NSTEP=NSTEPB 
TMAX=TFB
ELSE
NSTEP=NSTEPA 
TMAX=TF 
END IF
H2=0.5*H 
START=0.
PB(1)=0.
SL(1)=0.
XIN=0.
DO 19 1=1,M 
19 A(I)=XIN
11=0
13=2
14=0
IF((CM(4).EQ.4).AND.(CM(2).NE.2).AND.(CM(3).NE.3)) NSTEP=5000 
C *** USING RUNGE-KUTTA 4TH ORDER INTEGRATION METHOD 
DO 2 N=1jNSTEP 
Z=0.
XIN=A(1)
DO 10 Nl=l,M 
XIN=A(N1)
F1=H*F(T,XIN,N1)
F2=H*F(T+H2,XIN+0.5*F1,N1)
F3=H*F(T+H2,XIN+0.5*F2,N1)
F4=H*F(T+H,XIN+F3jNl)
C WRITECS.^'Fl^.S^' ,F1,F2,F3,F4
X=A(Nl)+(Fl+F2+F2+F3+F3+F4)/6.
IF (X.GT.l.) X=1.0 
A(N1)=X
C WRITE(6,*) ’ Z,X',Z,X
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Z=Z+DELZ 
10 CONTINUE
T=START+H*FLOAT(N)
DO 400 NIME=1,5
IF(ABS(T-TMAX/NIME).LE.H2)WRITE(OUT,200) T 
400 CONTINUE
IF ((.NOT.BREAK).AND.(CASTAR(A(M),M)*CAPPM.GE.PPM)) THEN
TB=T
BREAK=.TRUE.
IF((CM(4).EQ.4).AND.(CM(2).NE.2).AND.(CM(3).NE.3)) GO TO 10 
END IF
C *** REACHING CONSTANT PATTERN
IF (ABS(A(l)-l.).LE.l.E-6) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,167)T 
TPAT=T 
FLAG=1 
END IF
IF (CM(2).EQ.2) THEN
DO 27 I=LB1,LB2,LB3
IF(ABS(T-I*0.1).LE.H2) THEN 
PB(I3)=CASTAR(A(M),M)*CAPPM 
AVER=(PB(I3)+PB(I3-l))/2.
SL(I3)=TILB*U0*3.1416/4.*RD**2*CA0*(1.-AVER/CAPPM) 
*32./WT/(273./241.) + SL(I3-1)
13=13+1 
END IF
27 CONTINUE
END IF
IF(CM(3).EQ.3) THEN 
DO 23 I=L1,L2,L3
IF(ABS(T-I*0.1).LE.H2) THEN
DO 24 12=1,M
PCA(I1+I2)=CASTAR(A(I2),12) 
PX(I1+I2)=A(I2)
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PS(I1+I2)=SMAX/(A(I2)+241./273.*(1.-A(I2)))*A(I2) 
24 CONTINUE
I1=II+M
14=14+1
END IF
23 CONTINUE
END IF
IF (FLAG.EQ.1) GO TO 139
2 CONTINUE
139 DIS(1)=0.
IF (FLAG.EQ.2) GO TO 177
C *** USING CONSTANT PATTERN APPROXIMATION
IF(CM(2).EQ.2) THEN
IS=(I3-2)*LB3+LB1
DO 238 I=IS,LB2,LB3
ANO=(1.-FV*(1*0.1-TPAT))/DELZ+l 
N01=(1.-FV*(1*0.1-TPAT))/DELZ+l 
IF(ANO.LT.l) ANO=l 
IF(NOl.LT.l) N01=l 
N02=N01+1
A1=CASTAR(A(N01),N01)
A2=CASTAR(A(N02),N02) 
PB(I3)=(A1+(A2-A1)*(AN0-N01))*CAPPM
IF ((.NOT.BREAK).AND.(PB(I3).GE.PPM)) THEN 
TB=I*0.1 
BREAK=.TRUE.
END IF
IF(I3.EQ.2) THEN 
AVER=PB(I3)
SL(I3)=TSB*U0*3.1416/4.*RD**2*CA0*(1.-AVER/CAPPM) 
* *32./WT/(273./241.)
ELSE
AVER=(PB(I3)+PB(I3-l))/2.
SL(I3)=TILB*U0*3.1416/4.*RD**2*CA0*(1.-AVER/CAPPM) 
*32./WT/(273-/241)+ SL(I3-1)
END IF
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13=13+1
CONTINUE
IF(CM(3).EQ.3) THEN
IS=I4*L3+L1
DO 138 I=IS,L2,L3
DO 149 N=1,M
AN0=(N-FV*(I*0.1-TPAT)/DELZ)
N01=INT((N-FV*(1*0.1-TPAT)/DELZ))
N02=N01+1
IF(ANO.LT.l) AN0=1.
IF(NOl.LT.l) N01=l 
IF(N02.LT.1) N02=l 
A1=CASTAR(A(N01),N01)
A2=CASTAR(A(N02),N02)
TEMP(N)=A1+(A2-A1)*(AN0-N01)
PCA(I1+N)=TEMP(N)
PX(I1+N)=TEMP(N)
PS(I1+N)=SMAX/(TEMP(N)+241./273.*(1.-TEMP(N)))*TEMP(N) 
CONTINUE
I1=I1+M
CONTINUE
END IF
DO 25 1=1,M-l
DIS(I+1)=DIS(I)+DELZ
IF(CM(4).EQ.4) THEN 
CALL CLRSCR
IF (BREAK) THEN
WRITE(OUT,40)TB
FORMAT(/’** THE BREAKTHROUGH TIME = ',F7.3,' hr1)
WRITE(OUT,39)
FORMAT(/'** THE BREAKTHROUGH TIME EXCEEDS ENDING TIME’)
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END IF
C *** PRINTING OUT THE RESULT
IF(CM(2).EQ.2) THEN 
C PB(1)=0.
CALL PT0UT2(PB,SL,NLB,TSB,TILB)
END IF
IF(CM(3).EQ.3) THEN
CALL PT0UT3(PCA,PX,PS,NL,TS,TIL)
END IF
167 FORMAT( / 1 ** THE CONST PATTERN START AT TIME=',F9.2,'HR')
111 FORMAT(1A)
77 FORMAT(80A)
200 FORMATC'** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO TIME=',F9.2,'HR')
301 CONTINUE
WRITE(0UT,314)
314 FORMATf/'** WANT TO CHOOSE ANOTHER NUMERICAL METHOD? Y/N')
READ(IN,111)NUM 
IF(NUM.EQ.'Y') GO TO 302
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE PTOUT2 ++++++++++++++
SUBROUTINE PT0UT2(OUTP,OUT1,LINE,TIN,TIL)
REAL OUTP(2550),OUT1(2550),TIN,TIL,DIS(751)
INTEGER KIND,LINE,P(4),PL(50),IN,OUT 
CHARACTER*80 IP 
COMMON /A3/IN,OUT
WRITE(OUT,12)
12 FORMATC/1 TIME EXIT GAS CONCEN OVERALL SULFUR LOADI 
*NG'/
* ' (HR) (PPM) (AWP)'/)
DO 10 I=2,LINE+1
WRITE(OUT,9)TIN+TIL*(I-2),OUTP(I),OUT1(I)
10 CONTINUE
9 FORMATC1X,F7.2,7X,E13.7,9X,E13.7)
IF(ABS(TIN-TIL).LE.l.E-3) THEN 
DIS(1)=0.
ELSE
DIS(1)=TIN 
DO 98 1=1,LINE
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OUTP(I)=OUTP(1+1)
98 OUTl(I)=OUTl(I+l)
LINE=LINE-1 
END IF
DO 26 I=1,LINE+1 
26 DIS(I+1)=DIS(I)+TIL
DO 91 1=1,3
91 P(I)=S0
DO 92 1=1,50
92 PL(I)=50
C *** TO PLOT THE FIGURES
WRITE(0UT,51)
51 FORMAT(/' ** WHICH PLOT DO YOU NEED?'
* . /' 1— BREAKTHROUGH CURVE1
* /' 2— OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE1
* /' 3— NONE OF ABOVE')
READ(IN,77) IP
77 FORMAT(80A)
READ(IP,*,END=100) P(1),P(2),P(3)
100 DO 52 1=1,3
52 PL(P(I))=P(I)
IF(PL(3).EQ.3) RETURN
IF(PL(l).EQ.l) CALL GRAPH(2,DIS,OUTP,LINE)
IF(PL(2).EQ.2) CALL GRAPH(6,DIS,0UT1,LINE)
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE PTOU.T3 ++++++++++++++
SUBROUTINE PTOUT3(OUT1,OUT2,OUT3.LINE,TIN,TIL)
REAL OUT1(5550),OUT2(5550),0UT3(5550),Z(11),TIN,TIL,P01(501) 
REAL DIS(751)
INTEGER KIND,LINE,P(4),PL(50),IN,OUT,UNIT 
CHARACTER*80 IP 
COMMON /A3/IN.OUT 
COMMON /A4/M.DELZ 
C COMMON /A5/UNIT
OPEN(9,FILE=’METC')
DO 90 K=1,M 
90 WRITE(9,*) OUT2(K)
11=1
DO 50 1=1,11 
50 Z(I)=0.+(I-1)*0.1
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NO=(M-1)/10.
ZIN=0.1/NO
DO 10 1=1.LINE
WRITE(OUT,9) TIN+TIL*(I-1)
14=0
DO 30 12=1,11
I3=I1+(M-1)/10*(I2-1)
14=14+1
P01(I4)=0UT1(I3)
IF (I4.GE.2) THEN
TEMP=ABS(P01CI4)-P01(I4-1))
IF(((P01(I4).GT.O.1).OR.(P01(I4-1).GT.O.1)) 
* .AND. (TEMP/P01(14).GT.O.4) ) THEN
I5=I3-N0
DO 72 J=1,N0-1
XDE=Z(I2-1)+ZIN*J
ITEMP=I5+J
72 WRITE(OUT,11)XDE,0UT1(ITEMP),0UT2(ITEMP),0UT3(ITEMP)
END IF
END IF
30 WRITE(0UT,11)Z(I2), 0UT1(I3),0UT2(I3),0UT3(I3)
I1=I1+M
10 CONTINUE
9 F0RMAT(/' ** TIME = \F9.3,' HR **’//
*' BED LENGTH GAS CONCEN SOLID CONVERSION SULFUR L
*OADING'/
* ’ (Z*) CCA*) (X) (WP)'
*/)
11 FORMATC 2X,F5.3,12X,E13.7,5X,E13.7,5X,F11.7)
DO 91 1=1,4
91 PCI)=50 
DO 92 1=1,50
92 PLCI)=50
C *** PLOT THE FIGURES
WRITECOUT.51)
FORMATC/' ** WHICH PLOT DO YOU NEED?'
• /’ 1 GAS CONCENTRATION PROFILE'
■ /' 2— SOLID CONVERSION PROFILE'
• /' 3— SULFUR LOADING PROFILE'
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* /' 4— NONE OF ABOVE')
READ(IN,77) IP 
77 FORMAT(80A)
READ(IP,*,END=100) P(1),P(2),P(3),P(4)
100 DO 52 1=1,4
52 PL(P(I))=P(I)
IF(PL(4).EQ.4) RETURN 
DIS(1)=0•
DO 25 1=1,M-l 
25 DIS(I+1)=DISCI)+DELZ
IF(PLCl).EQ.l) CALL GRAPHC3,DIS,0UT1,LINE) 
IFCPLC2).EQ.2) CALL GRAPHC4,DIS,OUT2,LINE) 
IFCPLC3).EQ.3) CALL GRAPHC5,DIS,OUT3,LINE)
CLOSEC9)
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE CMD ++++++++++++++++■
C *** DISTRIBUTING THE JOB REQUEST FROM THE USER
SUBROUTINE CMDCIM)
CHARACTER*80 IMP 
INTEGER IMC7),TMC7),IN,OUT 
COMMON /A3/IN,OUT
DO 20 1=1,7 
20 TMCI)=100
C CALL CLRSCR
WRITECOUT,10)
10 FORMATC/'** WHAT OUTPUT DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER’
* /'l—  WANT TO STOP'
* /'2---  BREAKTHROUGH CURVE'
* /’ OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE'
* /'3---  CONCENTRATION PROFILE'
* /' CONVERSION PROFILE1
* /' SULFUR LOADING PROFILE'
* /'4—  BREAKTHROUGH TIME ')
READC5,77)IMP
77 FORMATC80A)
READCIMP,*,END=100)TMC1),TMC2),TMC3),TMC4),TM(5),TMC6),TMC7)
100 DO 30 1=1,7
30 IMCTMCI))=TM(I)
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RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++ FUNCTION F +++++++++++++++++++
FUNCTION F(T,X,N1)
EXTERNAL FSTAR,CASTAR 
REAL L,U0,KG,KSP
COMMON /A1/SIGV,B,L,U0,CS0,R,KG,DE,KSP,CA0
C WRITE(6,*)'T,X',T,X
C1=(UO*CAO)/L/CSO*(B/(1.-SIGV))
F=C1*FSTAR(X)*CASTAR(X ,N 1)
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++ FUNCTION CASTAR +++++++++++++++++
FUNCTION CASTAR(X,N1)
EXTERNAL SIMP
C=SIMP(X,N1)
IF (C.LT.174.) GO TO 10 
CASTAR=0.
GO TO 20 
10 CASTAR=1./EXP(C)
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++++ FUNCTION SIMP +++++++++++++++
FUNCTION SIMP(X.Nl)
C *** USING SIMPSON’S INTEGRATION
EXTERNAL FSTAR 
COMMON /A2/A(501)
COMMON /A4/M.DELZ
IF (N1.GT.2) GO TO 10 
IF (Nl.EQ.l) SIMP=0.
IF (N1.EQ.2) SIMP=(FSTAR(A(1))+FSTAR(X))*0.5*DELZ 
GO TO 15 
10 C1=0.
DO 11 I=2,N1-1
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C1=C1+DELZ*FSTAR(A(I))
11 CONTINUE
SIMP=C1+(FSTAR(A(1))+FSTAR(X))*0.5*DELZ
15 RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++ FUNCTION FSTAR +++++++++++++++++
FUNCTION FSTAR(X)
EXTERNAL CSTAR,AK,RCSTAR 
REAL L,U0,KG,KSP
COMMON /AI/SIGVjB.LjUOjCSOjR jKG jDE jKSP.CAO
FSTAR=2.*(1-SIGV)*AK(X)
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++ FUNCTION AK ++++++++++++++++++++
FUNCTION AK(X)
REAL L,U0,KG,KSP 
EXTERNAL RCSTAR
COMMON /Al/SIGV,B,L,U0,CSO,R ,KG,DE,KSP,CAO
IF (X.LT.l.) GO TO 10 
AK=0.
RETURN
10 AK1=1./RCSTAR(X)/CSO/KSP-R/DE*LOG(RCSTAR(X))+l./KG
AK=L/U0/AK1/R
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++++ FUNCTION RCSTAR ++++++++++++++++
FUNCTION RCSTAR(X)
RCSTAR=(1.-X)**0.5 
20 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE CSTP ++++++++++++++++++
C *** CONSTANT PATTERN APPROXIMATION
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SUBROUTINE CSTP(RD,WT,FV,CAPPM,SMAX)
EXTERNAL FEX.JEX
DOUBLE PRECISION Z,DZ,ZOUT,RTOL,ATOL,RWORK,YC 
LOGICAL BREAK
INTEGER M,CM(7),P(4),PL(4),IN,OUT 
CHARACTER*! CAP,XP,SP,COM,PLOT,COMB,STEP 
CHARACTER*80 IP
REAL DIS(501),PCA(5550),PX(5550),PS(5550),TEMP(5550) 
REAL PB(2550),SL(2550),DISB(751)
REAL B,L,U0,CS0,R,KG,DE,KSP,CA0,YSP(100)
DIMENSION YC(1),ATOL(l),RW0RK(32),IWORK(21)
COMMON /A1/SIGV,B,L,U0,CS0,R,KG,DE,KSP,CA0 
COMMON /A3/IN.OUT 
COMMON /A4/M.DELZ
C *** FINDING THE TIME REQUIRED FOR CONSTANT PATTERN
CALL TSUB(CPT)
C WRITE(6,*)’ CPT=', CPT 
DO 31 1=1,7 
31 CM(I)=100
TS=0.1 
TF=0.1 
TIL=0.1 
TSB=0.1 
TFB=0.1 
TILB=0.1
BREAK=.FALSE.
CALL CMD(CM)
IF (CM(l).EQ.l) RETURN
IF (CM(4).EQ.4) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,35)
35 FORMATC/1 ** PLS INPUT THE BREAKTHROUGH PPM VALUE1)
READ(IN,*)PPM 
END IF
IF (CM(2).EQ.2) THEN
90 WRITE(OUT,32)
32 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT
* /' STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR'
* /' BREAKTHROUGH, AND OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE')
READCIN,*) TSB,TFB,TILB
IFC(TSB.GT.TFB).OR.(TILB.GT.TFB)) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,91)
91 FORMATC’*****ERROR INPUT***** PLS TRY AGAIN’)
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GO TO 90 
END IF
IF ((CPT-TSB).GT.O.Ol) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,291) CPT 
GO TO 90 
END IF
END IF
IF (CM(3).EQ.3)THEN
92 WRITE(0UT,33)
33 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT :'/
* /'STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR'
* /'GAS CONCEN, CONVERSION, AND SULFUR LOADING PROFILE')
READ(IN,*) TS,TF,TIL
IF((TS.GT.TF).OR.(TIL.GT.TF)) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,93)
93 FORMATC'*****ERROR INPUT***** PLS TRY AGAIN1)
GO TO 92
END IF
IF CCCPT-TS).GT.O.01) THEN 
WRITEC0UT.291) CPT 
GO TO 92 
END IF
END IF
IF CABSCTS).LE.0.0001) TS=TIL 
IF CABSCTSB).LE.0.0001) TSB=TILB
L1=INTCTS*10.001)
L2=INTCTF*10.001)
L3=INTCTIL*10.001)
NL=INTCCL2-L1)/L3)+1
LB1=INTCTSB*10.001)
LB2=INTCTFB*10.001)
LB3=INTCTILB*10.001)
NLB=INTCCLB2-LB1)/LB3)+1
C *** USING THE LSODE TO INTEGRATE
NEQ = 1
YCC1) = 0.999999999 
YSPCD=YCC1)
NC = 1 
Z = 0.0
ZOUT = Z + DELZ 
ITOL = 2 
RTOL = 1.0D-12
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ATOL(l) = 1.0D-18 
ITASK = 1 
ISTATE = 1 
IOPT = 0 
LRW = 32 
LIW = 21 
NRPD = 1 
MF= 21
DO 40 IOUT = l.M-l
C *** CALLING LSOED SOFTWARE
CALL LSODE(FEX,NEQ,YC,Z,ZOUT,ITOL,RTOL, ATOL,ITASK,ISTATE,IOPT, 
1RWORK,LRW,IWORK, LI W ,JEX,MF)
IF(YC(1).LE.0.)YC(1)=0.
NC=NC +1 
YSP(NC)=YC(1)
IF(ISTATE.LT.0) GO TO 180
40 ZOUT = ZOUT + DELZ
C *** PRINTOUT THE MESSAGE FROM LSODE
C WRITE(6,60) IWORK(ll),IW0RK(12),IWORK(13)
C 60 FORMATCIXNO. STEPS = \I4,'N0.F-S = ',14,’NO. J-S = *,14) 
GO TO 81 
180 WRITEC6,190) ISTATE 
190 FORMATC1X,'ERROR HALT, ISTATE = ’,13)
RETURN
81 UF=U0*R**2/C1•*SIGV)/L/DE
C *** CALCULATING THE FRONT VELOCITY
FV=UF*DE*CA0*B/CS0/R**2 
IFCCMC2).EQ.2) THEN 
PBC1)=0.
SL(1)=0.
13=2
DO 238 I=LB1,LB2,LB3
ANO=C1.-FV*C1*0.1-CPT))/DELZ+1
N01=C1.-FV*C1*0.1-CPT))/DELZ+1
IFCANO.LT.l)ANO=l
IF(N01.LT.1)N01=1
N02=N01+1
A1=YSPCN01)
A2=YSPCN02)
PB(I3)=CA1+CA2-A1)*(AN0-N01))*CAPPM
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IF ((.NOT.BREAK).AND.(PB(I3).GE.PPM)) THEN 
TB=I*0.1 
BREAK=.TRUE.
END IF
IF(I3.EQ.2) THEN 
AVER=PB(I3)
SL(I3)=TSB*U0*3.1416/4.*RD**2*CA0*(1.-AVER/CAPPM) 
*32./WT/(273./241.)
ELSE
AVER=(PB(I3)+PB(I3-1))/2.
SL(I3)=TILB*U0*3.1416/4.*RD**2*CA0*(1.-AVER/CAPPM)
* *32./WT/(273./241.) + SL(I3-1)
END IF
13=13+1
CONTINUE
END IF 
11=0
IF(CM(3).EQ.3) THEN
IS=(I4-1)*L3
DO 138 I=L1,L2,L3
DO 149 N=1,M
AN0=(N-FV*(I*0.1-CPT)/DELZ)
N01=INT((N-FV*(1*0.1-CPT)/DELZ))
N02=N01+1 
WRITE(6,*)AN0,N01 
IF(ANO.LT.l) ANO=l.
IF(NOl.LT.l) N01=l 
IF(N02.LT.1) N02=l 
A1=YSP(N01)
A2=YSP(N02)
TEMP(N)=A1+(A2-A1)*(AN0-N01)
PCA(I1+N)=TEMP(N)
PX(I1+N)=TEMP(N)
PS(I1+N)=SMAX/(TEMP(N)+241./273.*(1.-TEMP(N)))*TEMP(N) 
CONTINUE 
I1=I1+M 
CONTINUE 
END IF
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IF(CM(2).EQ.2) THEN 
C PB(1)=0.
CALL PTOUT2(PB,SL,NLB,TSB,TILB)
END IF
IF(CM(3).EQ.3) THEN
CALL PT0UT3(PCA,PXjPS,NL,TS,TIL)
END IF
291 FORMAT('*****ERROR INPUT*****'
*/'*****STARTING MUST BE GREATER THAN = ’,F9.3/) 
RETURN 
END
C ++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE FEX +++++++++++++++++
C *** USIND FOR LSODE
SUBROUTINE FEX(NEQ,Z,YC,YDOT)
DOUBLE PRECISION YC(1),YDOT(l)
REAL B,L,UO,CSO,R,KG,DE,KSP,CAO 
INTEGER NEQ
COMMON /Al/SIGV,B,L,UOsCSO,R,KG,DE,KSP,CAO
RREACT = DE/(R*KSP*CSO)
RFILM = DE/(R*KG)
UF = U0*R**2/((1.0-SIGV)*L*DE) 
IF(YC(1).LT.0.0)YC(1) = 0.0 
IF(YC(1).GE.1.00) YC(1) = 0.999999 
50 YDOT(l) = -2.0*YC(1)/UF/(RREACT/((1.0-YC(1))**0.5)
l-YC(l)) + RFILM)
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE JEX ++++++++++++++++
C *** USED FOR LSODE
SUBROUTINE JEX(NEQ,Z,YC,ML,MU,PD,NRPD)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H.O-Z)
DIMENSION YC(1),PD(NRPD,1)
PD(1,1) = 1.0
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE TSUB ++++++++++++++++
C***CALCULATING TIME REQUIRED FOR CONSTANT PATTERN TIME
SUBROUTINE TSUB(CPT)
REAL B,L,U0,CS0,R,KG,DE,KSP,CAO
- 0.5*LOG(1.0
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COMMON /A1/SIGV,B,L,U0,CS0,R,KG,DE,KSP,CA0 
C WRITE(6,*)'KG=',KG
FC=0.99999
ALPHA=CS0*R**2/4./B/CAO/DE 
BETA=CSO*R/2./B/KG/CAO 
GAMMA=CSO*R/B/KSP/CAO/CSO 
C GAMMA=0.
CPT=ALPHA*(FC+(1.-FC)*LOG(1.-FC))+BETA*FC 
* +GAMMA*(1.-(1.-FC)**0.5)
C WRITE(6,*)' TIME =', TIME
RETURN 
END
C ++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE GRAPH +++++++++++++++++
C *** PLOTTING
SUBROUTINE GRAPH(KIND,X,Y,NL)
REAL Y(5550),X(751),CX(3),CY(3)
INTEGER IGATT(6)/0,1,1,0,1,1/
INTEGER KIND,LATT(4)
CHARACTER*6 NAME 
CHARACTER*! COM,STORE 
COMMON /A4/M,DELZ 
CALL FSINIT 
CALL CHGATT(6,IGATT)
LATT(2)=2
LATT(4)=200
CALL CHLATT(4,LATT)
CALL CHSET('NOMARKERS')
CALL CHSET('CBOX')
CALL GSQPS(WIDTH,DEPTH)
CALL CHAREAC0.2,0.2+.4*WIDTH,0.2,0.2+.4*DEPTH)
CALL CHCGRD(64,25)
IF (KIND.EQ.2) CALL CHHEAD(28,1 BREAKTHROUGH CURVE ’)
IF (KIND.EQ.3) CALL CHHEAD(28,1 GAS CONCENTRATION PROFILE ')
IF (KIND.EQ.4) CALL CHHEAD(28,1 SOLID CONVERSION PROFILE ')
IF (KIND.EQ.5) CALL CHHEAD(28,' SULFUR LOADING PROFILE ')
IF (KIND.EQ.6) CALL CHHEAD(29,' OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE1) 
IF((KIND.EQ.2).OR.(KIND.EQ.6)) THEN
CALL CHXTTL(20,' Time (hr) ’)
ELSE
CALL CHXTTL(20,' Bed Length (z*) ')
END IF
C IF (KIND.EQ.2) CALL CHYTTL(28,1 Exit Gas Concen. (CA*) ')
IF (KIND.EQ.2) CALL CHYTTL(28,1 Exit Gas Concen. (ppm) ')
IF (KIND.EQ.3) CALL CHYTTL(28,1 Gas Concentration (CA*) ')
IF (KIND.EQ.4) CALL CHYTTL(28,' Solid Conversion (X) ’)
IF ((KIND.EQ.5).OR.(KIND.EQ.6)) THEN
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CALL CHYTTL(34,1 Sulfur Loading (wt of S/Sorbent)') 
C CALL CHYTTL(/4,1CARB1)
END IF
C CALL CHCGRD(O.O)
IFCKIND.EQ.2) THEN
CALL CHYRNG(0.,600.)
CALL CHPLOT(l,NL+l,X,Y)
ELSE IF(KIND.EQ.6) THEN
CALL CHYRNG(0.,0.4)
CALL CHPLOTC1,NL+1,X,Y)
ELSE IF(KIND.EQ.5) THEN
XM=1.0 
YM=0.4
CALL CHYRNG(0.,YM)
CALL CHXRNG(0.,XM)
CALL CHPLOT(NL,M,X,Y)
ELSE 
XM=1.0 
YM=1.0
CALL CHYRNG(0.,YM)
CALL CHXRNG(0.,XM)
CALL CHPLOTCNL,M,X,Y)
END IF 
CALL FSFRCE 
CALL CHTERM
CALL ASREADCTYPE,MOD,COUNT)
WRITE(6,17)
17 FORMATC/’ ** WANT TO PRINT THE PLOT? Y/N1)
READ(5,111) COM
111 FORMATC1A)
IFCCOM.EQ.'Y') CALL GPLOT(KIND,Y,X,NL)
C *** STORING THE PLOT
WRITEC6,18)
18 FORMATC/1 ** WANT TO STORE THE PLOT? Y/N')
READC5,111) STORE
IFCSTORE.EQ.'Y1) THEN 
WRITEC6,19)
19 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT THE FILENAME')
READC6,20) NAME
20 FORMATC6A)
CALL GSSAVE(0,0.NAME,0,0,4,'SAVE')
END IF
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CALL FSTERM
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE GPLOT ++++++++++++++++
C *** TO PRINTOUT THE PLOT FROM THE PLOTTER
SUBROUTINE GPLOT(KIND,XC,Y,NL)
DIMENSION XC(5550),Y(751)
INTEGER*4 PROCOP(10 ),CHARL(2),LABEL(4),TITL(4) 
INTEGER IGATT(6)/0,1,1,0,1,1/
CHARACTER*8 NAMEL(3).DEVTOK 
COMMON /A4/M.DELZ 
PR0C0P(1)=2 
PROCOP(2)=l 
NAMEL(1)=1GDDMPRT1 
C NAMEL(1)=1PCPRINT'
CALL DSDROP(l.O)
CALL DSOPEN(11,2,'L87S ',0,PROCOP,1,NAMEL)
CALL DSUSE(1,11)
CALL GSCOL(3)
LABEL(1)=1
LABEL(2)=3
LABEL(3)=0
LABEL(4)=300
CALL CHLATT(4,LABEL)
CALL GSQPS(WIDTH,DEPTH)
CALL CHAREA(0.2,0.2+.35*WIDTH,0.2,0.2+.35*DEPTH) 
C CALL CHAREA(0.2,0.2+.4*WIDTH,0.2,0.2+.4*DEPTH)
C CALL CHXSET('GRID')
C CALL CHYSET('GRID')
CALL CHXSET ('PTICK')
CALL CHYSET ('PTICK')
CALL CHXSEL(2)
CALL CHYSEL(2)
CALL CHSET ('XDUP')
CALL CHSET ('YDUP')
CALL CHXSET (’NTIC1)
CALL CHYSET (’NTIC1)
CALL CHXSET ('NTIC')
CALL CHYSET ('NTIC')
CALL CHXSET ('NOLA')
CALL CHYSET ('NOLA')
CALL CHXSEL(l)
CALL CHYSEL(l)
CALL CHGATT(6,IGATT)
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IF (KIND.EQ.2) CALL CHHEAD(28,' BREAKTHROUGH CURVE ')
IF (KIND.EQ.3) CALL CHHEAD(28,* GAS CONCEN. PROFILE VS TIME')
IF (KIND.EQ.4) CALL CHHEAD(28,1 CONVERSION PROFILE VS TIME ’)
IF (KIND.EQ.5) CALL CHHEAD(28,' SULFUR LOADING PROFILE ’)
IF (KIND.EQ.6) CALL CHHEAD(29,' OVERALL SULFUR LOADING CURVE') 
IF((KIND.EQ.2).OR.(KIND.EQ.6)) THEN
CALL CHXTTL(20,' TIME (HR) ')
ELSE
CALL CHXTTL(20,' BED LENGTH (Z*) ')
END IF
IF (KIND.EQ.2) CALL CHYTTL(28,1 PPM H2S EXIT (DRY BASIS) ')
IF (KIND.EQ.2) CALL CHYTTL(28,' EXIT GAS CONCEN. (CA*) ')
IF (KIND.EQ.3) CALL CHYTTL(28,1 GAS CONCENTRATION (CA*) ')
IF (KIND.EQ.4) CALL CHYTTL(28,1 SOLID CONVERSION (X) ')
IF ((KIND.EQ.5).OR.(KIND.EQ.6)) THEN
CALL CHYTTL(34,' SULFUR LOADING (WT OF S/SORBENT)')
END IF
CALL CHHMAR(10,10)
CALL CHVMAR(15,15)
CALL CHBATT(1,2)
CALL CHSET('CBOX')
CALL CHTATT(4,LABEL)
CALL CHHATT(4,LABEL)
CALL CHSET('NOMARKERS')
CALL CHYRNG(0.0,1.0)
IF(KIND.EQ.2) THEN
CALL CHYRNG(0.,600.)
CALL CHPLOT(1,NL+1,Y ,XC)
ELSE IF(KIND.EQ.6) THEN 
CALL CHYRNG(0.,0.4)
CALL CHPLOT(1,NL+1,Y ,XC)
ELSE IF(KIND.EQ.5) THEN 
CALL CHYRNG(0.,0.4)
CALL CHPLOT(NL,M,Y,XC)
ELSE
CALL CHYRNG(0.,1.)
CALL CHPL0T(NL,M ,Y ,XC)
END IF 
CALL CHTERM
CALL ASREAD(TYPE,MOD,COUNT)
CALL DSCLS(ll.l)
RETURN
END
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Appendix F
User's Manual for Xonisotherma! Model
Note: This is a Fortran77 Interactive Software.
All the following output were directly copied 
from a real run except the comments which are 
specified by "<++ ++>".
FORT FIXREG
VS FORTRAN VERSION 2 EXITED. 20:15:11 
DMSLI0740I EXECUTION BEGINS...
<++ THE DEFAULT VALUES ARE LISTED ON THE SCREEN ++>
** THE DEFAULT PARA. VALUES ARE :
1--(TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2--(P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 1.00 atm
3--(MF) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION = 0.100000E+00
(CA0) INLET 02 CONCENTRATION = 0.150261E-05 gmole/cc
4 - (MFD) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.100000E+00
5 - (CSO) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole/cc
6 - (PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.132000 gm / cc
7 - (R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2381 cm
8--(RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
9 - (L) BED HEIGHT = 30.48 cm
10-(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.39261
(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 0.800000E+03 gm
11-(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 0.370667E+06 cm3/hr
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 600.00 / hr
(U0) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 18287.99 cm / hr
12-(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 600.00 cm2 / hr
13-(KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.340920E+05 cm / hr
14-(KSP) RATE CONSTANT = 0.300000E+10 cm4 / gmole S / hr
15-(b) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + bB(S) — > = 0.200
16-(DH) HEAT OF REACTION = -0.40160E+06 cal / gmole
17-(CPG) AVERAGE GAS HEAT CAPACITY = 0.355 cal/gm/ K
18-(CPS) AVERAGE SOLID HEAT CAPACITY = 0.191 cal/gm/ K
19-(HT) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-S) = 3.060 cal/cm2/hr/K
20-(hW) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-W) = 1.000 cal/cm2/hr/K
21-(SMAX)THE MAX SULFUR LOADING = 0.350 SULFUR/SORBENT
<++ USERS CHOOSE THE JOB ++>
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** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1-—  TO INPUT YOUR OWN VALUES
2 -  TO USE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
3-—  TO CHANGE SOME OF THE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
** PLS INPUT THE VARIABLE NUMBERS TO BE CHANGED 
2 11 12 20
** PLS INPUT P (ATM) :
?
2
** WHICH VALUE DO YOU WANT TO INPUT?
1 -  VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE
2-- SPACE VELOCITY
3-- LINEAR GAS VELOCITY
** PLS INPUT SV ( l./HR) :
9
700
** PLS INPUT DE (CM2/HR) :
?
120
** PLS INPUT hW :
2.5
<++ THE UPDATE PARAMETERS ARE LISTED ON THE SCREEN ++>
1--(TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2 - (P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 2.00 atm
3 - (MF) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION = 0.100000E+00
(CAO) INLET 02 CONCENTRATION = 0.300523E-05 gmole/cc
4 - (MFD) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.100000E+00
5--(CS0) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole / cc
6 - (PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.132000 gm / cc
7--(R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2381 cm
8 - (RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
9--(L) BED HEIGHT = 30.48 cm
10-(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.39261
(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 0.799999E+03 gm
11-(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 0.432445E+06 cm3/hr
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 700.00 / hr
(UO) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 21335.99 cm/hr
12-(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 120.00 cm2/hr
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13-(KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.340920E+05 cm/hr
14-(KSP) RATE CONSTANT = 0.300000E+10 cm4/gmole S /hr
15-(b) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + bB(S) — > = 0.200
16-(DH) HEAT OF REACTION = -0.40160E+06 cal / gmole
17-(CPG) AVERAGE GAS HEAT CAPACITY = 0.355 cal/gm/ K
18-(CPS) AVERAGE SOLID HEAT CAPACITY = 0.191 cal/gm/ K
19-(HT) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-S) = 3.060 cal/cm2/hr/K
20-(hW) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-W) = 2.500 cal/cm2/hr/K
21-(SMAX)THE MAX SULFUR LOADING = 0.350 SULFUR/SORBENT
++ THE MASS FLOW RATE = 0.2050E+02 GM/CM2/HR
++ BED DENSITY = 0.1295E+01 GM/CM3
++ TIME NEEDED TO REGENERATE A FULLY 
SULFIDED BED = 0.8286E+01 HR
** WANT TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS ? Y/N
<++ CHOOSE THE INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR REGENERATION ++>
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NO
 1----  REGENERATION FOLLOWING COMPLETE SULFIDATION
 2----  REGENERATION FOLLOWING PARTIAL SULFIDATION
<++ INPUT THE DATAFILE WHICH STORES THE INITIAL PROFILES ++>
** PLS INPUT DATA FILE NAME 
sulfdl
<++ PGM ECHO PRINTING THE DATA INPUT ++>
*** THE INPUT INITIAL X .VS. Z PROFILES ARE:
Z* X
0.000 .96546E+00
0.010 .96025E+00
0.020 .95572E+00
0.030 .95106E+00
0.040 .94626E+00
0.050 .94133E+00
0.060 .93627E+00
0.070 .93108E+00
0.080 .92576E+00
0.090 .92031E+00
0.100 .91473E+00
0.110 .90902E+00
0.120 .90319E+00
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0.130 .89724E+00
0.140 .89116E+00
0.150 .88497E+00
0.160 .87866E+00
0.170 .87224E+00
0.180 .86570E+00
0.190 .85905E+00
0.200 .85228E+00
0.210 .84541E+00
0.220 .83842E+00
0.230 .83132E+00
0.240 .82411E+00
0.250 .81679E+00
0.260 .80937E+00
0.270 .80183E+00
0.280 . 79419E+00
0.290 .78644E+00
0.300 . 77858E+00
0.310 .77062E+00
0.320 .76255E+00
0.330 .75437E+00
0.340 .74609E+00
0.350 .73770E+00
0.360 .72921E+00
0.370 .72061E+00
0.380 .71191E+00
0.390 .70311E+00
0.400 .69420E+00
0.410 .68519E+00
0.420 .67608E+00
0.430 .66686E+00
0.440 .65754E+00
0.450 .64812E+00
0.460 .63859E+00
0.470 .62897E+00
0.480 .61924E+00
0.490 .60941E+00
0.500 .59948E+00
0.510 .58945E+00
0.520 .57932E+00
0.530 .56909E+00
0.540 .55876E+00
0.550 .54834E+00
0.560 .53781E+00
0.570 .52719E+00
0.580 .51647E+00
0.590 .50565E+00
0.600 .49473E+00
0.610 .48372E+00
0.620 .47262E+00
0.630 .46142E+00
0.640 .45013E+00
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0.650 .43874E+00
0.660 .42726E+00
0.670 .41570E+00
0.680 .40404E+00
0.690 .39230E+00
0.700 .38046E+00
0.710 .36855E+00
0.720 .35655E+00
0.730 .34446E+00
0.740 .33230E+00
0.750 .32006E+00
0.760 .30775E+00
0.770 .29536E+00
0.780 .28291E+00
0.790 .27039E+00
0.800 .25781E+00
0.810 .24518E+00
0.820 .23249E+00
0.830 .21976E+00
0.840 .20700E+00
0.850 .19421E+00
0.860 .18140E+00
0.870 .16858E+00
0.880 .15577E+00
0.890 .14299E+00
0.900 .13026E+00
0.910 .11760E+00
0.920 .10505E+00
0.930 .92654E-01
0.940 .80460E-01
0.950 .68545E-01
0.960 .57003E-01
0.970 .45968E-01
0.980 .35615E-01
0.990 .26186E-01
1.000 .17982E-01
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 ( 200 PTS)
<++ CHOOSE THE STEPSIZE FOR INTEGRATION ++>
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1— - TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2—  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
3—  TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 ( 200 PTS)
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** PLS INPUT :
STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR 
REGENERATION (HR)
?
0 2 0.5
*** WANT TO SEE THE CHANGES OF VARIABLES 
AT DIFFERENT BED POSITIONS? Y/N
y
** PLS INPUT :
STARTING POS, ENDING POS AND INTERVAL POS FOR 
REGENERATION (Z*)
?
0.25 1 0.25
*** START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS 
**WARNING** LENGTH STEPSIZE IS TOO BIG 
*** WANT TO CHANGE STEPSIZE? Y/N
y
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 ( 200 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1—  TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2—  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
3—  TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT
3
** PLS INPUT THE NO OF PTS TO DIVIDE THE BED HEIGHT
?
400
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.250E-02 ( 400 PTS)
*** START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS
*** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO 0.50 HR
*** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO 1.00 HR
*** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO 1.50 HR
*** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO 2.00 HR
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*** THE INITIAL X VS Z* PROFILES ARE
<++ PGM ECHO PRINING THE INITIAL CONDITION ++>
z* X
0.000 0.17982E-01
0.050 0.68545E-01
0.100 0.13026E+00
0.150 0.19421E+00
0.200 0.25781E+00
0.250 0.32006E+00
0.300 0.38046E+00
0.350 0.43874E+00
0.400 0.49473E+00
0.450 0.54834E+00
0.500 0.59948E+00
0.550 0.64812E+00
0.600 0.69420E+00
0.650 0.73770E+00
0.700 0.77858E+00
0.750 0.81679E+00
0.800 0.85228E+00
0.850 0.88497E+00
0.900 0.91473E+00
0.950 0.94133E+00
1.000 0.96546E+00
<++ PRINTING OUT THE RESULTS ++>
** TIME 0.500 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(2*) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.000 0.1000E+01 0.0000E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.100 0.1000E+01 0.0000E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.9962E+00 0.0000E+00 0.1004E+01 0.1011E+01
0.220 0.9358E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1069E+01 0.1250E+01
0.240 0.5732E+00 0.2466E-01 0.1373E+01 0.1615E+01
0.260 0.3764E+00 0.5338E-01 0.1583E+01 0.1788E+01
0.280 0.2482E+00 0.7940E-01 0.1722E+01 0.1897E+01
0.300 0.1539E+00 0.1035E+00 0.1803E+01 0.1944E+01
0.320 0.8154E-01 0.1254E+00 0.1824E+01 0.1917E+01
0.340 0.3048E-01 0.1437E+00 0.1770E+01 0.1795E+01
0.360 0.6177E-02 0.1564E+00 0.1648E+01 0.1624E+01
0.380 0.7283E-03 0.1653E+00 0.1512E+01 0.1479E+01
0.400 0.6358E-04 0.1731E+00 0.1396E+01 0.1366E+01
0.420 0.4451E-05 0.1808E+00 0.1303E+01 0.1277E+01
0.440 0.2561E-06 0.1882E+00 0.1229E+01 0.1207E+01
0.460 0.1238E-07 0.1956E+00 0.1171E+01 0.1153E+01
0.480 0.5148E-09 0.2028E+00 0.1126E+01 0.1111E+01
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0.500 0.1886E-10 0.2098E+00 0.1091E+01 0.1080E+01
0.600 0.3932E-18 0.2430E+00 0.1015E+01 0.1012E+01
0.700 0.3939E-26 0.2725E+00 0.1002E+01 0.1001E+01
0.800 0.3495E-34 0.2983E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.900 0.3058E-42 0.3202E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.000 0.1000E-49 0.3379E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
** TIME 1.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(Z*) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.000 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.100 0.1000E+01 0.0000E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.1000E+01 0.0000E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.300 0.1000E+01 0.0000E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.320 0.9978E+00 0.0000E+00 0.1002E+01 0.1011E+01
0.340 0.8084E+00 0.1332E-01 0.1144E+01 0.1327E+01
0.360 0.5782E+00 0.4495E-01 0.1327E+01 0.1486E+01
0.380 0.4270E+00 0.7393E-01 0.1460E+01 0.1605E+01
0.400 0.3139E+00 0.1012E+00 0.1557E+01 0.1691E+01
0.500 0.6670E-02 0.2082E+00 0.1578E+01 0.1574E+01
0.520 0.7421E-03 0.2166E+00 0.1475E+01 0.1459E+01
0.540 0.6128E-04 0.2235E+00 0.1384E+01 0.1370E+01
0.560 0.4214E-05 0.2301E+00 0.1310E+01 0.1298E+01
0.580 0.2481E-06 0.2366E+00 0.1250E+01 0.1240E+01
0.600 0.1272E-07 0.2430E+00 0.1201E+01 0.1193E+01
0.700 0.9922E-15 0.2725E+00 0.1067E+01 0.1064E+01
0.800 0.1893E-22 0.2983E+00 0.1021E+01 0.1020E+01
0.900 0.2119E-30 0.3202E+00 0.1006E+01 0.1006E+01
1.000 0.1986E-38 0.3379E+00 0.1002E+01 0.1001E+01
** TIME 1.500 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(Z*) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.000 0.1000E+01 0.0000E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.100 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.300 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.400 0.9998E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1001E+01
0.420 0.8877E+00 0.7933E-02 0.1078E+01 0.1221E+01
0.440 0.6731E+00 0.3943E-01 0.1230E+01 0.1360E+01
0.460 0.5249E+00 0.6874E-01 0.1346E+01 0.1468E+01
0.480 0.4114E+00 0.9668E-01 0.1436E+01 0.1551E+01
0.500 0.3182E+00 0.1237E+00 0.1505E+01 0.1615E+01
0.600 0.1555E-01 0.2385E+00 0.1568E+01 0.1587E+01
0.620 0.2186E-02 0.2486E+00 0.1484E+01 0.1476E+01
0.640 0.1912E-03 0.2552E+00 0.1398E+01 0.1386E+01
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0.660 0.1356E-04 0.2611E+00 0.1324E+01 0.1315E+01
0.680 0.8241E-06 0.2669E+00 0.1264E+01 0.1256E+01
0.700 0.4377E-07 0.2725E+00 0.1215E+01 0.1209E+01
0.800 0.4104E-14 0.2983E+00 0.1077E+01 0.1074E+01
0.900 0.9017E-22 0.3202E+00 0.1027E+01 0.1026E+01
1.000 0.1101E-29 0.3379E+00 0.1009E+01 0.1009E+01
** TIME 2.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(Z*) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.000 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.100 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.300 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.400 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.500 0.8099E+00 0.2139E-01 0.1123E+01 0.1235E+01
0.520 0.6495E+00 0.5086E-01 0.1236E+01 0.1343E+01
0.540 0.5279E+00 0.7901E-01 0.1326E+01 0.1429E+01
0.560 0.4289E+00 0.1063E+00 0.1398E+01 0.1497E+01
0.580 0.3443E+00 0.1330E+00 0.1456E+01 0.1552E+01
0.600 0.2694E+00 0.1592E+00 0.1501E+01 0.1595E+01
0.700 0.9211E-02 0.2696E+00 0.1510E+01 0.1520E+01
0.720 0.1040E-02 0.2777E+00 0.1431E+01 0.1423E+01
0.740 0.8052E-04 0.2833E+00 0.1354E+01 0.1346E+01
0.760 0.5226E-05 0.2884E+00 0.1291E+01 0.1283E+01
0.780 0.2950E-06 0.2934E+00 0.1238E+01 0.1232E+01
0.800 0.1473E-07 0.2983E+00 0.1195E+01 0.1190E+01
0.900 0.1162E-14 0.3202E+00 0.1072E+01 0.1070E+01
1.000 0.2439E-22 0.3379E+00 0.1026E+01 0.1026E+01
** BED POSITION 0.250 **
TIME GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(HR) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.100 0.3721E-08 0.1120E+00 0.1014E+01 0.1008E+01
0.200 0.8183E-03 0.1120E+00 0.1339E+01 0.1256E+01
0.300 0.6822E-01 0.1017E+00 0.1892E+01 0.1933E+01
0.400 0.2359E+00 0.7322E-01 0.1796E+01 0.1982E+01
0.500 0.4623E+00 0.3945E-01 0.1489E+01 0.1710E+01
0.600 0.8997E+00 0.6724E-04 0.1096E+01 0.1368E+01
0.700 0.9991E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1001E+01 0.1004E+01
0.800 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.10Q0E+01 0.1000E+01
0.900 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.000 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.100 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.200 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.300 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
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1.400 0.1000E+01 0.0000E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.500 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.600 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.700 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.800 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.900 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
2.000 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
** BED POSITION 0.500 **
TIME GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(HR) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.100 0.2896E-28 0.2098E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.6426E-22 0.2098E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.300 0.3847E-17 0.2098E+00 0.1004E+01 0.1003E+01
0.400 0.2281E-13 0.2098E+00 0.1030E+01 0.1024E+01
0.500 0.1886E-10 0.2098E+00 0.1091E+01 0.1080E+01
0.600 0.4240E-08 0.2098E+00 0.1171E+01 0.1158E+01
0.700 0.3497E-06 0.2098E+00 0.1256E+01 0.1243E+01
0.800 0.1539E-04 0.2098E+00 0.1351E+01 0.1335E+01
0.900 0.4203E-03 0.2097E+00 0.1460E+01 0.1443E+01
1.000 0.6670E-02 0.2082E+00 0.1578E+01 0.1574E+01
1.100 0.3930E-01 0.1996E+00 0.1652E+01 0.1703E+01
1.200 0.9801E-01 0.1834E+00 0.1653E+01 0.1742E+01
1.300 0.1652E+00 0.1643E+00 0.1617E+01 0.1719E+01
1.400 0.2411E+00 0.1441E+00 0.1566E+01 0.1674E+01
1.500 0.3182E+00 0.1237E+00 0.1505E+01 0.1615E+01
1.600 0.4005E+00 0.1032E+00 0.1439E+01 0.1549E+01
1.700 0.4898E+00 0.8265E-01 0.1367E+01 0.1479E+01
1.800 0.5892E+00 0.6223E-01 0.1291E+01 0.1403E+01
1.900 0.6921E+00 0.4181E-01 0.1209E+01 ' 0.1321E+01
2.000 0.8099E+00 0.2139E-01 0.1123E+01 0.1235E+01
** BED POSITION 0.750 **
TIME GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(HR) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.100 0.2070E-48 0.2859E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.4597E-42 0.2859E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.300 0.2841E-37 0.2859E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.400 0.2163E-33 0.2859E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.500 0.3725E-30 0.2859E+00 0.1001E+01 0.1000E+01
0.600 0.2674E-27 0.2859E+00 0.1003E+01 0.1002E+01
0.700 0.8471E-25 0.2859E+00 0.1008E+01 0.1007E+01
0.800 0.1521E-22 0.2859E+00 0.1016E+01 0.1015E+01
0.900 0.1800E-20 0.2859E+00 0.1026E+01 0.1025E+01
1.000 0.1522E-18 0.2859E+00 0.1038E+01 0.1036E+01
1.100 0.9591E-17 0.2859E+00 0.1051E+01 0.1049E+01
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1.200 0.4812E-15 0.2859E+00 0.1066E+01 0.1064E+01
1.300 0.1903E-13 0.2859E+00 0.1084E+01 0.1081E+01
1.400 0.6378E-12 0.2859E+00 0.1105E+01 0.1101E+01
1.500 0.1744E-10 0.2859E+00 0.1129E+01 0.1125E+01
1.600 0.3997E-09 0.2859E+00 0.1157E+01 0.1152E+01
1.700 0.7770E-08 0.2859E+00 0.1190E+01 0.1184E+01
1.800 0.1278E-06 0.2859E+00 0.1228E+01 0.1221E+01
1.900 0.1769E-05 0.2859E+00 0.1271E+01 0.1264E+01
2.000 0.2090E-04 0.2859E+00 0.1321E+01 0.1313E+01
* BED POSITION 1.000 **
TIME GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(HR) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.100 0.1000E-49 0.3379E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.1000E-49 0.3379E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.300 0.1000E-49 0.3379E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.400 0.1000E-49 0.3379E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.500 0.1000E-49 0.3379E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.600 0.1964E-47 0.3379E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.700 0.6651E-45 0.3379E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.800 0.1353E-42 0.3379E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.900 0.1906E-40 0.3379E+00 0.1001E+01 0.1001E+01
1.000 0.1986E-38 0.3379E+00 0.1002E+01 0.1001E+01
1.100 0.1588E-36 0.3379E+00 0.1003E+01 0.1002E+01
1.200 0.1044E-34 0.3379E+00 0.1004E+01 0.1004E+01
1.300 0.5623E-33 0.3379E+00 0.1006E+01 0.1005E+01
1.400 0.2687E-31 0.3379E+00 0.1007E+01 0.1007E+01
1.500 0.1101E-29 0.3379E+00 0.1009E+01 0.1009E+01
1.600 0.4001E-28 0.3379E+00 0.1012E+01 0.1011E+01
1.700 0.1307E-26 0.3379E+00 0.1015E+01 0.1014E+01
1.800 0.3842E-25 0.3379E+00 0.1018E+01 0.1017E+01
1.900 0.1014E-23 0.3379E+00 0.1022E+01 0.1021E+01
2.000 0.2439E-22 0.3379E+00 0.1026E+01 0.1026E+01
*** WANT TO CONTINUE? Y/N
1* *(TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2--(P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 2.00 atm
3--(MF) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION = 0.100000E+00
(CAO) INLET 02 CONCENTRATION = 0.300523E-05 gmole / cc
4--(MFD) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.100000E+00
5--(CSO) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole / cc
6--(PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.132000 gm / cc
7--(R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2381 cm
8--(RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
9--(L) BED HEIGHT = 30.48 cm
10-(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.39261
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(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 0.799999E+03 gm
11-(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 0.432445E+06 cm3/hr
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 700.00 / hr
(UO) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 21335.99 cm / hr
12-(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 120.00 cm2 / hr
13-(KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.340920E+05 cm / hr
14-(KSP) RATE CONSTANT = 0.300000E+10 cm4 / gmole S / hr
15-(b) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + bB(S) — > = 0.200
16-(DH) HEAT OF REACTION = -0.40160E+06 cal / gmole
17-(CPG) AVERAGE GAS HEAT CAPACITY = 0.355 cal/gm/ K
18-(CPS) AVERAGE SOLID HEAT CAPACITY = 0.191 cal/gm/ K
19-(HT) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-S) = 3.060 cal/cm2/hr/K
20-(UW) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-W) = 2.500 cal/cm2/hr/K
21-(SMAX)THE MAX SULFUR LOADING = 0.350 SULFUR/SORBENT
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1—  TO INPUT YOUR OWN VALUES
2—  TO USE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
3— - TO CHANGE SOME OF THE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
1--(TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2--(P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 2.00 atm
3--(MF) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION = 0.100000E+00
(CAO) INLET 02 CONCENTRATION = 0.300523E-05 gmole/cc
4--(MFD) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.100000E+00
5 - (CSO) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole / cc
6--(PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.132000 gm / cc
7--(R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2381 cm
8--(RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
9--(L) BED HEIGHT = 30.48 cm
10-(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.39261
(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 0.799999E+03 gm
11-(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 0.432445E+06 cm3/hr
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 700.00 / hr
(UO) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 21335.99 cm / hr
12-(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 120.00 cm2 / hr
13-(KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.340920E+05 cm / hr
14-(KSP) RATE CONSTANT = 0.300000E+10 cm4 / gmole S / hr
15-(b) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + bB(S) — > ,= 0.200
16-(DH) HEAT OF REACTION = -0.40160E+06 cal / gmole
17-(CPG) AVERAGE GAS HEAT CAPACITY = 0.355 cal/gm/ K
18-(CPS) AVERAGE SOLID HEAT CAPACITY = 0.191 cal/gm/ K
19-(HT) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-S) = 3.060 cal/cm2/hr/K
20-(UW) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-W) = 2.500 cal/cm2/hr/K
21-(SMAX)THE MAX SULFUR LOADING = 0.350 SULFUR/SORBENT
++ THE MASS FLOW RATE = 0.2050E+02 GM/CM2/HR
++ BED DENSITY = 0.1295E+01 GM/CM3
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++ TIME NEEDED TO REGENERATE A FULLY 
SULFIDED BED = 0.8286E+01 HR
** WANT TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS ? Y/N 
n
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NO
 1---- REGENERATION FOLLOWING COMPLETE SULFIDATION
 2---  REGENERATION FOLLOWING PARTIAL SULFIDATION
?
2
** PLS INPUT DATA FILE NAME 
sulfd2
*** THE INPUT INITIAL X .VS. Z PROFILES ARE:
Z* X
0.000 .10000E+01
0.200 .90000E+00
0.400 .60000E+00
0.600 .20000E+00
0.800 .10000E+00
1.000 .20000E-01
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 ( 200 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1—  TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2——  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
3—  TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 ( 200 PTS)
** PLS INPUT :
STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR 
REGENERATION (HR)
?
0 1 0.5
*** WANT TO SEE THE CHANGES OF VARIABLES 
AT DIFFERENT BED POSITIONS? Y/N
y
** PLS INPUT :
STARTING POS, ENDING POS AND INTERVAL POS FOR
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REGENERATION (Z*)
7
0 . 2 0 . 6 0. 2
*** START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS 
**WARNING** LENGTH STEPSIZE IS TOO BIG 
*** WANT TO CHANGE STEPSIZE? Y/N
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 ( 200 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1--- TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2--- TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT'
3 - -  TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT
3
** PLS INPUT THE NO OF PTS TO DIVIDE THE BED HEIGHT
?
250
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.400E-02 ( 250 PTS)
*** START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS
**WARNING** LENGTH STEPSIZE IS TOO BIG
*** WANT TO CHANGE STEPSIZE? Y/N
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.400E-02 ( 250 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1 - -  TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2--- TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
3--- TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT
3
** PLS INPUT THE NO OF PTS TO DIVIDE THE BED HEIGHT
?
400
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR
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LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.250E-02 ( 400 PTS)
*** START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS
*** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO 0.50 HR
*** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO 1.00 HR
*** THE INITIAL X VS Z* PROFILES ARE :
Z* X
0.000 0.20000E-01
0.050 0.40000E-01
0.100 0.60000E-01
0.150 0.80000E-01
0.200 0.10000E+00
0.250 0.12500E+00
0.300 0.15000E+00
0.350 0.17500E+00
0.400 0.20000E+00
0.450 0.30000E+00
0.500 0.40000E+00
0.550 0.50000E+00
0.600 0.60000E+00
0.650 0.67500E+00
0.700 0.75000E+00
0.750 0.82500E+00
0.800 0.90000E+00
0.850 0.92500E+00
0.900 0.95000E+00
0.950 0.97500E+00
1.000 0.10000E+01
BED LENGTH GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP
(Z*) (CA*) . (SL) (TG*)
0.000 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01
0.100 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.9994E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1001E+01
0.300 0.9880E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1012E+01
0.320 0.9761E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1024E+01
0.340 0.9452E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1058E+01
0.360 0.8557E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1169E+01
0.380 0.5423E+00 0.6553E-02 0.1540E+01
0.400 0.3246E+00 0.2738E-01 0.1827E+01
0.500 0.1272E-02 0.1399E+00 0.1493E+01
0.520 0.1067E-03 0.1540E+0G 0.1344E+01
0.540 0.6653E-05 0.1680E+00 0.1236E+01
0.560 0.3248E-06 0.1820E+00 0.1160E+01
SOLID TEMP 
(TS*)
0.1000E+01 
0.1000E+01 
0.1001E+01 
0.1020E+01 
0.1042E+01 
0.1107E+01 
0.1332E+01 
0.1900E+01 
0.2088E+01 
0.1424E+01 
0.1291E+01 
0.1197E+01 
0.1132E+01
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0.580 0.1303E-07 0.1960E+00 0.1107E+01 0.1087E+01
0.600 0.4493E-09 0.2100E+00 0.1070E+01 0.1057E+01
0.700 0.7098E-17 0.2625E+00 G.1007E+01 0.1005E+01
0.800 0.6577E-25 0.3150E+00 0.1001E+01 0.1000E+01
0.900 0.5772E-33 0.3325E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.000 0.5047E-41 0.3500E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
** TIME; = 1.000 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(Z*) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.000 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.100 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.300 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.400 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.500 0.8533E+00 0.7477E-02 0.1104E+01 0.1303E+01
0.520 0.5883E+00 0.4629E-01 0.1312E+01 0.1486E+01
0.540 0.4230E+00 0.8160E-01 0.1463E+01 0.1621E+01
0.560 0.3040E+00 0.1149E+00 0.1574E+01 0.1718E+01
0.580 0.2106E+00 0.1469E+00 0.1652E+01 0.1782E+01
0.600 0.1339E+00 0.1776E+00 0.1699E+01 0.1812E+01
0.700 0.4294E-04 0.2625E+00 0.1385E+01 0.1370E+01
0.800 0.1632E-10 0.3150E+00 G.1127E+01 0.1120E+01
0.900 0.5750E-18 0.3325E+00 0.1037E+01 0.1034E+01
1.000 0.7560E-26 0.3500E+00 0.1009E+01 0.1008E+01
** BED POSITION 0.200 **
TIME GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(HR) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.050 0.1604E-07 0.3500E-01 0.1007E+01 0.1003E+01
0.100 0.1161E-02 0.3495E-01 0.1167E+01 0.1092E+01
0.150 0.1828E+00 0.2244E-01 0.1827E+01 0.1808E+01
0.200 0.6322E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1581E+01 0.1902E+01
0.250 0.8413E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1189E+01 0.1292E+01
0.300 0.9409E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1063E+01 0.1096E+01
0.350 0.9796E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1021E+01 0.1032E+01
0.400 0.9933E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1007E+01 0.1010E+01
0.450 0.9979E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1002E+01 0.1003E+01
0.500 0.9994E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1001E+01 0.1001E+01
0.550 0.9998E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.600 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.650 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.700 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.750 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.800 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.850 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
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0.900 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.950 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.000 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
** BED POSITION 0.400 **
TIME GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(HR) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.050 0.1274E-23 0.7000E-01 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.100 0.2264E-18 0.7000E-01 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.150 0.7576E-14 0.7000E-01 0.1001E+01 0.1001E+01
0.200 0.7114E-10 0.7000E-01 0.1010E+01 0.1006E+01
0.250 0.1719E-06 0. 7000E-01 0.1060E+01 0.1040E+01
0.300 0.8834E-04 0.6999E-01 0.1218E+01 0.1159E+01
0.350 0.6573E-02 0.6941E-01 0.1545E+01 0.1442E+01
0.400 0.6400E-01 0.6230E-01 0.1909E+01 0.1896E+01
0.450 0.1736E+00 0.4678E-01 0.2001E+01 0.2149E+01
0.500 0.3246E+00 0.2738E-01 0.1827E+01 0.2088E+01
0.550 0.6004E+00 0.4341E-02 0.1453E+01 0.1816E+01
0.600 0.9184E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1089E+01 0.1191E+01
0.650 0.9829E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1017E+01 0.1036E+01
0.700 0.9962E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1004E+01 0.1007E+01
0.750 0.9991E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1001E+01 0.1002E+01
0.800 0.9997E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.lOOOE+Ol
0.850 0.9999E+00 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.900 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.950 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.000 0.1000E+01 O.OOOOE+OO 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
** BED POSITION 0.600
**
TIME GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(HR) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.050 0.9740E-40 0.2100E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.100 0.1731E-34 0.2100E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.150 0.5825E-30 0.2100E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.200 0.5821E-26 0.2100E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.250 0.2002E-22 0.2100E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.300 0.3280E-19 0.2100E+00 0.1001E+01 0.1000E+01
0.350 0.2691E-16 0.2100E+00 0.1003E+01 0.1002E+01
0.400 0.1198E-13 0.2100E+00 0.1011E+01 0.1008E+01
0.450 0.3077E-11 0.2100E+00 0.1031E+01 0.1024E+01
0.500 0.4493E-09 0.2100E+00 0.1070E+01 0.1057E+01
0.550 0.3560E-07 0.2100E+00 0.1135E+01 0.1113E+01
0.600 0.1380E-05 0.2100E+00 0.1227E+01 0.1196E+01
0.650 0.2532E-04 0.2100E+00 0.1341E+01 0.1304E+01
0.700 0.2559E-03 0.2100E+00 0.1461E+01 0.1423E+01
0.750 0.1701E-02 0.2097E+00 0.1572E+01 0.1542E+01
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0.800 0.8202E-02 0.2084E+00 0.1663E+01 0.1653E+01
0.850 0.2601E-01 0.2044E+00 0.1722E+01 0.1751E+01
0.900 0.5512E-01 0.1973E+00 0.1741E+01 0.1811E+01
0.950 0.9341E-01 0.1880E+00 0.1729E+01 0.1827E+01
1.000 0.1339E+00 0.1776E+00 0.1699E+01 0.1812E+01
*** WANT TO CONTINUE? Y/N
1— (TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2— (P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 2.00 atm
3— (MF) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION = 0.100000E+00
(CAO) INLET 02 CONCENTRATION = 0.300523E-05 gmole/cc
4—-(MFD) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.10000E+00
5—-(CSO) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole / cc
6— (PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.132000 gm / cc
7 — (R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2281 cm
8--(RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
9 — (L) BED HEIGHT = 30.48 cm
10-(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.39261
(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 0.799999E+03 gm
11-(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 0.432445E+06 cm3/hr
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 700.00 / hr
(UO) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 21335.99 cm / hr
12-(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 120.00 cm2 / hr
13-(KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.340920E+05 cm / hr
14-(KSP) RATE CONSTANT = 0.30000OE+IO cm4 / gmole S/hr
15-(b) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + bB(S) — > = 0.200
16-(DH) HEAT OF REACTION = -0.40160E+06 cal / gmole
17-(CPG) AVERAGE GAS HEAT CAPACITY = 0.355 cal/gm/ K
18-(CPS) AVERAGE SOLID HEAT CAPACITY = 0.191 cal/gm/ K
19-(HT) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-S) = 3.060 cal/cm2/hr/K
20-(UW) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-W) = 2.500 cal/cm2/hr/K
21-(SMAX)THE MAX SULFUR LOADING = 0.350 SULFUR/SORBENT
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1--- TO INPUT YOUR OWN VALUES
2--- TO USE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
3 - -  TO CHANGE SOME OF THE PGM DEFAULT VALUES
** PLS INPUT THE VARIABLE NUMBERS TO BE CHANGED 
11 20
** WHICH VALUE DO YOU WANT TO INPUT?
1—  VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE
2—  SPACE VELOCITY
3—- LINEAR GAS VELOCITY
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** PLS INPUT SV ( l./HR) :
** PLS INPUT UW
1 - (TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = 811.00 K
2 - (P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = 2.00 atm
3--(MF) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION = 0.100000E+00
(CAO) INLET 02 CONCENTRATION = 0.300523E-05 gmole/cc
4 - (MFD) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= 0.100000E+00
5 - (CSO) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= 0.008846 gmole / cc
6 - (PD) PELLET DENSITY = 2.132000 gm / cc
7 - (R) PELLET RADIUS = 0.2381 cm
8 - (RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = 5.0800 cm
9 - (L) BED HEIGHT = 30.48 cm
10-(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = 0.39261
(WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = 0.799999E+03 gm
11-(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = 0.494223E+06 cm3/hr
(SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = 800.00 / hr
(UO) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = 24383.99 cm / hr
12-(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF = 120.00 cm2 / hr
13-(KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = 0.340920E+05 cm / hr
14-(KSP) RATE CONSTANT = 0.300000E+10 cm4 / gmole S / hr
15-(b) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G) + bB(S) — > = 0.200
16-(DH) HEAT OF REACTION = -0.40160E+06 cal / gmole
17-(CPG) AVERAGE GAS HEAT CAPACITY = 0.355 cal/gm/ K
18-(CPS) AVERAGE SOLID HEAT CAPACITY = 0.191 cal/gm/ K
19-(HT) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-S) = 3.060 cal/cm2/hr/K
20-(UW) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-W) = 4.000 cal/cm2/hr/K
21-(SMAX)THE MAX SULFUR LOADING = 0.350 SULFUR/SORBENT
++ THE MASS FLOW RATE = 0.2343E+02 GM/CM2/HR
++ BED DENSITY = 0.1295E+01 GM/CM3
++ TIME NEEDED TO REGENERATE A FULLY 
SULFIDED BED = 0.7250E+01 HR
** WANT TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS ? Y/N
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NO
 1  REGENERATION FOLLOWING COMPLETE SULFIDATION
 2---- REGENERATION FOLLOWING PARTIAL SULFIDATION
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
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TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 ( 200 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER 
1—  TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
1—  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
3—  TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 ( 200 PTS)
** PLS INPUT :
STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR 
REGENERATION (HR)
1
0 1 0.5
*** WANT TO SEE THE CHANGES OF VARIABLES 
AT DIFFERENT BED POSITIONS? Y/N
*** START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS 
**WARNING** LENGTH STEPSIZE IS TOO BIG 
*** WANT TO CHANGE STEPSIZE? Y/N
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 ( 200 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1 -  TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2--- TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
3--- TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT
3
** PLS INPUT THE NO OF PTS TO DIVIDE THE BED HEIGHT
?
250
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.400E-02 ( 250 PTS)
*** START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS
**WARNING** LENGTH A/O TIME STEPSIZE ARE TOO BIG
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*** WANT TO CHANGE STEPSIZE? Y/N
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = O.IOOE-Ol HR
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.400E-02 ( 250 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1--- TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2 -  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
3--- TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT
2
** PLS INPUT TIME INCREMENT DT (HR)
0.005
TIME INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 HR
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.400E-02 ( 250 PTS)
*** START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS
**WARNING** LENGTH A/O TIME STEPSIZE ARE TOO BIG
*** WANT TO CHANGE STEPSIZE? Y/N
** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :
TIME INCREMENT = 0.500E-02 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.400E-02 ( 250 PTS)
** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER
1——  TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES
2—  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT
3—  TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT 
2 3
** PLS INPUT TIME INCREMENT DT (HR)
?
0.01
** PLS INPUT THE NO OF PTS TO DIVIDE THE BED HEIGHT
TIME INCREMENT = 0.100E-01 HR 
LENGTH INCREMENT = 0.250E-02 ( 400 PTS)
*** START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS
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*** THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO 0.50 HR
*** THE EQS F’AVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO 1.00 HR
** TIME = 0.500 HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(Z*) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.000 0.1000E+01 0.1252E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1097E+01
0.020 0.8205E+00 0.1619E+00 0.1104E+01 0.1209E+01
0.040 0.6778E+00 0.1880E+00 0.1192E+01 0.1300E+01
0.060 0.5613E+00 0.2102E+00 0.1264E+01 0.1373E+01
0.080 0.4628E+00 0.2302E+00 0.1321E+01 0.1431E+01
0.100 0.3767E+00 0.2490E+00 0.1366E+01 0.1475E+01
0.200 0.5342E-01 0.3341E+00 0.1432E+01 0.1498E+01
0.220 0.1702E-01 0.3450E+00 0.1390E+01 0.1416E+01
0.240 0.2571E-02 0.3493E+00 0.1318E+01 0.1315E+01
0.260 0.2362E-03 0.3499E+00 0.1246E+01 0.1238E+01
0.280 0.1766E-04 0.3500E+00 0.1188E+01 0.1182E+01
0.300 0.1156E-05 0.3500E+00 0.1144E+01 0.1138E+01
0.400 0.3983E-12 0.3500E+00 0.1035E+01 0.1034E+01
0.500 0.5234E-19 0.3500E+00 0.1008E+01 0.1007E+01
0.600 0.5299E-26 0.3500E+00 0.1001E+01 0.1001E+01
0.700 0.5074E-33 0.3500E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.800 0.4816E-40 0.3500E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.900 0.4566E-47 0.3500E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.000 0.1000E-49 0.3500E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
** TIME; = l.ooo HR **
BED LENGTH GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP
(Z*) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)
0.000 0.1000E+01 0.5421E-01 0.1000E+01 0.1053E+01
0.020 0.8930E+00 0.8292E-01 0.1059E+01 0.1120E+01
0.040 0.7967E+00 0.1057E+00 0.1112E+01 0.1178E+01
0.060 0.7108E+00 0.1262E+00 0.1159E+01 0.1228E+01
0.080 0.6332E+00 0.1453E+00 0.1198E+01 0.1270E+01
0.100 0.5620E+00 0.1637E+00 0.1231E+01 0.1305E+01
0.200 0.2590E+00 0.2550E+00 0.1331E+01 0.1408E+01
0.300 0.2019E-01 0.3424E+00 0.1319E+01 0.1350E+01
0.400 0.7015E-07 0.3500E+00 0.1097E+01 0.1094E+01
0.500 0.1660E-13 0.3500E+00 0.1026E+01 0.1026E+01
0.600 0.2039E-20 0.3500E+00 0.1007E+01 0.1007E+01
0.700 0.2074E-27 0.3500E+00 0.1002E+01 0.1002E+01
0.800 0.2003E-34 0.3500E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
0.900 0.1908E-41 0.3500E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
1.000 0.1810E-48 0.3500E+00 0.1000E+01 0.1000E+01
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*** WANT TO CONTINUE? Y/N
THE DATA FILE SULFD1
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0.965464354
0.960250735
0.955721796
0.951058447
0.946262181
0.941334009
0.936274588
0.931083560
0.925762117
0.920310259
0.914729416
0.909021497
0.903189182
0.897235334
0.891162157
0.884970844
0.878662527
0.872238457
0.865699947
0.859047771
0.852283120
0.845405877
0.838417888
0.831319332
0.824110687
0.816792488
0.809365749
0.801830888
0.794187725
0.786437571
0.778580010
0.770616174
0.762546301
0.754370034
0.746088684
0.737701833
0.729210138
0.720614016
0.711913943
0.703109622
0.694201350
0.685189962
0.676075578
0.666857898
0.657538116
0.648115754
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0.638591588
0.628965735
0.619238377
0.609409928
0.599480867
0.589451313
0.579321742
0.569092453
0.558763981
0.548336565
0.537810445
0.527187109
0.516465724
0.505647719
0.494733274
0.483723164
0.472618282
0.461418986
0.450126231
0.438741207
0.427264333
0.415696859
0.404040039
0.392295182
0.380463541
0.368546724
0.356546342
0.344464064
0.332302451
0.320063591
0.307749689
0.295364261
0.282910526
0.270391881
0.257812560
0.245177686
0.232492626
0.219763875
0.206998587
0.194205523
0.181395113
0.168579102
0.155772209
0.142992079
0.130259871
0.117602348
0.105052888
0.926538110E-01
0.804603100E-01
0.685446262E-01
0.570034049E-01
0.459675342E-01
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0.356152989E-01 
0.261858180E-01 
0.179819837E-01
THE DATA FILE SULFD2
6
1.0
0.9
0.6
0.2
0.1
0.02
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Appendix G
Computer Program for Nonisothermal Model
PROGRAM NAME : FIXREG 
CHEMICAL ENGINEERING DEPARTMENT
LOUISIANA STATE UNIVERSITY 
BATON ROUGE, LA
-++ A PROGRAM TO SIMULATE A NONISOTHERMAL REGENERATION 
FIXED-BED REACTOR
REAL MF.MFD
INTEGER CHOICE,VAR(30),V(30),IN,OUT,BEDPOS,EXPA 
CHARACTER*80 IP
REAL MDOT,UO,L,KSP,KG,XF(5001),UW,UOPT,XFI(5001)
CHARACTER*1 START,CHANGE,BEDLN
COMMON /P2/A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,TW,SMAX
COMMON /P3/COEFF,ACOEF,RR,RK,DE,R
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M
COMMON /P5/NTIME
IN=5
OUT=6
■** DEFINING DEFAULT VALUES OF PARAMETERS
C TEMP = TEMPERATURE
c P = PRESSURE
c L = REACTOR LENGTH
c RD = REACTOR DIAMETER
c AREA = CROSS AREA OF REACTOR
C VOL = REACTOR VOLUME
c MF = MOL FRACTION OF REACTING
c MFD = MOL FRACTION OF REACTING
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c CA0 = INLET REACTING GAS CONCENTRATION
c R = PELLET RADIUS
c PD = PELLET DENSITY
c CS0 = INITIAL REACTING SOLID CONCENTRATION
c WT = WEIGH OF SORBENT IN THE BED
c SIGV = BED VOIDAGE
c SV = SPACE VELOCITY
c UO = SUPERFICIAL GAS VELOCITY
c VF = GAS VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE
c KG = GAS-SOLID MASS TRANSFER COEFFICIENT
c DE = EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY
c KSP = RATE CONSTANT
c SIGP = PELLET POROSITY
c SMAX = MAXIMUM SULFUR LOADING
c DELH = HEAT OF REACTION
c CPG = GAS HEAT CAPACITY
c CPS = SOLID HEAT CAPACITY
c HT = HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (GAS-SOLID)
c HW = HEAT TRANSFER COEFFICIENT (GAS-WALL)
c ROB = BED DENSITY
c TW = DIMENSIONLESS WALL TEMPERATURE
c MDOT = MASS FLOW RATE OF GAS
TEMP=811.
P = 1.
L=30.48 
RD = 5.08
AREA=3.1416/4.*RD**2
VOL=AREA*L
MF=0.10
MFD=0.10
CA0=MF*P/82.06/TEMP 
R=0.2381 
PD=2.132 
CS0=PD/241.
WT=800.
SIGV=l.-WT/PD/VOL
SV=600.
U0=SV/AREA*V0L
VF=AREA*U0
KG=34092.
DE=600.
KSP=3.E9 
SIGP=0.57 
B=0.2 
SMAX=0.35
C *** PARAMETERS FOR ENERGY BALANCES
DELH=-4.016E5 
CPG = 0.355 
CPS = 0.1912
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HT= 3.06
AV=2.*(1.-SIGV) /R
ROB=WT/VOL 
HW=1.0 
TW=1.
CALL CLRSCR
WRITE(OUT,28)
28 FORMATC' ** THE DEFAULT PARA. VALUES ARE :')
20 WRITE(OUT,15)TEMP,P,MF,CA0,MFD,CS0,PD,R,RD,L,SIGV,WT,VF, 
*SV,U0,DE,KG,KSP,B 
WRITE(OUT,16)DELH,CPG,CPS,HT,HW,SMAX
WRITE(OUT,31)
31 FORMATC/’**WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER’)
* / ’ 1—  TO INPUT YOUR OWN VALUES’
* / ’ 2--- TO USE PGM DEFAULT VALUES’
* / ’ 3—  TO CHANGE SOME OF THE PGM DEFAULT VALUES’)
READ(IN,*) CHOICE
IF(CHOICE.EQ.l) THEN 
DO 300 1=1,30
300 VAR(I)=I 
GO TO 301
ELSE IF (CHOICE.EQ.3) THEN
59 DO 88 1=1,30
88 VAR(I)=30
DO 33 1=1,20
33 V(I)=30
WRITE(0UT,22)
22 FORMATC/ ’**PLS INPUT THE VARIABLE NUMBERS TO BE CHANGED’)
READ(IN,78) IP
READ(IP,*,END=100)V(1),V(2),V(3),V(4),V(5),V(6),V(7),
* V(8),V(9),V(10),V(11),
* V(12),V(13),V(14),V(15),V(16),V(17),V(18),V(19),V(20)
100 DO 51 1=1,20
51 VAR(V(I))=V(I)
301 CONTINUE 
IF(VAR(l).EQ.l) THEN
WRITE(0UT,41)
41 FORMATC/1. ** PLS INPUT TEMP (K) ’)
READCIN,*) TEMP
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END IF
IF(VAR(2).EQ.2) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,42)
42 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT P (ATM) :’)
READ(IN,*) P 
END IF
IF(VAR(3).EQ.3) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,43)
43 FORMATC/' ** WHICH VALUE DO YOUR WANT TO INPUT?'
* / ' l —  MOLE FRACTION OF H2S'
* /' 2-- H2S CONCENTRATION')
READ(IN,*)G1
IF (Gl.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,65)
65 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT MF (MOLE FRACTION) :')
READ(IN,*)MF 
CA0=MF*P/82.06/TEMP
ELSE
WRITE(OUT,66)
66 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT CAO (gmole/cc) :')
READ(IN,*) CAO 
MF=CA0*TEMP*82.06/P 
END IF
END IF
IF(VAR(4).EQ.4) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,44)
44 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT MFD (DRY BASIS MOLE FRACTION) :')
READ(IN,*)MFD
CAPPM=MFD*(1.E6)
END IF
IF(VAR(5).EQ.5) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,45)
45 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT CSO (GMOLE/CC) :')
READ(IN,*)CSO
END IF
IF(VAR(6).EQ.6) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,46)
46 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT PD ( GM/CC) :')
READ(IN,*) PD
END IF
IF(VAR(7).EQ.7) THEN
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WRITE(0UT,47)
47 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT R (CM) :')
READ(IN,*) R 
END IF
IF(VAR(8).EQ.8) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,48)
48 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT RD (CM) :')
READ(IN,*) RD 
AREA=3.1416/4.*RD**2 
VOL=AREA*L 
END IF
IF(VAR(9).EQ.9) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,49)
49 FORMAT(/1 ** PLS INPUT L (CM) :')
READ(IN,*) L 
AREA=3.1416/4.*RD**2 
VOL=AREA*L 
END IF
IF(VAR(10).EQ.10) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,90)
90 FORMAT(/’ ** WHICH VALUE DO YOU WANT TO INPUT?'
* /’ I-- BED VOIDAGE1
* /' 2-- WEIGHT OF FRESH SORBENT1)
READ(IN,*)G2
IF (G2.EQ.1) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,91)
FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT SIGV :')
READ(IN,*)SIGV
WT=(1.-SIGV)*VOL*PD
ELSE
WRITE(OUT,92)
92 FORMAT(/1 ** p l s INPUT WT (GM) :')
READ(IN,*) WT 
SIGV=1.•(WT/PD/VOL)
END IF
END IF
IF(VAR(11).EQ.11) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,93)
93 FORMAT(/' ** WHICH VALUE DO YOU WANT TO INPUT?'
* / ' l —  VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE'
* /* 2—  SPACE VELOCITY'
* /’ 3-- LINEAR GAS VELOCITY')
READ(IN,*)G3
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IF (G3.EQ.1) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,94)
94 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT VF ( CM3/HR) :')
READ(IN,*)VF 
U0=VF/AREA 
SV=UO*AREA/VOL
ELSE IF (G3.EQ.2) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,72)
72 FORMAT(/' ** PLS INPUT SV ( l./HR) :')
READ(IN,*) SV 
UO=SV*VOL/AREA 
VF=AREA*U0
ELSE
WRITE(OUT,71)
71 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT UO (cm/hr) :')
READCIN,*) UO 
SV=UO*AREA/VOL 
VF=AREA*U0
END IF
END IF
IF(VAR(12).EQ.12) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,61)
61 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT DE (CM2/HR) :')
READCIN,*) DE
END IF
IF(VAR(13).EQ.13) THEN 
WRITE(0UT,62)
62 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT KG (CM/HR) :')
READCIN,*) KG
END IF
IF(VAR(14).EQ.14) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,63)
63 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT KSP (CM4/GM0LE S /HR) :')
READCIN,*) KSP
END IF
IF(VAR(15).EQ.15) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,64)
64 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT B ( A(G) + BB(S) :')
READCIN,*) B 
END IF
IF(VAR(16).EQ.16) THEN
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WRITE(0UT,53)
53 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT DELH :') 
READCIN,*) DELH
END IF
IFCVARC17).EQ.17) THEN 
WRITEC0UT.54)
54 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT CPG :') 
READCIN,*) CPG
END IF
IFCVARC18).EQ.18) THEN 
WRITECOUT,55)
55 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT CPS :')
READCIN,*) CPS
END IF
IFCVARC19).EQ.19) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,56)
56 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT HT :')
READCIN,*) HT
END IF
IF(VAR(20).EQ.20) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,57)
57 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT HW :')
READCIN,*) HW
END IF
IF(VAR(21).EQ.21) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,158)
158 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT SMAX :')
READCIN,*) SMAX 
END IF
END IF
C *** PRINTING OUT THE INPUT PARAMETERS :
C CALL CLRSCR
CA0=MF*P/82.06/TEMP 
WT=VOL*(1.-SIGV)*PD
C *** CALCULATING THE MASS TRANSFER RATE BY USING WILSON EQ.
IF (VAR(13).NE.13) THEN
KG=MASSTR(TEMP,P ,UO,SIGV)
END IF
C
CALL CLRSCR
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C *** PRINT OUT THE PARAMETERS
WRITEtOUT.lSJTEMP.P.MF.CAO.MFD.CSO.PD.R.RD.L.SIGV.WT.VF,
*SV,UO,DE,KG,KSP,B
FORMAT(/3X,'1— (TEMP)OPERATION TEMPERATURE = ', F9.2, ' K' 
*/3X,'2--(P) OPERATION PRESSURE(ABS) = F9.2, ' atm ’
*/3X,'3--(MF) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION = \  E16.6,
*/3X,1 (CAO) INLET 02 CONCENTRATION = \  E16.6, 'gmole/cc'
*/3X,'4--CMFD) INLET 02 MOLE FRACTION (DRY BASIS)= ', E16.6,
*/3X,'5--(CS0) REACTING SOLID MOLAR DENSITY= ',F9.6,'gmole/cc' 
*/3X,'6— (PD) PELLET DENSITY = ', F9.6, ' gm / cc '
*/3X,'7— (R) PELLET RADIUS = ', F9.4, ' cm '
*/3X,'8--(RD) REACTOR DIAMETER = \F9.4, ' cm'
*/3X,'9--(L) BED HEIGHT = ', F9.2, ' cm1
*/3X,'lO-(SIGV)BED VOIDAGE = ', F9.5
*/3X,' (WT) WT OF FRESH SORBENT = ', E16.6,' gm'
*/3X,'ll-(VF) VOLUMETRIC FLOW RATE (STP) = ', E16.6, 'cm3/hr' 
*/3X,' (SV) SPACE VELOCITY (STP) = F12.2, ' / hr'
*/3X,' (UO) LINEAR GAS VELOCITY (STP) = '.F12.2, 'em/hr' 
*/3X,'12-(DE) EFFECTIVE DIFFUSIVITY COEFF=',F9.2, 'cm2/hr' 
*/3X,113-(KG) MASS TRANSFER COEFF. = E16.6, ' cm / hr ’
*/3X,'14-(KSP) RATE CONSTANT = ', E16.6, ' cm4 / gmole S/hr’ 
*/3X,'15-(b) STOICHIOMETRIC COEFF. A(G)+bB(S) = \F6.3)
WRITE(OUT,16) DELH,CPG,CPS,HT,HW,SMAX 
FORMAT(
* 3X,'16-(DH) HEAT OF REACTION = ', E16.5, ' cal/gmole'
* /3X,'17-(CPG) AVERAGE GAS HEAT CAPACITY=',F9.3,'cal/gm/ K'
* /3X,'18-(CPS) AVERAGE SOLID HEAT CAPACITY=’,F9.3,'cal/gm/ K*
* /3X,'19-(HT) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-S)=*,F9.3,'cal/cm2/hr/K'
* /3X,'20-(HW) HEAT TRANSFER COEFF (G-W)=',F9.3,'CAL/CM2/HR/K'
* /3X,'21-(SMAX)THE MAX SULFUR LOADING=’,F9.3,'SULFUR/SORBENT')
Wr FIVE COEFFICIENTS FOR EQUATIONS
UOPT=UO*(TEMP/298.)*(1./P)
C *** CHOOSE SPHERICAL OR CYLINDRICAL SHAPE OF PELLET
WRITE(6,*) ' PLS INPUT 1 FOR SPHERICAL, 2 FOR CYLINDRICAL' 
READ(5,*) ISHAPE
IF(ISHAPE.EQ.l) THEN 
SPCOEF =3.0
ELSE
SPC0EF=2.0 
END IF
WRITE(6,*) 'SPCOEF = SPCOEF 
COEFF = SPCOEF*(1.0-SIGV)*L/UOPT/R 
ACOEF = B*CAO*UOPT/L
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RR = 1.0/(CS0*KSP)
RK = 1.0/KG
MD0T=P*23.5/82.06/TEMP*U0PT 
ROB=WT/VOL
WRITE(0UT,11)MD0T 
11 FORMAT(/3X,'++ THE MASS FLOW RATE = \E12.4,' GM/CM2/HR1)
WRITECOUT,19)ROB 
19 FORMATC/3X,'++ BED DENSITY =',£12.4,' GM/CM31)
TMAX=WT/273./B/(CAO*UOPT*3.1415/4.*RD**2) 
WRITE(OUT,501)TMAX 
501 FORMATC/3X/++ TIME NEEDED TO REGENERATE A FULLY'
* /3X,1 SULFIDED BED = ',E12.4,' HR')
A1=UOPT*CAO/L/CSO*B/C1.-SIGV)
A2=L*HT*AV/MDOT/CPG 
A3=-DELH/ROB/CPS/TEMP 
A4=HT*AV/R0B/CPS 
A5=L*HW*4./MDOT/CPG/RD
C WRITE(6,500)A1,A2,A3,A4,A5
500 FORMATC2X,'A1= \E10.4,
* /2X,'A2= ',E10.4,
* /2X,'A3= 1,E10.4,
* /2X,'A4= ',E10.4,
* /2X,'A5= 1,E10.4)
WRITECOUT.58)
58 FORMATC/’ ** WANT TO CHANGE THE PARAMETERS ? Y/N')
READCIN,13) CHANGE
IF CCCHANGE .EQ.'Y') .OR, CCHANGE .EQ. ’y')) GO TO 59 
C *** INTIALIZE THE INTEGRATION STEP SIZES
N = 200 
DELZ = l./N 
N=N+1
DELT = 0.01
NTIME=100
M=-10 
WRITEC6,113)
113 FORMATC/'** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NO*
* /'l- REGENERATION FOLLOWING COMPLETE SULFIDATION'
* /'2- REGENERATION FOLLOWING PARTIAL SULFIDATION')
READCIN,*) ICH
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DO 114 1=1,5001 
114 XF(I)=1.
IF (ICH.EQ.l) THEN 
CALL STEP(DELZ.DELT)
ELSE
C *** REQUEST THE INITIAL LOADING DATA AND CHOOSE STEP SIZE
CALL PART(XFI)
CALL STEP(DELZ.DELT)
C *** IF THE STEPSIZE OF THE BED LENGTH REQUIRES MORE POINT 
C *** THAN THE INITIAL INPUT
IF(N.GE.M) THEN
CALL CHGE(XF,XFI)
END IF
END IF
C *** READ IN THE TIME FOR REGENERATION
CALL TIME(TS,TF,TIL)
C *** INITIALIZE THE BS,BF,BIL,BEDPOS
BS=0.2 
BF=1.0 
BIL=0.2 
BEDPOS=20
C *** INPUT THE BED POSITION INFORMATION FOR INTEGRATION
WRITE(OUT,115)
READ(IN,13)BEDLN 
IF(BEDLN.EQ.'Y') THEN 
CALL POS(BS,BF,BIL)
BEDPOS=l 
END IF
C *** CALL PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR SUBROUTINE TO INTEGRATE
CALL PDCR(DELZ,DELT,TS,TF,TIL,BS,BF,BIL,XF,BEDPOS,XFI)
WRITE(OUT,112)
READCIN,13) START 
IF(START.EQ.'Y') GO TO 20
78 FORMATC80A)
13 FORMATC1A)
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112 FORMATC/2X,' *** WANT TO CONTINUE? Y/N')
115 FORMATC/2X,’ *** WANT TO SEE THE CHANGES OF VARIABLES1 
* /2X,' AT DIFFERENT BED POSITIONS? Y/N')
STOP
END
C +++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE PART +++++++++++++++++
C *** READ IN THE SOLID FRACTION CONVERSION AFTER THE
C SUFIDATION AND REVERSE THE ORDER SINCE THE REGENERATION
C REACTING GAS STREAMS ENTER INTO THE REACTOR FROM THE
C OPPOSITE END
SUBROUTINE PARTCXF)
CHARACTER*8 NAME 
INTEGER IN,OUT,OPUNIT 
REAL XFC5001)
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M
0PUNIT=12 
WRITECOUT,91)
91 FORMATC/’ ** PLS INPUT DATA FILE NAME')
READCIN,93)NAME 
93 FORMATC8A)
OPENC UNIT=OPUNIT,FILE=NAME)
WRITECOUT,10)
READCOPUNIT,*)M
DELZ=1./CM-1)
DO 109 1=1,M
READ C OPUNIT,*)XFCI)
109 WRITECOUT,20)DELZ*(I-1),XFCI)
C DO 239 1=1,M
C239 XFCI)=CXFCI)-C0.15/50.)*C50-I))*0.9
DO 98 I=l,INTCM/2)
TEMP=XFCM-I+1)
XFCM-I+1)=XFCI)
XFCI)=TEMP 
98 CONTINUE
REWINDCOPUNIT)
CLOSECOPUNIT)
10 FORMATC/1 *** THE INPUT INITIAL X
* //3X,1 Z*
20 FORMATC9X,F9.3,5X,E10.5)
RETURN 
END
C +++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE TIME +++++++++++++++++++
.VS. Z PROFILES ARE:' 
X ’/)
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C *** READ IN THE INTEGRATION TIME FOR REGENERATION 
C IT WILL BE THE RESULTS VS BED POSITION AT SPECIFIED 
C TIME
SUBROUTINE TIME(TS,TF,TIL)
INTEGER IN,OUT 
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M
90 WRITE(OUT,32)
32 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT
* /' STARTING TIME, ENDING TIME, AND INTERVAL TIME FOR'
* /' REGENERATION (HR)')
READ(IN,*) TS,TF,TIL
IF((TS.GT.TF).OR.(TIL.GT.TF)) THEN 
WRITECOUT,91)
91 FORMATC'*****ERROR INPUT***** PLS TRY AGAIN')
GO TO 90
END IF
IF(ABS(TS).LE.0.0001) TS=TIL
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE, POS ++++++++++++++++++++
C *** READ IN THE BED POSITION FOR REGENERATION 
C IT WILL BE THE RESULTS VS TIME AT SPECIFIED BED
C POSITION
SUBROUTINE POS(BS,BF,BIL)
INTEGER IN,OUT 
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M
90 WRITECOUT,32)
32 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT :'
* /' STARTING POS, ENDING POS AND INTERVAL POS FOR’
* /' REGENERATION (Z*)')
READCIN,*) BS,BF,BIL
IF((BS.GT.BF).OR.(BIL.GT.BF)) THEN 
WRITECOUT,91)
91 FORMATC’*****ERROR INPUT***** PLS TRY AGAIN')
GO TO 90
END IF
IF(ABS(BS).LE.0.0001) BS=BIL
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++4++++ SUBROUTINE STEP 44444444444444444
C *** FIX THE STEP SIZE FOR INTEGRATION
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SUBROUTINE STEP(DELZ,DELT)
INTEGER IN,OUT,SVAR(30),STV(30)
CHARACTER*80 IP 
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M
WRITE(OUT,63)
63 FORMATC/’ ** THE DEFAULT STEP SIZES ARE :')
WRITE C OUT,64)DELT,DELZ,N-1
64 FORMATC/' TIME INCREMENT = E9.3, ' HR',
* /’ LENGTH INCREMENT = E9.3,1 C\I5,' PTS)')
67 WRITECOUT,54)
54 FORMATC/'** WHICH CHOICE DO YOU WANT? PLS INPUT THE NUMBER1
* / ’l--- TO USE DEFAULT STEP SIZES'
* /*2—  TO CHANGE TIME INCREMENT'
* /'3---  TO CHANGE LENGTH INCREMENT’)
DO 55 1=1,20
55 SVARCI)=20
DO 56 1=1,3
56 STVCI)=20 
READCIN,77)IP
READCIP,*,END=57)STVCD,STVC2),STVC3)
57 DO 58 1=1,3
58 SVARCSTVCI))=STVCI)
IFCSVAR(2).EQ.2) THEN 
WRITECOUT,59)
59 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT TIME INCREMENT DT CHR) ')
READCIN,*)DELT
END IF
IFCSVARC3).EQ.3) THEN 
WRITECOUT,61)
61 FORMATC/'**PLS INPUT PTS NO TO DIVIDE THE BED HEIGHT’)
READCIN,*)N 
DELZ=1./N 
N=N+1 
END IF
WRITECOUT,64)DELT,DELZ,N-l 
77 FORMATC80A)
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE CHGE +++++++++++++++++
C *** TO EXPAND THE POINTS TO MATCH THE STEPSIZE REQUIREMENT
SUBROUTINE CHGECXF.XFB)
REAL XFC5001).ZFC5001),ZBC5001),XFBC5001)
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M
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DELB=1./(M-1)
DELF=1./(N-1)
ZB(1)=0.
ZF(1)=0.
DO 10 1=2,M 
10 ZB(I)=DELB*(1“1)
DO 20 1=2,N 
20 ZF(I)=DELF*(I-1)
XF(1)=XFB(1)
XF(N)=XFB(M)
DO 50 1=2,N-l 
DO 50 J=1,M-1
IF((ZF(I).GT.ZB(J)).AND.(ZF(I).LT.ZBCJ+l))) THEN 
XF(I)=XFB(J)+(ZF(I)-ZB(J))/DELB*(XFB(J+1)-XFB(J))
ELSE IF (ZF(I).EQ.ZB(J)) THEN 
XF(I)=XFB(J)
END IF 
50 CONTINUE
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE PDCR ++++++++++++++++
C *** THE MAIN HEART OF PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR INTEGRATION
SUBROUTINE PDCR(DELZ,DELT,TMIN,TMAX,TI,
* BMIN,BMAX,BI,XF,BEDPOS,XFI)
REAL LTEM(25005),LCAM(25005),LX(25005)
REAL LSTE(25005),XFI(5001).LOWERl.UPPER
REAL ST(8,100),BT(800),FAC,XF(5001).LOWER,UPPER,BTS(800) 
REAL SX(8,100),BX(800),SCA(8,100),BCA(800),STS(8,100)
INTEGER MSTEP,NBINT,BPLINE,P1(20)
INTEGER JK,OUT,BEDPOS,FGCA,FGX,EXPA 
INTEGER NP
DOUBLE PRECISION Z(5001),TG(5001),TS(5001),CA(5001),X(5001), 
1TSM(5001),TGM(5001),XM(5001),CAM(5001)
DOUBLE PRECISION XNU,TSNU,CANU,TGNU
* XP,TSP,CAP,TGP 
CHARACTER*1 COM.CGSIZE
COMMON /P2/A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,TW,SMAX 
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M 
COMMON /P5/NTIME
399 FGX=4 
FGCA=4
IF((TI*10.).LT.l.) FAC=100
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IF((TI*10.).GE.l.) FAC=10 
IF((TI*10.).GE.10.) FAC=1
L1=INT(TMIN*FAC*1.001)
L2=INT(TMAX*FAC*1.001)
L3=INT(TI*FAC*1.001)
NL=INT((TMAX-TMIN)/TI*1.001)+1 
MSTEP=INT(TMAX/DELT)+2
BINT=INT((BMAX-BMIN)/BI*1.001)
BPLINE=BINT+1
C *** FINDING THE CORRESPONDING POINT FOR SPECIFIED BED POSITION
P1(1)=INT((N-1)*BMIN*1.0001)+1 
DO 90 IA=1,BPLINE-1 
90 P1(IA+1)=INT((N-1)*(BMIN+BI*IA)*1.0001)+1
JB=1
BTMIN=TMAX/NTIME
BEPSI=0.5*BTMIN
T=0.
11=0
NC=4
C L0WER=-l.E-4
C UPPER=1.5
L0WER=-5.E-3 
UPPER=2.0 
L0WERl=-5.E-3 
UPPER1=2.0 
EPSI=l.E-50 
EPS=0.5*DELT
C *** SET THE INITIAL CONDITIONS FOR INTEGRATION 
C Z = REACTOR LENGTH
C CA = GAS CONCENTRATION (CA/CAO)
C TG = GAS TEMPERATURE (TG/TGO)
C X = SOLID FRACTIONAL CONVERSION
C TS = SOLID TEMPERATURE (TS/TGO)
Z(l) = 0.0 
CA(1) = 1.0 
TG(1) = 1.0 
DO 10 I = l.N-l
Z(I+1) = Z(I) + DELZ 
X(I) = 0.0 
TS(I) = 1.0 
10 CONTINUE
X(N)=0.
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TS(N)=1.
WRITECOUT,116)
C *** CALCULATE FOR T = 0
CATRI = CA(1) + DELZ*F1(TS(1),TG(1),X(1),CA(1))
IF((CATRI.GT.UPPER1).OR.(CATRI.LE.LOWER1)) GO TO 777 
IF(CATRI.LT.EPSI) CATRI=EPSI 
IF(CATRI.GT.l.O) CATRI=1.0
TGTRI = TG(1) + DELZ*F2(TS(1),TG(1))
C IFCTGTRI.LT.1.) TGTRI=1.
CAC2)= CAC1) + 0.5*DELZ*CF1CTSC1),TGC1),XC1),CA(1)) 
*+FlCTSC2),TGTRI,XC2),CATRI))
TGC2)= TG(1) + 0.5*DELZ*CF2CTSC1),TGCD) + F2CTSC2),TGTRI))
C *** PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR FOR T = 0
DO 25 1=3,N
CAP=CACI-2)+2.0*DELZ*FlCTSCI-l),TGCI-l),XCI-l),CACI-l))
TGP=TGCI-2)+2.0*DELZ*F2CTSCI-l),TGCI-l))
IF(CCAP.GT.UPPER1).OR.(CAP.LE.LOWER1)) GO TO 777 
IF(ABSCCAP).LE.EPSI) CAP=EPSI 
C IF(CAP.GT.l.) CAP=1.
C IFCTGP.GT.l.) TGP=1.
c a (i )=c a c i -i )+o .5*d e l z * cf i c t s c i-i ),t g c i -i ),x c i -i),c a c i- D )
* + F1CTSCI),TGP,XCI),CAP))
TGCI)=TGCI-1)+0.5*DELZ*CF2CTSCI-1),TGCI-1))
* + F2CTSCD.TGP))
IFCCCACI).GT.UPPER1).OR.CCA(I).LE.LOWER1)) GO TO 777 
IFCABSCCACI)).LT.EPSI) CACI) = EPSI 
C IFCCACD.GT.l.) CA(I)=1.
25 CONTINUE
C *** CALCULATE FOR T = DELT 
C *** Z = 0
XTRI = X C D  + F3CXC1),CAC1))*DELT 
IFCCXTRI.GT.UPPER).OR.CXTRI.LT.LOWER)) GO TO 888 
IFCXTRI.LT.EPSI) XTRI=EPSI 
IFCXTRI.GT.l.) XTRI=1.0
TSTRI = TSC1) +F4CTSC1),TGC1),XC1),CAC1))*DELT 
C IFCTSTRI.LT.1.) TSTRI=1.
XNU = X(l) + 0.5*DELT*CF3CXC1),CAC1))+F3CXTRI,CAC1))) 
TSNU = TS(1) + 0.5*DELT*CF4CTSC1),TGC1),XC1),CAC1)) 
1+F4CTSTRI,TGC1),XTRI,CAC1)))
IFCCXNU.GT.UPPER1).OR.CXNU.LT.L0WER1)) GO TO 888
IFCXNU.LT.EPSI) XNU=EPSI
IFCXNU.GT.l.) XNU=1.0
XMC1) = XC1)
t s m c d  = TSCD
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X(l) = XNU
IF(X(1).GT.XF(1)) X(l)=l. 
TS(1) = TSNU
C *** 2 = DELZ
TSTRI = TS(2) + DELT*F4(TS(2),TG(2),X(2),CA(2))
XTRI = X(2) + DELT*F3(X(2),CA(2))
IF((XTRI.GT.UPPER).OR.(XTRI.LT.LOWER)) GO TO 888 
CATRI = CA(1) + DELZ*F1(TS(1),TG(1),X(1),CA(1)) 
IF((CATRI.GT.UPPER).OR.(CATRI.LT.LOWER)) GO TO 777 
IF(ABS(CATRI).LT.EPSI) CATRI = EPSI 
IF(ABS(XTRI).LT.EPSI) XTRI = EPSI 
TGTRI = TG(1) + DELZ*F2(TS(1),TG(1))
TSNU = TS(2) + 0.5*DELT*(F4(TS(2),TG(2),X(2),CA(2))
1+F4(TSTRI,TGTRI,XTRI,CATRI))
XNU = X(2)+0.5*DELT*(F3(X(2),CA(2)) + F3(XTRI,CATRI))
CANU = CA(1)+0.5*DELZ*(F1(TS(1),TG(1),X(1),CA(1))
1+F1(TSTRI,TGTRI,XTRI,CATRI))
IF((CANU.LT.LOWER).OR.(CANU.GT.UPPER)) GO TO 777 
IF((XNU.LT.LOWER).OR.(XNU.GT.UPPER)) GO TO 888
IF(ABS(CANU).LT.EPSI)CANU = EPSI 
IF(ABS(XNU).LT.EPSI)XNU = EPSI
TGNU = TG(1)+0.5*DELZ*(F2(TS(1),TG(1))+F2(TSTRI,TGTRI)) 
XM(2) = X(2)
TSM(2) = TS(2)
CAM(2) = CA(2)
TGM(2) = TG(2)
X(2) = XNU
IF(X(2).GT.XF(2)) X(2)=l.
TS(2) = TSNU 
CA(2) = CANU 
TG(2) = TGNU
C *** Z = 2*DELZ AND BEYOND 
C MODIFIED EULER FOR X, TS
DO 30 1=3,N
XTRI = X(I) + DELT*F3(X(I),CA(I))
IF((XTRI.GT.UPPER).OR.(XTRI.LT.LOWER)) GO TO 888 
TSTRI = TS(I) + DELT*F4(TS(I),TG(I),X(I),CA(I)) 
IF(ABS(XTRI).LT.EPSI) XTRI = EPSI
C *** PREDICTOR-CORRECTOR FOR TG.CA
TGP = TG(I-2)+2.0*DELZ*F2(TS(I-l),TG(I-l))
CAP = CA(I-2)+2.0*DELZ*Fl(TS(I-l),TG(I-l),X(I-l),CA(I-l)) 
IF((CAP.GT.UPPER).OR.(CAP.LT.LOWER)) GO TO 777 
IF(ABS(CAP).LT.EPSI) CAP = EPSI
XNU = X(I) + 0.5*DELT*(F3(X(I),CA(I)) + F3(XTRI,CAP))
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IF((XNU.LT.LOWER).OR.(XNU.GT.UPPER)) GO TO 888 
TSNU = TS(I) + 0.5*DELT*(F4(TS(I),TG(I),X(I),CA(I))
1 +F4(TSTRI,TGP,XTRI,CAP))
IFCABS(XNU).LT.EPSI)XNU=EPSI
CANU = CA(I-l) + 0.5*DELZ*(F1(TS(I-1),TG(I-1),X(I-1),
1 CA(I-l))+Fl(TSNU,TGP,XNU,CAP))
IF((CANU.LT.LOWER).OR.(CANU.GT.UPPER)) GO TO 777 
IF(ABS(CANU).LT.EPSI) CANU = EPSI
TGNU=TG(I-1)+0.5*DELZ*(F2(TS(I-1),TG(1-1)) +F2(TSNU,TGP)) 
TGNU=TG(I-1)+0.5*DELZ*(F2(TS(I-1),TG(I-1)) +F2(TSNU,TGP)) 
XM(I) = X(I)
TSH(I) = TS(I)
CAM(I) = CA(I)
TGM(I) = TG(I)
X(I) = XNU
IF(X(I).GT.XF(I)) X(I)=1.
TS(I) = TSNU 
CA(I) = CANU 
TG(I) = TGNU 
30 CONTINUE
T = T+DELT
C *** T = 2*DELT AND BEYOND
DO 75 JK= 3.MSTEP
XP = XM(1) + 2.0*DELT*F3(X(1),CA(1))
TSP = TS(1) + 2.0*DELT*F4(TS(1),TG(1),X(1),CA(1)) 
IF(ABS(XP).LT.EPSI)XP=EPSI
XNU = X(l) + 0.5*DELT*(F3(X(1),CA(1)) + F3(XP,CA(1)))
IF((XNU.LT.LOWER).OR.(XNU.GT.UPPER)) GO TO 888
TSNU =TS(1)+0.5*DELT*(F4(TS(1),TG(1),X(1),CA(1))+F4(TSP,
1 TG(1),XP,CA(1)))
IF(ABS(XNU).LT.EPSI)XNU=EPSI 
XM(1) = X(l)
TSM(l) = TS(1)
X(l) = XNU
IF(X(1).GT.XF(1)) X(l)=l.
TS(1) = TSNU
C *** z = DELZ
CATRI = CA(1) + DELZ*F1(TS(1),TG(1),X(1),CA(1)) 
IF(ABS(CATRI).LT.EPSI) CATRI = EPSI 
TGTRI = TG(1) + DELZ*F2(TS(1),TG(1))
XP = XM(2) + 2.0*DELT*F3(X(2),CA(2))
TSP = TSM(2) + 2 .0*DELT*F4(TS(2),TG(2),X(2),CA(2)) 
IF(ABS(XP).LT.EPSI)XP=EPSI
CANU =CA(1)+0.5*DELZ*(F1(TS(1),TG(1),X(1),CA(1))+F1(TSP, 
1 TGTRI,XP,CATRI))
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IF((CANU.LT.LOWER).OR.(CANU.GT.UPPER)) GO TO 777 
IF(ABS(CANU).LT.EPSI) CANU = EPSI
TGNU = TG(1) + 0.5*DELZ*(F2(TS(1),TG(1)) + F2(TSP,TGTRI)) 
XNU = X(2) + 0 .5*DELT*(F3(X(2),CA(2)) +F3(XP,CANU)) 
IF((XNU.LT.LOWER).OR.(XNU.GT.UPPER)) GO TO 888 
TSNU =TS(2)+0.5*DELT*(F4(TS(2),TG(2),X(2),CA(2))+F4(TSP,
1 TGNU,XP,CANU))
IF(ABS(XNU).LT.EPSI)XNU=EPSI 
XM(2) = X(2)
TSM(2) = TS(2)
X(2) = XNU
IF(X(2).GT.XF(2)) X(2)=l.
TS(2) = TSNU 
CA(2) = CANU 
TG(2) = TGNU
C *** Z = 3*DELZ AND BEYOND
DO 36 I = 3,N
CAP=CA(I-2)+2.0*DELZ*Fl(TS(I-l),TG(I-l),X(I-l),CA(I-l))
IFCABS(CAP).LT.EPSI) CAP = EPSI
TGP = TG(I-2) + 2.0*DELZ*F2(TS(I-1),TG(I-1))
XP = XM(I) + 2.0*DELT*F3(X(I),CA(I))
IF(ABS(XP).LT.EPSI) XP=EPSI
TSP = TSM(I) + 2.0*DELT*F4(TS(I),TG(I),X(I),CA(I))
C *** CORRECTING THE PREDICTION
DO 70 K = 1,NC
CANU=CA(I-1)+0.5*DELZ*(F1(TS(I-1),TG(I-1),X(I-1)
1 ,CA(I-1))+F1(TSP,TGP,XP,CAP))
IF((CANU.LT.LOWER).OR.(CANU.GT.UPPER)) GO TO 777
IF(ABS(CANU).LT.EPSI)CANU=EPSI
TGNU=TG(I-1)+0.5*DELZ*(F2(TS(I-1),TG(I-1))
1 +F2(TSP,TGP))
XNU = X(I) + 0.5*DELT*(F3(X(I),CA(I)) + F3(XP,CANU)) 
IF((XNU.LT.LOWER).OR.(XNU.GT.UPPER)) GO TO 888 
IF(ABS(XNU).LT.EPSI)XNU=EPSI
TSNU = TS(I) + 0.5*DELT*(F4(TS(I),TG(I),X(I),CA(I))
1 + F4(TSP,TGNU,XP,CANU))
CAP = CANU 
XP = XNU 
TGP = TGNU 
TSP = TSNU
70 CONTINUE
XM(I) = X(I)
TSM(I) = TS(I)
X(I) = XNU 
C IF(X(I).GT.XF(I)) X(I)=1.
TS(I) = TSNU
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CA Cl) = CANU 
TG(I) = TGNU 
36 CONTINUE
T = T + DELT
C *** CHECK THE MAXIUM SOLID FRACTIONAL CONVERSION
DO 109 JM=1,N
IF(X(JM).GT.XF(JM)) X(JM)=1. 
109 CONTINUE
DO 23 IM=L1,L2,L3
IF(ABS(T-IM/FAC).LT.EPS) THEN 
WRITECOUT,77) T
DO 60 JA=1,N
WRITE(6,12)Z(JA),CA(JA),TG(JA),X(JA),TS(JA) 
FORMATC1 Z= ' ,E10.5,' CA= ',E10.5,
' TG= ',E10.5,1 X= 1,E10.5,' TS= ’.E10.5) 
LTEMCI1+JA)=TG(JA)
LSTECI1+JA)=TS(JA)
LCAM C11+JA)=CA CJA)
RX=XFCJA)-XCJA)
IFCRX.LE.O.) RX=0.
LXCI1+JA)=SMAX*RX 
LXCI1+JA)=XCJA)
CONTINUE
I1=I1+N 
END IF
23 CONTINUE
IFCBEDPOS.EQ.l) THEN
DO 91 IM=1,NTIME
IFCABSCT-BTMIN*IM).LE.EPS) THEN
DO 92 IB=1,BPLINE
SCACIB,JB)=CACP1CIB)) 
RX=XFCP1CIB))-X(P1CIB)) 
IF(RX.LE.O.) RX=0.
SXCIB,JB)=SMAX*RX 
STSCIB,JB)=TSCP1CIB))
92 STCIB,JB)=TGCP1CIB))
JB=JB+1 
END IF
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91 CONTINUE
END IF
75 CONTINUE
IF(M.GT.O) CALL INIX(XF)
CALL PTOUT3(LCAM,LX,LTEM,LSTE,NL,TMIN,TI)
IF(BEDPOS.EQ.1) THEN
IB1=0
DO 93 I=1,BPLINE
DO 94 K=1,JB-1
BCA(IB1+K)=SCA(I,K) 
BX(IB1+K)=SX(I,K) 
BTS(IB1+K)=STS(I,K) 
94 BT(IB1+K)=ST(I,K)
IB1=IB1+JB-1 
93 CONTINUE
C *** PRINT OUT THE RESULT
CALL BOUT(BPLINE,BCA,BX,BT,BTS,BTMIN,JB,BMIN,BMAX,BI)
END IF
RETURN 
777 FGCA=1
GO TO 779 
888 FGX=1 
779 CONTINUE
IF(FGCA.EQ.l) CALL WARN(l)
IF(FGX.EQ.l) CALL WARN(2)
IF((FGCA.EQ.1).OR.(FGX.EQ.1)) THEN 
WRITE(OUT,117)
READCIN,118)CGSIZE
IF(CGSIZE.EQ.’Y') THEN
CALL STEP(DELZ,DELT)
IF(M.GT.O) CALL CHGE(XF,XFI)
GO TO 399 
ELSE
RETURN
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END IF
END IF
77 FORMATC/'***THE EQS HAVE BEEN INTEGRATED TO \F9.2,' HR')
116 FORMATC/'***START INTEGRATING THE EQUATIONS')
117 FORMATC/'***WANT TO CHANGE STEPSIZE? Y/N’)
118 FORMATC1A)
200 FORMATCIX,'TIME = \E12.4)
201 FORMATC1 Z= ’,F9.4,' CA= \E10.5,' TG= \E10.5,’ X= ',
*E10.5,1 TS= ',E10.5)
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE INIX ++++++++++++++++
C *** ECHO PRINTING THE INPUT INITIAL PROFILE
SUBROUTINE INIXCXF)
REAL XFC5001),ZC100)
INTEGER IN,OUT 
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M 
WRITECOUT,90)
DO 50 1=1,21 
50 ZCI)=0.05*CI-1)
11=1
DELZ=1./CN-1)
N0=CN-l)/20
DO 30 12=1,21
I3=I1+CN-1)/20.*CI2-1) 
WRITECOUT,20)ZCI2),XFCI3) 
30 CONTINUE
20 FORMATC9X,F9.3,5X,E12.5)
90 FORMATC/' *** THE INITIAL X VS Z* PROFILES ARE :' 
* //' Z* X'/)
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE BOUT +++++++++++++++++
C *** PRINT OUT THE GAS TEMPERATURE PROFILE VS TIME AT 
C SPECIFIED BED POSITION
SUBROUTINE BOUTC SPLINE,BCA,BX,BT,BTS,BTMIN,JB,BIN,BF,BIL) 
REAL BTC800),BCA(800),BXC800),BTS(800).TIMEC101)
INTEGER BPLINE,IN,OUT 
CHARACTER*! WANT
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COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M 
COMMON /P5/NTIME 
OPEN(12,FILE='TEMP’)
11=0
DO 50 I=1,NTIME 
50 TIME(I)=0.+I*BTMIN
DO 10 I=1,BPLINE
WRITE(OUT,9) BIN+BIL*(I-1)
DO 30 I2=1,NTIME 
11=11+1
WRITECOUT,11)TIME(I2),BCA(I1),BX(I1),BT(I1),BTS(I1) 
WRITE(12,*)TIME(I2),BT(II),BTS(I1)
30 CONTINUE
10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,15)
READCIN,100) WANT 
IFCWANT .EQ.'N') RETURN 
CALL GRAPH C 6,TIME,BT,BPLINE)
9 FORMATC/' ** BED POSITION = ',F9.3, ' **'//
*' TIME GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP 
*'/
*' CHR) CCA*) CSL) CTG*) CTS*)'
*/)
11 FORMATC2X,F8.3,4X,E10.4,3X,E10.4,5X,E10.4,3X,E10.4/)
15 FORMATC/2X,'DO YOU WANT THE PLOT? Y/N'/)
100 FORMATC1A)
CLOSEC12)
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE PTOUT3 ++++++++++++++
C *** p r i n t OUT THE GAS CONCEN, SOLID FRACTIONAL CONVERSION, 
C GAS TEMPERATURE, AND SOLID TEMPERATURE VS BED POSITION 
C AT SPECIFIED TIME
SUBROUTINE PT0UT3COUT1,0UT2,0UT3,0UT4,LINE,TIN,TIL)
REAL OUT1C25005),0UT2C25005),0UT3C25005)
REAL ZC11),TIN,TIL,P01C501)
REAL DISC 1001),OUT4C25005)
INTEGER KIND,LINE,PC4),PLC50),IN,OUT 
CHARACTER*80 IP 
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M
11=1
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DO 50 1=1,11 
50 Z(I)=0.+(I-1)*0.1
DELZ=1./(N-1)
NO=(N-1)/10 
N01=(N-1)/50 
ZIN=0.1/5
DO 10 1=1,LINE
WRITECOUT,9) TIN+TIL*(I-1)
14=0
DO 30 12=1,11
I3=I1+(N-1)/10*(I2-1)
14=14+1
P01(I4)=0UT3(I3)
IF ((I4.GE.2).AND.(P01(I4).GT.0.1)) THEN 
TEMP=ABS(P01(I4)-P01(I4-1))
IF (TEMP/P01(I4-1).GT.0.2) THEN 
I5=I3-NO 
DO 72 J=l,4 
XDE=Z(12-1)+ZIN*J 
ITEMP=I5+N01*J
72 WRITE(OUT,ll)XDE,OUT1(ITEMP),0UT2(ITEMP),OUT3(ITEMP
* ,0UT4(ITEMP)
END IF
END IF
30 WRITECOUT,11)Z(I2), 0UT1(I3),0UT2(I3),0UT3(I3),0UT4(I3)
I1=I.1+N
10 CONTINUE
9 FORMATC/' ** TIME = ',F9.3,' HR **’//
*' BED LENGTH GAS CONCE SULFUR LOAD GAS TEMP SOLID TEMP 
*'/
*' (Z*) (CA*) (SL) (TG*) (TS*)1
*/)
11 FORMAT(2X,F5.3,8X,E10.4,3X,E10.4,3X,E10.4,3X,E10.4/)
DO 91 1=1,4
91 P(I)=50 
DO 92 1=1,50
92 PL(I)=50
C *** p l o t THE FIGURES
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WRITE(OUT,51)
FORMATC/' ** WHICH PLOT DO YOU NEED?'
1— GAS CONCENTRATION PROFILE'
2— SOLID CONVERSION PROFILE1
3— GAS TEMPERATURE PROFILE'
4— SOLID TEMPERATURE PROFILE'
5— NONE OF ABOVE')
READCIN,77) IP 
FORMATC80A)
READ(IP,*,END=100) P(1),P(2),PC3),PC4)
DO 52 1=1,5 
PLCP(I))=PCI)
IFCPLC5).EQ.5) RETURN 
DISC1)=0.
DO 25 1=1,N-l
DISCI+1)=DISCI)+DELZ 
IFCPLCD.EQ.l) CALL GRAPHC3,DIS,OUT 1,LINE) 
IFCPLC2).EQ.2) CALL GRAPHC4,DIS,0UT2,LINE) 
IFCPLC3).EQ.3) CALL GRAPHC5,DIS,OUT3,LINE) 
RETURN 
END
' FUNCTION FI H
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F1(Y,V,W,C) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y,V,W,C 
COMMON /P2/A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,TW
F1=-C/V*CA2*Y+A5*TW-A2*V-A5*V+GCW))
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++ FUNCTION F2 +++++++++++++++++
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F2CY,V) 
DOUBLE PRECISION Y,V 
COMMON /P2/A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,TW 
F2=A2*CY-V)+A5*CTW-V)
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++ FUNCTION F3 +++++++++++++++++
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F3CW,C)
DOUBLE PRECISION W,C
COMMON /P2/A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,TW
F3=A1*G(W)*C
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++ FUNCTION F4 +++++++++++++++++
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DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION F4(Y,V,W,C) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W.C.Y.V 
COMMON /P2/A1,A2,A3,A4 
F4=A3*RB(W,C)-A4*(Y-V)
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++++++++ FUNCTION RB ++++++++■
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION RB(W,C) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W,C 
COMMON /P2/A1,A2,A3,A4,A5,TW 
COMMON /P3/C0EFF,ACOEF,RR,RK,DE,R 
C WRITE(6,*)ACOEF,C,W 
RB=ACOEF*G(W)*C 
RETURN 
END
C ++++++++++++++++ FUNCTION G +++++++++H
DOUBLE PRECISION FUNCTION G(W) 
DOUBLE PRECISION W 
COMMON /P2/A1 .A*5,A3,A4,AS,TW 
COMMON /P3/'COEFF,ACOEF,RR,RK,DE,R 
IFfW.LT.1.) GO TO 10 
G=0.
RETURN
C*** FOR CYLINDRICAL PARTILE
10 G=COEFF/(RR/((1. 0-W)**0.5)-0.5*R/DE*DLOG(1.0-W) + RK)
C***- FOR SPHERICAL PARTICLE
C 10 G=COEFF/(RR/((1.0-W)**(2./3.))
C * - R/DE*(1.-1./(1.-W)**(1./3.))+ RK)
RETURN
END
C ++++++++++ FUNCTION MASSTR ++++++++++
C *** using wilson eq to calculate the mass transfer coeff 
FUNCTION MASSTR(TEMP,P ,UO,SIGV)
REAL U0,NRE,NSC,NSH,JFAC,U2 
C DIFF IS CALCULATE FROM THE CONDITION 866 K AND 2.7 ATM
DIFF = 0.6241*(TEMP/866.)**1.5*(2.7/P) 
CHARL = 0.7678
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GDEN = P*29/82.06/TEMP 
VIS = 3.47E-4
C *** DIFF = MOLECULAR DIFFU. COEFF FOR H2S ( CM2 / SEC )
C *** CHARL = CHARACTERISTIC LENGTH OF PELLET ( CM )
C *** GDEN = FLUID DENSITY ( GM / C.C. )
C *** VIS = VISCOSITY OF THE FLUID ( GM / CM / SEC )
U2=U0*(TEMP/298.)*(1•/P)
NRE = U2/3600,*CHARL * GDEN / VIS 
NSC = VIS / GDEN / DIFF
IF (NRE.LT.55.) THEN
JFAC = 1.09/NRE**(2./3.) / SIGV
ELSE
JFAC = 0.25/NRE**(0.31) / SIGV 
END IF
NSH = JFAC * NRE * NSC**(l./3.)
MASSTR = NSH * DIFF / CHARL * 3600.
C KG = 16000.
C WRITE(5,114) NRE,NSC,NSH
C *** NRE = REYNOLD NO.
C *** NSC = SCHMIDT NO
C *** NSH = SHERWOOD NO
C *** JFAC = J FACTOR
RETURN 
END
C ++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE WARN +++++++++++++++
C *** PRINT OUT THE WARNING MESSAGE
SUBROUTINE WARN(I)
INTEGER IN,OUT 
COMMON/P4/IN,OUT,N,M
IF(I.EQ.l) THEN 
WRITECOUT,10)
ELSE
WRITECOUT,11)
END IF
10 FORMATC/'*WARNING* LENGTH STEPSIZE IS TOO BIG ')
11 FORMATC/'*WARNING* LENGTH A/O TIME STEPSIZE ARE TOO BIG1) 
RETURN
END
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C +++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE GRAPH ++++++++++++++++++
C *** PLOT THE FIGURE
SUBROUTINE GRAPH(KIND,X,Y,NL)
REAL Y(5550),X(1001),CX(3),CY(3)
INTEGER KIND 
CHARACTER*1 COM.STORE 
CHARACTER*6 NAME 
COMMON /P4/IN,OUT,N,M 
COMMON /P5/NTIME 
CALL FSINIT 
C CALL CHXSET('GRID')
C CALL CHYSETfGRID')
C CALL CHSET(1CBOX')
CALL CHSET('NOMARKERS')
CALL CHCGRD(64,25)
C IF (KIND.EQ.3) CALL CHHEAD(25,'GAS CONCENTRATION PROFILE1)
C IF (KIND.EQ.4) CALL CHHEAD(25,'SULFUR LOADING PROFILE ')
C IF (KIND.EQ.5) CALL CHHEAD(25,'GAS TEMPERATURE PROFILE ')
C IF (KIND.EQ.6) CALL CHHEAD(25,'GAS TEMPERATURE PROFILE ’)
IF((KIND.EQ.2).OR.(KIND.EQ.6)) THEN
CALL CHXTTL(20,’ Time (hr) ')
ELSE
CALL CHXTTL(20,' Bed Length (z*) ')
END IF
IF (KIND.EQ.2) CALL CHYTTL(25,' Exit Gas Concen. (ppm) ') 
IF (KIND.EQ.3) CALL CHYTTL(25,' Gas Concentration (CA*) ')
IF (KIND.EQ.4) THEN
CALL CHYTTL(34,' Sulfur Loading (wt of S/Sorbent)')
END IF
IF ((KIND.EQ.5).OR.(KIND.EQ.6)) THEN
CALL CHYTTL(34,' Gas Temperature (Tg*) ')
END IF
IF(KIND.EQ.2) THEN 
C CALL CHYRNG(0.,600.)
CALL CHPLOT(1,NL+1,X,Y)
ELSE IF(KIND.EQ.6) THEN
XM=8.0 
YM=1.5
CALL CHYRNG(1.,YM)
CALL CHXRNG(0.,XM)
C CALL CHXRNG(0.,3.)
CALL CHPLOT(NL,NTIME,X,Y)
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ELSE IF(KIND.EQ.5) THEN 
C DO 88 1=1,N
88 WRITE(6,*)'I=\I,'Y=\Y(I)
C.......FOR GAS TEMPERATURE
XM=8.0 
YM=1.5
CALL CHYRNG(1.,YM)
CALL CHXRNG(0.,XM)
CALL CHPLOT(NL,N,X,Y)
ELSE
C  FOR GAS CONCEN AND SOLID CONVERSION
XM=1.0 
YM=0.35
CALL CHYRNG(0.,YM)
CALL CHXRNG(0.,XM)
CALL CHPLOT(NL,N,X,Y)
END IF
CALL FSFRCE 
CALL CHTERM
CALL ASREADCTYPE,MOD,COUNT)
WRITE(6,17)
17 FORMATC/' ** WANT TO PRINT THE PLOT? Y/N')
READC5,111) COM
111 FORMATC1A)
IFCCOM.EQ.’Y ’) CALL GPLOTCKIND,Y,X,NL)
WRITEC6,18)
18 FORMATC/' ** WANT TO STORE THE PLOT? Y/N')
READC5.111) STORE
IFCSTORE.EQ.'Y ') THEN 
WRITEC6,19)
19 FORMATC/' ** PLS INPUT THE FILENAME') 
READC6.20) NAME
20 FORMATC6A)
CALL GSSAVE C 0,0,NAME,0,0,4,'SAVE')
END IF
CALL FSTERM
RETURN
END
C +++++++++++++++++ SUBROUTINE GPLOT +++H 
C *** PLOT THE FIGURES FROM THE PLOTTER
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SUBROUTINE GPLOT(KIND,XC,Y,NL)
DIMENSION XC(5550),Y(1001)
INTEGER*4 PROCOP(IO),CHARL(2).LABEL(4),TITL(4)
INTEGER IGATT(6)/0,1,1,0,1,1/
CHARACTER*8 NAMEL(3).DEVTOK
COMMON /P4/IN,0UT,N,M
COMMON /P5/NTIME
PR0C0P(1)=2
PR0C0P(2)=1
NAMEL(1) ='GDDMPRT1
CALL DSDR0P(1,0)
CALL DS0PEN(11,2,'L87S ',0,PROCOP,1,NAMEL)
CALL DSUSE(l.ll)
CALL GSC0L(3)
LABEL(1)=1
LABEL(2)=3
LABEL(3)=0
LABEL(4)=300
CALL CHLATT(4,LABEL)
CALL GSQPS(WIDTH,DEPTH)
C CALL CHAREA(0.2,0.2+.35*WIDTH,0.2,0.2+.35*DEPTH)
CALL CHAREA(0.2,0.2+.4*WIDTH,0.2,0.2+.4*DEPTH)
CALL CHXSET(’GRID')
CALL CHYSET('GRID')
CALL CHGATT(6,IGATT)
IF (KIND.EQ.2) CALL CHHEAD(25,'BREAKTHROUGH CURVE ')
IF (KIND.EQ.3) CALL CHHEAD(25,'GAS CONCENTRATION PROFILE1)
IF (KIND.EQ.4) CALL CHHEAD(25,'SULFUR LOADING PROFILE ')
IF (KIND.EQ.5) CALL CHHEAD(25,'GAS TEMPERATURE PROFILE ')
IF (KIND.EQ.6) CALL CHHEAD(25,'GAS TEMPERATURE PROFILE ')
IF((KIND.EQ.2).OR.(KIND.EQ.6)) THEN
CALL CHXTTL(20,' TIME (HR) ')
ELSE
CALL CHXTTL(20,' BED LENGTH (Z*) ')
END IF
IF (KIND.EQ.2) CALL CHYTTL(25,' EXIT GAS CONCEN. (PPM) ')
IF (KIND.EQ.3) CALL CHYTTL(25,' GAS CONCENTRATION (CA*) ')
IF (KIND.EQ.4) CALL CHYTTL(25,' SULFUR LOADING (SL) ')
IF ((KIND.EQ.5).OR.(KIND.EQ.6)) THEN
CALL CHYTTL(34,' GAS TEMPERATURE ')
END IF
CALL CHHMAR(IO.IO)
CALL CHVMAR(15,15)
CALL CHBATT(1,2)
CALL CHSET('CBOX')
CALL CHTATT(4,LABEL)
CALL CHHATT(4,LABEL)
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CALL CHSET('NOMARKERS')
C CALL CHYRNG(0.0,1.0)
IF(KIND.EQ.2) THEN 
C CALL CHYRNG(0.,600.)
CALL CHPLOT(1,NL+1,Y ,XC) 
ELSE IF(KIND.EQ.6) THEN 
CALL CHYRNGU.0,1.6)
C CALL CHXRNG(0.0,3.0)
CALL CHPLOT(NL,NTIME,Y,XC) 
ELSE IFCKIND.EQ.5) THEN 
CALL CHYRNG(1.0,1.6)
C CALL CHXRNG(0.0,3.0)
CALL CHPLOT(NL,N,Y,XC)
ELSE
CALL CHPLOT(NL,N,Y,XC)
END IF
CALL CHTERM
CALL ASREAD(TYPE,MOD,COUNT)
CALL DSCLS(11,1)
RETURN
END
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